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My Grandmother 
and Other Stories

Histories of the 
Palestinians as Social 
Biographies

Beshara Doumani,

Guest Editor

It is ironic that the intense concern about 
and the numerous historical studies on 
Palestine, the Palestinian-Israeli conflict, 
and Palestinian nationalist movements 
has kept the lives of ordinary Palestinians 
outside the purview of most scholars. These 
studies are expansive about the political 
history of the violence, territorial partition, 
and massive demographic displacement that 
are the hallmarks of modern state formation 
and nationalist conflicts. Precisely for that 
reason, however, they are largely silent 
when it comes to the social and cultural 
history of the overwhelming majority of the 
Palestinians.1 
Innovative and accessible narratives about 
a people who have become a household 
word, but about whom we know surprisingly 
little can point to new analytical horizons 
and political possibilities. Indeed, without 
stories in which ordinary Palestinians take 
their proper place in the historical stage, 
it is difficult to imagine how they can 
achieve political self-determination or take 
responsibility for their own actions. Writing 
Palestinians into history is critical, therefore, 

Bethlehem women at home drinking coffee 

and smoking narghileh.

Source: Before Their Diaspora, p. 59
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to more democratic and inclusive participation of Palestinians in the socioeconomic 
and cultural processes that shape their lives. 

By way of making a small contribution to this larger goal, the Institute of Jerusalem 
Studies provided the institutional platform for a series of workshops I led in the 
occupied Palestinian territories in July and August, 2007 on the theme “Silenced 
Histories: Towards an Agenda of Research on the Social and Cultural History of the 
Palestinians.” The Institute hosted the first two workshops and helped organize the 
others.2 The essays in this volume are a partial product of this combined effort. 

The workshops, as originally envisioned, had three specific goals. One was to take 
stock of the many studies on Palestinian social and cultural life published over the 
past two decades. What explains the new trends in scholarly output? What places, 
periods, and social groups do they privilege or ignore? What new sources are they 
drawing on and in what ways? Have they made a difference in how we divide the 
past into discrete periods or in how we conceive of the dynamics of change? Do 
these new social and cultural histories set themselves apart from the dominant 
political narratives or do they argue for a new understanding of what constitutes 
the political? In what ways are Palestinian scholars trying to take ownership of 
Palestinian history? And in what directions do they want to push agendas for future 
research?

In order to bring these issues into greater focus, I asked each participant to prepare 
for the workshops by writing an essay on the life of her or his grandmother or 
grandfather.3 The idea behind this second goal was to expose a set of relationships 
normally hidden in the shadows of political history, and to reflect on how these 
relationships can lead us to re-imagine the histories of the Palestinians. Taking 
advantage of the fact that most of the participants are of middle-age, the third goal is 
to shed light on the most important and, until now, greatly under-studied rupture in 
Palestinian life prior to 1948: the enormously destructive and transformative impact of 
World War I on Palestinian society, economy, culture, and identity. 

In writing the social biography of his or her grandmother, each participant was asked 
to consider what is at stake on the political and methodological levels, in addition 
to the meta-historical ones alluded to by the questions above. On the political level, 
what are the implications of delving into the rich diversity, internal contradictions and 
conflicting trajectories of Palestinian life? Is there a danger that the messiness of the 
past will make impossible a politically useful historical narrative at a time when the 
Palestinians need such a narrative more than ever? For example, what do the terms 
“indigenous” and “people” mean in the context of the vast multi-ethnic Ottoman 
Empire that ruled this region for four centuries (1516-1917), or in the context of 
the borders of the British Mandate (1922-1948) that were imposed by imperial fiat? 
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What kind of rights, legal standing and political expectations do such terms imply at 
a time when the very foundations of international law and state sovereignty are being 
undermined? And what, if anything, makes the conventional Palestinian nationalist 
narrative any different from the generic schema of origins, persecution, exile, and 
redemption common to most nationalist constructions of the past?4

I am aware that explorations of the past from a post-nationalist perspective subvert 
the political language of a people who have not yet achieved the right of self-
determination.5 This is not a trivial matter, nor an idle intellectual concern. The 
stakes are considerable, at least when measured by the yardstick of academics. Israeli 
revisionist historians can afford to expose Zionist nationalist mythology precisely 
because Israel is the superpower of the Middle East and Israelis have reached a high 
level of self-confidence and achievement. The Palestinians, in contrast, are by far 
the weaker party in an ongoing conflict. Their material and cultural patrimony, from 
places to place names, have been and continue to be subject to a systematic process 
of physical erasure and discursive silencing. This, along with the absence of national 
institutions and the series of severe ruptures, such as the 1948 war, is why Palestinian 
narratives are fragmented and revolve entirely around two binaries: erasure/affirmation 
and occupation/resistance.6 The first focuses on identity politics and assumes the very 
things that ought to be explained. The latter focuses on the nationalist confrontation 
with the Other and trades in the hard work of agency for the moral high ground of 
victim-hood. Neither can lay the foundation for a new political language, for they do 
not pay much attention to social and cultural practices of everyday life that produce 
and transform the meanings of being Palestinian across time and space.

On the methodological level, there is no shortage of vital issues raised in the process 
of scholarly labour into social biographies. The two most obvious are, first, the 
advantages and disadvantages of social biography as a way of doing history; and, 
second, the possibilities and limitations of the kinds of sources usually used in social 
biography, which, unlike conventional archives, are usually not authorized by states 
institutions.

Social biography and the related genre of micro-history are exciting to research 
and entertaining to read. The singularity of the person, place, thing or event under 
study imparts a built-in coherence without unduly prejudicing or restricting the 
emplotment of the story. As has long been the case in literature, larger arguments or 
insights about dynamics of state and society are rendered immediate, intimate, and 
accessible through connections to specific personal stories. Social biography also 
allows for a highly textured account that highlights the overlapping spaces or inter-
relations between economy, culture, and politics instead of separating them into 
discrete thematic fields of inquiry. Of course, there is no straight line between personal 
experience and the ‘Big Picture’ – hence, the preoccupation of historiographical 
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debates with theorising the relationship between the micro and the macro. In the minds 
of many scholars, social biographies are nothing more than minute and fleeting eddies 
in a large moving river, knowledge about which would best be captured by a satellite 
image. This intellectual stance, as harsh and as positivist as it maybe, reminds us that 
social biography works best when supported by systematic research whose scope goes 
well beyond investigating specific lives. It is this combination that makes possible 
robust generalizations and provides stronger foundations for meta-narratives.7 For the 
purposes of this special issue, the limitations of social biography are not an important 
concern, as the primary goal is to expose instead of capture the complexity of daily 
life and the multiple historical trajectories, both of which are masked by nationalist 
constructions of the past. 

As to sources, it is significant that the primary evidentiary base of the essays in this 
special issue of the Jerusalem Quarterly consists entirely of private and locally-
produced sources such as memoirs, dairies, annotated calendars, family papers, the 
built environment, and oral transmission. Adel Manna’ is able to reconstruct the key 
turning points in the life of his grandmother, Zahra, who lived in a largely illiterate 
peasant society, not just through family stories but also, crucially, through the 
discovery of personal notebook kept by a villager, Abu Jamil, in which he recorded 
the dates of important events ranging from marriage and childbirth to police raids and 
local conflicts. Villa Harun al-Rashid, the house that Hanna Ibrahim Bisharat built 
in the Talbiyeh quarter of West Jerusalem becomes the central material document as 
well as an historical actor in its own right in a poignant and beautifully written act of 
remembrance by George Bisharat, Hanna’s grandson, that not only brings the world 
of his grandfather to life, but also shows how formative it has been of his own and his 
children’s lives. The skilful interrogation by Salim Tamari of a soldier’s diary during 
World War One opens a rare window on a young man’s experiences of daily life in 
Jerusalem and of the travails of Ottoman military service during the crucial moment 
of transition from Empire to colonial state in the Middle East. Sonia Nimr brings her 
skills as an ethnographer and oral historian to bear on the reconstruction of the life 
of her grandfather, a doctor who both witnessed and played a role in the dramatic 
turning points of Palestinian life from the last days of Ottoman rule through the Great 
Revolt of 1936-1939 and the Nakba of 1948, to the 1967 War. She also makes use of 
an unpublished memoir by her uncle that, otherwise, would not have come to light. 
One wonders how many memoirs are kept in shelves and drawers waiting to be read. 
For Nazmi Jubeh, the primary source is a human time capsule: the discovery of a 
forgotten man by the name of Sheikh Hassan who spent his life in prison and in mental 
hospitals since the late 1930s. As he writes, “Sheikh Hassan … piqued the curiosity 
of a historian into whose hands had fallen a rare document no one before had seen.” 
But it is precisely his inability to unlock the memories of this sheikh that led to an 
investigative journey of unsurpassed symbolic richness. This journey, moreover, nicely 
illustrates how social biographies and micro-history allow for much greater freedom of 
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analytical positioning and narrative trajectories than more conventional forms.

Theoretically speaking, the availability of sources is only limited by the kinds of 
questions we ask of the past and by the technologies that could be brought to bear. 
New questions often reveal the existence of sources hitherto located outside the 
historian’s imagination. Family papers and records of the Islamic Law courts (sijillat 
al-mahakim al-shar’iyya) in the Middle East are two cases in point. In the 1930s the 
great Lebanese historian, Asad Rustum, used both along with more traditional archival 
sources to construct a vivid and multi-layered narrative about the causes, articulations, 
and local consequences of a pivotal historical moment: the Egyptian occupation of 
Greater Syria, 1831-1840. Yet, the focus on Western-inspired modernization was so 
intense and the dependency on European archives so strong that historians, despite 
Rustum’s influential example, would not pay attention to family papers and Islamic 
Court Records until several decades later.8 

It is traditionally expected of editors to summarize the main arguments and to point 
out the larger significance of each contribution. I will resist the temptation to comply. 
Nor will I compile for the benefit of the reader a list of the key themes – such as the 
centrality of connections to land and the very complex relations with Jewish settlers – 
that emerge in the wonderful stories by George Bisharat, Nazmi Jubeh, Adel Manna’, 
Issam Nassar, Sonia Nimr, and Salim Tamari. It is better at this point to allow them to 
speak for themselves. 

Suffice it to say three things in conclusion. First, the field of social and cultural history 
of the Palestinians is still in its early stages and there is a great deal to be done. A 
cursory look at the essays reveals many silences. They are, with notable exceptions, 
mostly about educated men, some of them well to do, who spent most of their lives 
in urban settings. Of course, these essays were not meant to be comprehensive in 
coverage. I make this observation only to point out the necessarily uneven gaze of the 
historian and the asymmetry in conditions of possibility when it comes addressing 
the gender, class, place, and rural/urban/pastor-nomadic divides. Thus, histories of 
peasants, women, Bedouin, artisans, the urban poor, and migrants, to mention but a 
few social categories, are comparatively few or non-existent. Similarly, one can point 
to specific places and time periods that tend to be ignored.

Second, grandmother stories are all about the meanings of family, place, and the 
relationship between the two. The dire need for in-depth studies of the modern history 
of family life and complex range of relationships to land constitutes perhaps the 
toughest challenge for social historians. The kin/land matrix in agriculturally-based 
societies characterized by deeply-rooted regional identities is much too materially 
central and discursively hegemonic to be objectified and abstracted. The opposite is 
true, of course, once communities are displaced and out of place. It stands to reason, 
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therefore, that the greater the distance from the kin/land matrix, the more constitutive 
it is of one’s political identity. In George Bisharat’s wonderful phrase, recovering 
the family/place connection becomes a vehicle for “remembering the future.” In yet 
another symbolically-laden observation, Nazmi Jubeh tells us how Sheikh Hassan 
during his decades’ long confinement in mental hospitals kept this connection alive by 
carefully unwrapping and wrapping a handkerchief containing a handful of dirt five 
times a day for the purpose of wudu’ (washing before prayer). 

Third, writing Palestinians into history raises difficult questions about what is 
universal and what is specific in the modern human experience; about the messiness 
and vagaries of contingency in history; and, not least, about the nature and possibilities 
of agency. ‘My grandmother’ stories suggest the need for an approach that privileges 
daily life without the romance and that recognizes collective tragedies without 
shirking responsibility or ignoring the larger transnational context. That is, an 
approach that foregrounds the hybridity of the quotidian yet recognizes the awesome 
homogenising power of politics and violence. Applying such an approach makes it 
possible to imagine a point of departure that can defend a notion of collective rights 
without essentialising the concepts of ‘indigenous’ and ‘people’ that lie at the heart 
of nationalist mythology. It makes it possible to build into the struggle for freedom 
and self-determination a process of critical questioning about what kind of a state and 
society Palestinians want to live in.

Endnotes
1 There is, in contrast, a rich memorial literature in 

Arabic produced almost entirely by non-academics, 

hence, considered outside the corpus of scholarly 

works. These memorial books about specific families, 

clans, villages, towns, and regions are often published 

locally at the author’s expense and thus not easily 

available. This phenomenon has historic roots, 

and is not specific to Palestine. Moreover, the last 

three decades have witnessed a phenomenal rate of 

publication of such works in Syria, Lebanon, Jordan, 

and Palestine; suggesting that this development 

is partly the product of the declining relevance 

of state institutions in people’s lives. For an in-

depth discussion of memorial literature, see Susan 

Sylomovics, The Object of Memory: Arab and Jew 

Narrate the Palestinian Village, (Philadelphia: 

University of Pennsylvania Press, 1998). For an 

analysis of Palestinian memorial books, see Rochelle 

Davis, “The Altar of History: Palestinian Narratives 

of Life before 1948,” University of Michigan, 2002. 

For a discussion of contemporary conditions feeding 

this boom, see Anne Marie Baylouny, “Privatizing 

Welfare, Creating Families: The Politics of Social 

Provision in Jordan,” University of California, 

Berkeley, 2003.
2 The workshops brought together academics 

and intellectuals from a variety of disciplines and 

professions. The first two workshops were held in 

Ramallah in the offices of the Institute for Jerusalem 

Studies on 8, 17 July, 2006. The third workshop was 

held in Riwaq (Center for Architectural Conservation) 

in Ramallah on 28 July, 2006. The fourth was held in 

Al-Quds University’s Centre for Jerusalem Studies 

on 14 August, 2006. The scheduled workshop in 

Haifa in cooperation with the Arab Centre for Applied 

Research had to be cancelled due to security concerns 

after the Israeli invasion of Lebanon. I mention an 

event that did not take place by way of alerting 
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the reader to the enormous difficulties Palestinian 

scholars face in simply meeting with each other face 

to face. Those living under Israeli occupation find it 

almost impossible to travel into Israel proper and vice 

versa. Although most Palestinians live within short 

driving distances of each other–such as those in Gaza, 

the West Bank and East Jerusalem as well as those in 

Israel, Jordan, Lebanon and Syria–they are subject to 

vastly dissimilar legal regimes, which greatly reduces 

their mobility and freedom of interaction.
3 Participants had the options of writing a social 

biography of any individual they have come to know 

intimately through experience or research (see, for 

example, the essay by Nazmi Jubeh) or of any other 

repository or locus of memory such as a particular 

thing, place, or event.
4 The stripped-down Palestinian nationalist 

narrative goes something like this: The Palestinians 

are the indigenous people of Palestine. Their history 

is one of resistance to British colonial rule and to 

a European-born Zionist project that eventually 

dispossessed and dispersed them. They are fighting 

for the right of return and self-determination.

5 This can be seen in the paucity of critical 

reflection on notions such as ‘people hood’ in the 

essays despite vibrant discussions of this issue during 

the workshop discussions.
6 For a detailed discussion of these two narrative 

binaries see Beshara Doumani, “Rediscovering 

Ottoman Palestine: Writing Palestinians into 

History.” Journal of Palestine Studies, 21:2 (Winter 

1992), 5-28.
7 To my mind, the most concise and useful 

discussion of social biography in the context of 

Middle East studies remains the introduction by 

Edmund Burke III to his best-selling edited volume, 

Struggle and Survival in the Modern Middle East, 

(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1993), 

1-27. A second revised and expanded edition with 

David Yaghoubian as co-editor was published in 

2006.
8 There is by now a substantial literature on Islamic 

court records. For further discussion of the above 

point along with a survey of available records in 

Palestine, see Beshara Doumani, “Palestinian Islamic 

Court Records: a Source for Socioeconomic History.” 

MESA Bulletin, 19:2 (December, 1985), 155-172.
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Sheikh Hassan 
al-Labadi & 
Seven Acts of Lost 
Memory

Nazmi al-Jubeh

Some may think (and have every right to 
do so) that this tragic play of seven acts 
is a figment of the writer’s imagination. 
But the narrator did not intervene in any 
way in the composition of its actual events, 
and merely contributed to its conclusion. 
All of the events, names, places, and dates 
here are real, although they may be the 
only things that are real in this tragedy. 
As for the mind’s ability to believe them, 
this is not my duty to critique. In any 
case, eventually we may be able to pen 
the remaining scenes of this epic if any 
reader is able to add information to help 
me complete the narrative. Otherwise, this 
unfinished testimony will remain one of 
many narratives: a scene in the Palestinian 
tragedy that has not yet come to a close.

Act One

Sheikh Hassan Muhammad al-Labadi, like 
many other residents of his village Kafr 
al-Labad, located south of Tulkarem just 
a stone’s throw from the town of Anabta, 

This photo of Sheikh Labadi was taken in 

Abu Dis at the Labadi family home, date 

unknown. It was published in one of the 

many newspaper articles about him, this one 

in al-Quds newspaper, 29 July 2007.
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left home to work as an imam in the mosque of Abu Dis, which lies on the eastern 
border of Jerusalem and near al-Aqsa Mosque. Since the end of the nineteenth century, 
Kafr al-Labad had been famed for (in addition to its olives and almonds) its educated 
residents who migrated in search of work. Palestinian cities had begun to attract 
villagers, especially those who could read and write. Jerusalem, in addition to Jaffa 
and Haifa, was one of the prime destinations for the villagers of Kafr al-Labad, who 
usually worked in education or religious institutions.

We don’t know for certain when Sheikh Hassan arrived in Jerusalem, but he probably 
arrived with his wife and only child, the infant Ghazi, around 1936. He was later 
joined by his brother Abdullah, who worked as an accountant in Jerusalem and 
married a woman from the Jerusalemite Khadr family. I later married one of the fruits 
of this marriage.

Sheikh Hassan spent most of his free time at the al-Aqsa Mosque, teaching and 
reciting the Qur’an, or participating in study and discussion circles. Discussions held 
within al-Haram al-Sharif were surely intense during that period, for a revolt broke 
out in 1936. Due to his village origins and the region he was raised in, it is probable 
that Sheikh Hassan was an integral part of this peasant-led revolution, which was 
concentrated in the hills of Palestine. As to the specifics of his involvement in politics, 
we know very little.
 
It was probably the beginning of 1939 when the British Mandate police surrounded 
al-Aqsa, pursuing revolutionaries who took refuge inside. As is their custom even 
today, the people of Jerusalem defended the mosque’s sanctity and prevented the 
British police from entering. Among those defending the holy site was Sheikh Hassan 
al-Labadi, who stood at the mosque’s gate, barring the path of the Mandate army and 
police. When one of the military officers insisted on crossing the threshold, Sheikh 
Hassan unsheathed the dagger he always carried with him and stabbed the officer to 
death.

Sheikh Hassan was arrested and sentenced to death, as was the norm at that time. 
This sentence was subsequently commuted to life imprisonment, due to his status as a 
religious figure, and to the protests that flared following his sentence. Sheikh Hassan 
was then sent to Acre Prison, where he joined the hundreds of prisoners crowding its 
dungeons during the 1936-1939 revolution. 
 
Sheikh Hassan’s only brother, Abdullah (my father-in-law), and his wife, Umm Ghazi 
(who died soon after), and his child Ghazi, all visited him whenever circumstances, 
whether material or political, allowed them to travel from Jerusalem to Akko. 
Thus far, there is nothing unusual about this story, for this was the experience of 
many Palestinian families who made pilgrimage to the numerous detention centers 
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throughout Mandate Palestine. Following the death of his mother, the sheikh’s 
son, Ghazi, was raised by his uncle Abdullah. I have not been able to collect much 
information about this period, for Abdullah died as a young man in 1967. His 
memories of his brother, Sheikh Hassan, were not passed on to his children due to 
their young age and the sudden break in communications with Sheikh Hassan, as we 
shall now see.

Akko fell into the hands of Zionist forces on 18 May, 1948, and the al-Labadi family 
was prevented from visiting Sheikh Hassan because they lived in an area that came 
to be known as the ‘West Bank’ controlled by Jordan. The family was unable to learn 
the sheikh’s fate, either through the Red Cross or any other means. They considered 
him among the lost, in the best case scenario, or among the dead, in the worst. His son 
Ghazi grew up and moved to Amman for work, and the sheikh’s brother died during 
the June 1967 war, leaving behind a handful of children, the oldest of whom was 
only 18. People were thereafter preoccupied with the difficulties of life under Israeli 
occupation, and had no time to consider Sheikh Hassan or anything related to him.

Ghazi didn’t come from Amman to Jerusalem except for important occasions, such as 
my wedding. I had never heard the story of his father and his disappearance. No one 
had ever mentioned it in front of me; I don’t know why. It may have been completely 
forgotten, or it may have been simply that no one, other than my mother-in-law, had 
known Sheikh Hassan personally. Nothing that I heard suggested any anomaly or open 
question. The wheel of life crushed us all, and the worries of living under occupation 
did not leave us free for other concerns. If they existed, they were marginalized 
entirely. The al-Labadi family, in particular Abdullah’s children, became closely 
connected to the Palestinian cause and national resistance at an early age, starting in 
the early 1970s. The family’s agenda no longer had room for anything else.

Act Two

On a rainy January night in the winter of 1982, my wife Haifa’ and I were on an ordinary 
visit to her family in Abu Dis. The large family, its numerous spouses and their children, 
gathered around the gas heater called ‘Aladdin’. Our gatherings were never free of 
national concerns. Until the wee hours of the morning, we would talk about where we 
were, who among us was in prison, and which of us was a candidate for arrest. Like 
many other ‘political’ families, imprisonment was a common theme in the fate of the 
al-Labadi family. During the 1970s, it had become customary for marriage to take place 
within political organizations, a practice known as ‘inner-marriage’. This strengthened 
political ties, on the one hand, but increased family problems on the other, since it was 
not unusual for many members of an extended family and their spouses to be detained at 
the same time. It certainly was not unusual in our case.
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On that ‘very typical’ evening, a young man from Abu Dis entered the house. He was 
accustomed to visiting the family from time to time, and this visit, like all others, 
was not on any special occasion. My in-laws always had guests, for the entire family 
was involved in politics. The family was known for being socially liberal, meaning 
that one could visit without prior arrangement or even without reason other than to 
socialize, check up on each other, or learn the latest political developments.

Abu Mahmoud, however, was not a typical guest. He was an outstanding storyteller. 
He loved to enter into fibbing competitions–none of the joking fibbers in Abu Dis 
could beat him. Whenever he had new tales in the pipeline and heard that I was in 
Abu Dis, he would come straight over to relate stories so full of oddities, lies, and 
exaggerations that we sobbed with laughter. And whenever I went to Abu Dis, I 
always anticipated his visits with excitement. 

On that night, after we were satiated with laughter, he prepared to leave, having to work 
early the next day. Before closing the door behind him, however, he turned and asked, 
“Do you know an old sheikh in the mental hospital of Deir Yassin” (the Palestinian 
village that was renamed Givat Shaul after 1948) called Sheikh al-Labadi?” I didn’t pay 
attention to the question and I didn’t think anyone else had noticed. But my mother-in-
law jumped out of her seat and asked Abu Mahmoud, “How old is he?”
 
“I don’t know. He’s surely past 80, but his health is remarkable,” Abu Mahmoud 
responded. “He prays constantly. He is light-complexioned and small framed. He is 
tiny, but charming, exactly like an angel.”

My mother-in-law’s eyes grew wide and she mumbled a few unintelligible words. 
I asked what she had said, and she mumbled again. She is a woman who speaks 
seldom, having spent her youth raising her children after her husband left her a young 
widow. She rarely expresses her point of view, and we usually discern her interjections 
through the smoke of her cigarettes she lights up day and night. I had just raised my 
eyebrows at this unusual when she said more clearly, “My brother-in-law. He might be 
my brother-in-law.”

Like the rest of those present, I understood nothing. After posing dozens of questions, 
however, my mother-in-law told the story of Sheikh Hassan, as it was known up 
until 1948. But no one believed that a relationship existed between that al-Labadi 
ensconced in the Deir Yassin mental hospital, and Sheikh Hassan, my wife’s uncle. 
Haifa’ did not know anything about the sheikh, other than that he was the father of 
her cousin, Ghazi. (Ghazi had become like a father to her following her own father’s 
death in 1967. It was he who escorted my wife to me on our wedding day.) Neither my 
wife nor my mother-in-law nor any of the children remembered this sheikh who was 
to enter our lives. I discovered that they knew little of this resistance fighter, other than 
that he had been imprisoned and died.
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Act Three

So as to replace doubt with certainty, I accompanied my wife and mother-in-law the 
following day to Deir Yassin. Fluent in Hebrew, I have some ability to deal with the 
Israeli administration.
 
The mental hospital in the village is located on Deir Yassin’s northwestern slope, and 
looks out over the ruins of the deserted village Lifta. The hospital building is one 
of the few Arab structures that remains, a witness to Deir Yassin and the infamous 
massacre of its inhabitants by the Irgun led by Menachem Begin in April, 1948. The 
building was transformed by Israel into a mental hospital (as if that was all Deir Yassin 
was missing!) with some additions that clash with its historic design and make it 
difficult to guess at its original appearance. The rectangular building is made of solid 
Jerusalem stone that remains a brilliant white, refusing to allow time to take its toll.
 
I rang the doorbell and a young Israeli opened the door. He asked us in Hebrew about 
the purpose of our visit and I asked to meet Sheikh al-Labadi, who was staying in 
the hospital. He asked our relation to the patient, and this was easy to prove with my 
mother-in-law’s identification card. We entered a clean, square, brilliant white room 
with an Arab split-arched ceiling. Its walls were lined with simple wooden chairs 
incongruent with the height of its soaring ceiling and the splendor of the building 
in its glory days. A few minutes later, a woman in her late 50s entered the room and 
asked if we spoke Hebrew. After affirming that I do, she introduced herself as a social 
counselor working in the hospital. Then she asked if we were visiting Sheikh al-
Labadi for the first time. We responded in the affirmative, and she then asked why we 
had not visited him before.

I wasn’t able to tell the story I had heard the night before, for I was afraid that it would 
turn me into a laughingstock and I, too, would be committed. Nothing seemed normal. 
I replied that we wanted to make sure he was the right person first. Then we would tell 
her the story from the beginning, even if seemed odd and its narration was lengthy, 
and even if it turned me into an object of ridicule. If she had no objection, we would 
like to visit him first, she said. “Nothing harms the sheikh, for he is hardly aware of 
what’s around him. It might help him to see new faces.”

Act Four

Only a few minutes had passed since our arrival, but it seemed as if it had been all of 
time, or at least a drawn-out epoch. What if it really was our hero sitting in the next 
room? What could he say to us after this absence? Was he truly crazy, and is that why 
he was here? What would he look like after all these years? And would my mother-in-
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law be able to identify him? Dozens of questions spun around in my mind, but they 
were distorted. I couldn’t understand myself, and so how would I be able to lead a 
conversation with whoever stood behind these walls?

After long minutes, a small, thin man came into the room wearing a white jallabiyya. 
It was impossible to guess his age, for he had surpassed all the years that I could 
comprehend. A snow white beard hung from his chin, stretching from his face to his 
navel. He had wrapped his head with a piece of white cloth, making a turban in the 
style of a mosque imam. His back was somewhat bent, but much less so than was 
to be expected in someone of his age. His steps were steady, indicating confidence, 
pride, and a strong build. He had a natural, innocent smile painted across his face that 
appeared as if it had not left him for centuries. His eyes were small; I couldn’t discern 
their color because they were sunken into deep valleys, although he didn’t have many 
wrinkles. 

I couldn’t get a hold of myself; the ground spun until I nearly fell. At first I didn’t 
recognize what I was seeing–he was an angel, exactly like the familiar images of 
Gabriel. He was truly a copy of the images painted by Leonardo De Vinci on church 
domes.

I couldn’t grasp where I was or why I was there. But I quickly drew myself up. My 
wife had lost the ability to speak. Her face turned red and she stopped breathing. My 
mother-in-law, on the other hand, fell onto a chair. She seemed to me extremely angry, 
and she is not of the sort that becomes angry or appears to be so. I looked from her 
to the man before us, who did not understand why he was there, why we were there, 
or what had brought us together. He didn’t say a word, but an expression of surprise 
appeared on his face. Finally, my mother-in-law told us, “It’s my brother-in-law. That’s 
Sheikh Hassan. He’s Ghazi’s father.”

“Is this right? Do you know what you are saying? Are you sure of this?” I asked her 
tersely, feeling fear and hesitation, almost wishing she hadn’t recognized him. Her 
eyes filled with tears.

“Of course. It’s him; it’s him. It can’t be anyone but him.”

I pressed my palm to his and shuddered. I yearned with all my heart that this was not 
him, if only to flee from a story that would remain with me for all my days. After 
observing this extremely unusual scene, the old man allowed me to seat him in a chair 
between myself and my mother-in-law. He continued to stare at us, and his smile 
widened. I greeted him, and he responded in eloquent Arabic, in the manner of al-
Azhar scholars and clerics, with clear, full enunciation. 
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“This is the wife of your brother, Abdullah,” I told him. “and I am their in-law. I’m 
married to your brother’s daughter. This is Haifa’. You don’t remember her because 
you were in prison when she was born.” 

The sheikh peered closely at us, one after the other, with a clear focus on my mother-
in-law. His smile then expanded, as if to ridicule me or mock my claim. 

“Abdullah’s wife is a young girl, and this is an old woman,” he chuckled, his thin, 
translucent body shaking as it was practically only a skeleton covered by the white 
jallabiyya.

I quickly grasped the situation. He had said the name of his brother, and my mother-in-
law had recognized him. This, then, had to be the forgotten sheikh who the Nakba had 
left behind, along with so much else, on the shores of the Mediterranean behind the 
walls built by Akko’s ‘Butcher’, Ahmad Pasha al-Jazzar. 

I didn’t know what had happened to his memory, where it stopped or at what stage. 
But that had to be discovered, for the sheikh had awakened my curiosity. It was 
no longer a matter of relation that brought us together, but a matter greater than 
all familial ties. Sheikh Hassan had piqued the curiosity of a historian, into whose 
hands had fallen a rare ‘document’ never before seen. He also woke within me the 
nightmares created for the people of Palestine by the catastrophe of 1948. How often 
had I listened in my youth to stories of families devastated, losing members without 
even knowing when or where. It was rare for such stories to end happily, as in the 
movies, but this case seemed to be the exception. The historian within me viewed the 
situation analytically (as much as I could think straight), seeing Sheikh Hassan as a 
time capsule or a manuscript filled with rare information. Would I succeed uncovering 
that which was concealed?
 
Following a discussion with the doctors and hospital administration, I surrendered to 
reality. There were no documents or records in the hospital confirming his identity.

“So did Sheikh Hassan fall from the sky into your hands?”

“No, he was transferred to us from the mental hospital in Tel Aviv.”

“Wasn’t a file transferred with him?”

“No, just a transfer form.” 

“Can I take the address of the Tel Aviv hospital in the hopes of finding his file there?”
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“Of course.”

“Doctor, can I take him home with me?”

The hospital’s supervising doctor did not hesitate. “Most certainly. Sign and receive.”

I couldn’t believe my ears. “Sign and receive.” Picking up a package from the post 
office in Israel requires greater effort, numerous documents and proofs of identity. 
What was going on? And was what I was receiving really my wife’s uncle, whom she 
had never met and whose story she knew nothing of? What was I getting myself into? 

“Sign and receive” has rung in my ears ever since. “Sign and receive.”

The hospital director turned his back and walked away. I then, indeed, signed and 
received, and we left in the company of Sheikh Hassan. It was an indescribable 
feeling, one of immeasurable pride. If the story was right, I was liberating the oldest 
Palestinian prisoner! My mind was teeming with questions, a headache, conflicting 
emotions. Was this a play, a Hollywood fantasy? 

Oh, I tire myself so. No matter how often I promise myself not to get involved in new 
stories, I always seem to fail at the first test.

Act Five

In the car from Deir Yassin to Abu Dis, Sheikh Hassan avoided looking at us, although 
he snuck glances from time to time. He stared without comment out the car window at 
everything we passed: buildings, cars, and people. The further we got into Jerusalem, 
the more he stared. Our own conversation did not exceed the rich, complementary 
phrases customary in Arabic. It seems that we all, with the exception of Sheikh 
Hassan, were in shock, or disbelief. 

We arrived in Abu Dis shortly before noon. No one was there to greet us, and 
there were no ululations of joy, feasts of a sacrificed lamb, or congratulations, as is 
customary among the people of Palestine on the release of a prisoner. No one knew 
what spoils we had returned with. Even we did not know what we had returned with.

“This is Abu Dis, Sheikh. Weren’t you its sheikh and imam?”

He looked at me, bringing his small eyes close together and wrinkling his brow, until it 
grew even smaller than it had been. “Yes, indeed, I was the imam of Abu Dis, but what 
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I see is not Abu Dis. This is Japan. Abu Dis is a ramshackle village, and this is a town, 
praise God for His works. It’s big.”

Abu Dis was a small village until the final quarter of the twentieth century, when it 
became a large, expansive town. It was not strange that the sheikh did not recognize it 
following his lengthy absence. No problem. I would surely succeed with subsequent 
attempts.

“Look, Sheikh. This is Fedwa, and this is Magda. This is Aisha, this is Muhammad, 
and this is Haifa’. This is Majid, and this is Hana’. These are Abdullah’s children.” 

The sheikh seemed a little distracted, deep in thought. I don’t know where his memory 
took him. Was he trying to urge it to remember? But what would he remember? What 
memory was he trying to bring back after an absence of 44 years? Only my wife’s 
nephew, still in his first year, commanded the sheikh’s attention. He held the baby in 
his lap and the baby played with his long white beard. Wasn’t Ghazi, Sheikh Hassan’s 
son, this age when the sheikh was arrested? The sheikh made light of us all, ignoring 
our questions. He searched in our faces and the house’s walls for something, but for 
what? To this day, I do not know.
 
I told myself that the truth must come out. I contacted the Israeli prison authorities 
and even went there myself to find out what had happened to the sheikh. There was 
nothing in the records. Then I went to the Israeli ministry of health, and there was 
nothing there. Even his transfers between hospitals, including Bardis Hanna Hospital 
(northwest of Tulkarem), took place with nothing more than a transfer memo. Was 
there really no file, or were they concealing information so that this would not become 
a legal case? I don’t know the truth. Where was Sheikh Hassan all those years? What 
happened to him? Wasn’t there some way to jog his memory? Or did he not want to 
remember? Did he want to punish us for leaving him behind all those years? Did he 
know about the Nakba and what happened to the people of Palestine? Did he realize 
that visiting him in prison had been impossible? 

And yet I had to keep on trying. Time is ours, as we say when there is nothing to do. 
I did not give in to fate. Those who do not search find no answers. I had to know the 
truth, or, shall we say, at least come closer. 

And then came the brilliant idea–Jerusalem’s holy mosque, al-Haram al-Sharif, had 
not changed, and the sheikh would surely recognize it. We went together, and I was 
filled with hope. We entered al-Haram from the direction of Lion’s Gate (Jerusalem’s 
eastern gate, which leads to a gate of the mosque bearing the same name), the very 
path the sheikh had traveled between al-Haram and Abu Dis. His step picked up once 
we entered al-Haram al-Sharif, and he looked around in all directions with interest, 
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raising my hopes of stirring his memory. We climbed the steps leading to the Dome of 
the Rock, until the entire dome soared shining before his eyes. Despite my promise not 
to intervene, I simply couldn’t contain myself. 

“Isn’t this the Dome of the Rock that you know, Sheikh?” I asked him.

“Of course. This is it exactly.”

My heart danced with joy over this dramatic advancement. I told myself that the truth 
was finally within reach. Now I would have him narrate. I would prompt his memory 
and record it in detail. The missing scenes of the story would be completed, and I 
would gain an enviable revelation. 

But before my thoughts could continue in this vein, Sheikh Hassan surprised me. 
“But this is Japan... Look, the people are dressed like Franks. Not only the men, but 
even the women are wearing pants... Japan has also built a Dome of the Rock? What a 
scandal.”

I didn’t understand this insistence on Japan, or what Japan meant to the sheikh. His 
words shattered my hopes, and I cursed Japan, which inexplicably seemed to follow 
our every move. Later, I learned that in some areas of the Palestinian countryside, 
strangers, even if they were from a neighboring village and had settled among 
the residents, were called ‘yabanji’, meaning ‘Japanese’. This is probably a term 
that entered colloquial Arabic through Ottoman Turkish, in which ‘yabanji’ means 
‘stranger’. 

Nevertheless, the sheikh sat against one of the many columns in al-Aqsa Mosque, 
spread out his handkerchief, and performed his ablutions with the soil contained 
within. Then he intoned the call to prayer, prayed a greeting to the mosque, followed 
by numerous sets of prayers that I did not count. He did everything but what I wished 
he would do: remember.

We contacted his son Ghazi in Amman, and he couldn’t believe the news of finding 
his father after all these years, now that he was in his 50s. He came to Jerusalem filled 
with anticipation. How could Ghazi have a father after all this time? 

The sheikh did not recognize his son, but Ghazi’s joy surpassed all limits. Could one 
imagine what it was like meeting the father he had never known, after believing that 
he was an orphan? The one-sided scene was indescribable. Ghazi kissed every spot 
of his father’s body, his tears streaming. His crying reached the ears of the neighbors, 
who witnessed part of the scene. Everyone was crying and wiping their eyes; no one 
was shy or holding back. The sobbing united all those present, except for the sheikh, 
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who stood still in the center, confused and not understanding. I saw pity in his eyes, 
but his surprise was more obvious and pronounced. 

Ghazi’s screaming dominated the situation–“Baba, I’m your son! Baba, I’m Ghazi! 
Say something, Baba!” The more he wailed, the more sobbing there was.

The first days following the ‘release’ of Sheikh Hassan passed without achievement. 
A relative familiarity developed between himself and his new surrounds, but he would 
not stop asking to return to the hospital. “Guests are for three and a third days,” he told 
us. “And here I am, having spent longer than that with you. Take me back.”

I don’t know what the sheikh’s living conditions were like during his imprisonment 
or in his transfer between hospitals. In his pocket, he carried a handkerchief wrapped 
around a handful of soil. Before praying, he would unfold it and perform his ablutions 
with this soil rather than with water, as dictated by Islamic law in cases when water is 
either unavailable or impure. When he finished this soil ablution, he would wrap the 
handkerchief with the utmost care and tie it up like a parcel, carefully placing it back 
in his pocket. We never knew where this soil was from or why he carried it with him 
wherever he went. When we offered him to perform ablutions with water instead, he 
firmly refused, although he bathed daily and was very particular about cleanliness. 
After completing his soil ablution, he would climb onto the bed and intone the call 
to prayer on schedule. Then he would pray atop the bed. I never saw him pray on the 
ground, even when we spread out a prayer rug for him.

Act Six

I did not yield to the sheikh’s refusal to open up his memory for me to record. I began 
to think of a different approach, and believed that I had hit upon the key. 

“Let’s travel to Kufr al-Labad,” I told the family. “The village hasn’t grown or 
developed because its residents always leave for the city in search of a living. Surely 
the sheikh’s memory will be awakened there.”

We left, the sheikh, Ghazi, myself, and other family members. Nothing stirred the 
sheikh in our trip from Jerusalem through Nablus to the road leading to Tulkarem. 
Yet he watched carefully, observing everything extremely closely. Sometimes he 
would look hard as the car passed a field planted with olive trees, and his eyes would 
remain glued to the spot until it disappeared behind the turns. When the car entered 
Nablus, I didn’t feel as though anything had changed, but he grew more focused on the 
buildings and people. 
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Still, nothing indicated new feelings; everything seemed normal, as though the sheikh 
passed by every day, seeing the same scenes. We reached the town of Anabta, and 
there was still nothing new. In the middle of the town, we turned to the southwest and 
ascended a hill in the direction of Kufr al-Labad. It was a difficult, narrow road that 
rose suddenly and sharply between the buildings of Anabta. Its upper section cut olive 
fields in two. The car had not ascended more than 200 meters when the sheikh grabbed 
my wrist and screamed, “Stop here! Stop the car!”

I slammed on the brakes in the middle of the hill. The sheikh opened the car door–I 
don’t know how he learned to open them–and began to run uphill. It was as though a 
strange force were pulsing through him. We caught up with him, leaving the car in the 
middle of the road. 

After climbing more than 50 meters, the sheikh suddenly flung himself on the ground 
and scattered soil on his head, wailing so fiercely that his eyes became red. Our eyes, 
too, filled with tears. This was a shock we were not prepared for. It’s true that with 
this journey we sought to help the sheikh regain the memories suppressed by years of 
loneliness, isolation, abandonment and suffering. But we were not prepared for this 
kind of drama, and it affected us deeply. 

Then, just as suddenly as the sheikh had stretched out on the ground, he got back 
on his feet and began to run anew, just as fast as the first time. “This is the property 
of my aunt Zarifa, and this is the property of my uncle Ahmed. This is the maris 
[planted field], this is the jidar [wall], and this the hakura [vegetable garden]. Here 
are the sabrat [cacti] and here the louzat [almonds].” (He was naming the various 
topographical features that demark the Palestinian countryside and plots of land.) 

I was nailed to the spot; I couldn’t pull myself together. I burst into tears, again, 
although not as profusely as the sheikh. At last we had reached our goal. The sheikh 
had spoken, and set his memories free. All that remained between us and the truth was 
a recording session. At least that’s what I hoped.

The sheikh continued his ascent until we reached the peak of the hill. When the houses 
of Kafr al-Labad appeared and the ground flattened out, his step picked up until 
we reached his house. This was the house he was born in, and the house he lived in 
whenever he returned to Kafr al-Labad, most often during the annual olive season. 
He pushed the door open with his hand and entered as though he had never left it. He 
sat cross-legged in the middle of the floor, under the Arab arched vaults. Had the time 
come to narrate the story? Was there nothing left for me to do other than uncap my pen 
and record it, now that we had returned to his beginnings?
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Not minutes had passed before news of our arrival spread throughout the village like 
fire eating at straw. Crowds surged as though it were the Day of Resurrection; no one 
remained in his home. Everyone told each other the tale; I don’t know how many 
versions of the story were narrated. They all tried to sneak a look into the wide seating 
area, while the elderly swarmed around the sheikh, filling the spacious room. And 
everyone tried to prove their relationship to the sheikh:

“I’m the son of your paternal aunt Fatima.”

“And I’m the grandfather of the son of your maternal aunt.”

“And I’m...”

“And I’m...”

I no longer remember all the family members that suddenly appeared, but the village 
united that day as one family–everyone was related to each other in some way. All 
the residents of Kufr al-Labad were connected to Sheikh Hassan–he made them one 
family, something never seen before in Kufr al-Labad’s long history. East person 
jostled to remind the sheikh of something they shared, something that tied them to 
each other. The young residents of the village did not understand what was going on. 
It was like a circus or a museum, with the sheikh standing as a curiosity or a work of 
art that people paraded by. Even those with no relation to Sheikh Hassan passed before 
him, simply to survey the scene.

Hours passed like this. The sheikh said nothing, except to greetings. He nodded his 
head, his gaze turned inward on hidden thoughts. Despite everything going on, that 
childlike smile never left his mouth. And even today, after all this time, I still cannot 
interpret that smile. My characterization of it may have been naive–was it childlike or 
was it in fact sarcastic? I’m no longer sure.

The sheikh had recognized the land but not the people, and he did not connect the two. 
With all its divisions and ownerships, the land had not moved or changed. It had not 
become Japan, although the people had become ‘Japanese’.
 
The sheikh slept in his house, in his birthplace. I hadn’t seen him sleep so deeply since 
his ‘release’. Was it a sense of comfort and of returning home, or was it exhaustion 
from the shock of all that he had seen in one day–more than he had seen in forty-some 
years? The next morning was no different from the evening before. I did not write 
much more than a description of the events. There were no new facts about the past.
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The next day we all went to visit the sheikh’s land, which lay a few hundred meters 
from the center of the village. The same scene was repeated–the tossing of earth on 
his head, caressing and kissing the olive trees. The sheikh’s tears gushed, as did those 
of everyone who joined that trip to the fields. The scene was momentous–a mass 
procession by the village residents, as if this was a festival of a village saint. There 
were hundreds of young people, elderly and even women. Everyone cried, as though 
this was an occasion to shed tears suppressed for decades. On occasions such as this, 
sobbing is permitted without judgment. And once again, the sheikh did everything 
expected except talk, which only increased my frustration. 

The Seventh and Final Act

Ghazi insisted on taking his father to Jordan to spend the rest of his days. This was a 
right no one, including I, could deny him. So eager was I to find a happy ending to this 
tale that I was ready to write its conclusion, even if it was incomplete. 

And this is where the problem began. In order to travel, identification papers were 
required. The sheikh had no personal documents. When Jordanian passports were 
issued for West Bank residents in 1951, the sheikh was not a resident. We don’t know 
where he was, but he was certainly not in the West Bank.

Where was Sheikh Hassan?, I wondered. What happened to him? It’s possible that he 
remained in the Akko prison when it fell into Jewish hands during the 1948 war, its 
doors subsequently opened, and those who remained departing. But the sheikh hadn’t 
had a memory to help him return. He most likely lost his memory not long before 
1948, but certainly before then. When the Akko prison was taken over, the Israelis 
had no choice but to transfer him to a mental hospital to begin a new journey through 
dungeons unknown to him and to us. Sheikh Hassan slipped out of history, and we 
don’t know where he traveled on this solitary journey. 

Sheikh Hassan had little difficulty remembering things that had not changed. But he 
could not even remember those he met later who had been his contemporaries. Did 
he really not remember, or did he reject his memory, holding us responsible for what 
had happened to him? Sheikh Hassan did not know that Jews had taken control of 
most of Palestine’s land, creating from it the state of Israel. He harbored no hatred 
towards them; all of his hatred was directed towards the British, those responsible for 
everything. He did not understand when we explained the 1967 Israeli occupation that 
had allowed us to get to him. In fact, I can compile a long list of what Sheikh Hassan 
did not comprehend, but I can only record a short list of what his memory could still 
bear. Still, by all standards, it was a heavy weight. The land remained Sheikh Hassan’s 
only reservoir of memory.
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With the help of the village head, we obtained the identification papers necessary to 
request a Jordanian passport that would allow Sheikh Hassan to enter Jordan. But how 
would we get him out, over the bridge, when he had no Israeli identification? I had to 
return to the hospital to obtain a document confirming his identity and his residence. 
With the help of this document written in Hebrew and addressed “To whom it may 
concern”, we were able to obtain an exit permit for the sheikh to cross the Allenby 
Bridge, on the basis of his having permanently resided in Israel. And indeed, with the 
help of these papers that had no legal basis or relation to the truth, Sheikh Hassan left 
for Amman following a well-attended farewell in Abu Dis.
 
I never saw Sheikh Hassan again after that, and everything I know comes from what 
his son Ghazi and his grandchildren have told me. They said that every day after the 
sheikh would leave his son’s home located in Tal’at al-Masdar leading towards the 
Wehdat area in eastern Amman, and walk in every direction, searching for something 
unknown to all. They weren’t even sure that he knew what he was looking for. One of 
his grandchildren would follow him until he got tired and then take him back to the 
house in a taxi. The same scenario was repeated the following day, and so on, without 
him tiring. 

It seems that Sheikh Hassan missed the routine of his quiet, calm life in the hospital, 
and was trying to return to it. He was trying to return the self that had been lost among 
the welcoming and the faces that meant nothing to him; the self that was lost in the 
immense pressure of trying to remember what had been forgotten or what he had 
chosen to forget; the self that fled from reality and soared on horizons we can never 
attain.

The public reception in Amman was the same as it had been in Abu Dis, Jerusalem, 
and Kufr al-Labad, except on a larger scale. News of the sheikh spread through the 
city of more than a million and the press flocked to him. Everyone wanted the truth, 
but no one found a greater portion than I. Just as official and grassroots institutions 
did not hesitate to visit the humble family home, the sheikh’s arrival at his son’s 
house turned it into a pilgrimage site. Delegations and the curious poured in. The 
Jordanian newspapers printed coverage filling entire pages–“Sheikh Hassan returns 
from the dead”, “Sheikh Hassan al-Labadi is liberated from occupation prisons after 
more than 40 years”, “Amman embraces the liberated prisoner Sheikh Hassan al-
Labadi”, “The tragedy of Palestine is embodied in Sheikh Hassan”, and so on. Sheikh 
Hassan was no longer unknown, and had in fact become one of Amman’s prominent 
personalities, a symbol of the Palestinian cause (at least that was what the Amman 
office of the Palestine Liberation Organization insisted). No one sought the opinion of 
Sheikh Hassan on his new standing, but it was surely not comfortable for him, and he 
continued to flee to a place we knew not.
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Only three months passed following Sheikh Hassan’s “liberation” before he departed 
this life. Thousands of mourners walked in the sheikh’s funeral procession and the 
Jordanian papers were filled with condolences on his death. I don’t know what 
they were mourning–the symbol, the sacrifice, survival, catastrophe, the Nakba, the 
Mandate, Akko Prison, Israeli hospitals. I don’t know, but Sheikh Hassan departed 
without my being able to discern what important part of Palestinian history lay buried 
within him. Did the sheikh truly lose his memory? And if so, when? Or did he simply 
refuse to remember? Did the freedom he had never been blessed with kill him?

He departed, bearing with him secrets and precious tales of our tragedy. He departed, 
and with him, or perhaps not, were the answers to a thousand and one questions.
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The Short Life of 
Private Ihsan

Jerusalem 1915 

Salim Tamari

The hero of our story is Ihsan Hasan 
Turjman (1893-1917), an ordinary recruit 
in the Ottoman military headquarters in 
Jerusalem.1 His life was short and uneventful, 
having served as a clerk in the Logistics 
Department (manzil), and briefly as a foot 
soldier in Nablus and Hebron. Still, Ihsan’s 
observations on the impact of successive 
military events on his relationship to his 
city and his nation are without parallel. The 
power of these diaries lie in their exposure of 
the texture of daily life, long-buried within 
the political rhetoric of nationalist discourse, 
and in their restoration of a world that was 
subsequently hidden by denigration of the 
Ottoman past: the life of communitarian 
alleys, of obliterated neighbourhoods, 
of heated political debates projecting 
possibilities that no longer exist, and the 
voices of soldiers, peddlers, prostitutes, and 
vagabonds silenced by elite memoirs. By 
the third year of the war, the diaries project a 
desperate search for normalcy in daily life–a 
normalcy experienced in pre-war Ottoman 
Palestine, but which eluded its citizens for the 
following hundred years. 

First page of Ihsan’s Diary.
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The Great War brought about a 
radical break with the Ottoman past 
in the whole Arab East, not only 
in the established constitutional 
regime, but also in the system of 
governance, local administration, 
and identity politics. 1915 was the 
Year of the Locust (‘am al-Jarad) 
in the popular memory of peasants 
and city folk alike. The locust 
invasion continues to evoke, four 
generations later, the combined 
memory of natural disasters and 
the man-made devastation of war. 
The consequence was the erasure 
of four centuries of a rich and 
complex Ottoman patrimony in 
which popular narratives of war 
and nationalist ideology colluded. 
This anti-Ottoman re-writing of 
history took place simultaneously, 
and in the same abrupt manner, 
on the Turkish side (in the guise 
of modernizing the state, and 

making it geographically manageable), and on the Arab side (in the sustained annals 
of nationalist historiography). The erasure achieved, in the Arabic discourse of what 
became known as ‘the days of the Turks’, a retrospective replacement of four centuries 
of a relatively peaceful and dynamic era, the Ottoman era, into four miserable years 
of tyranny symbolized by the iconic features of that war: the military dictatorship 
of Ahmad Jamal Pasha in Syria, seferberlik (forced conscription and exile), and the 
collective hanging of the Arab patriots in Beirut’s Burj Square on 15 August, 1916.

This essay deals with the totalizing and transformative nature of the Great War. By 
totalizing, I refer not only to the manner in which it moulded the soldiers’ work and 
living habits, but also its impact on the daily life of civilians, creating an atmosphere 
of continued panic, uncertainty, and disruption of daily patterns of behaviour. This 
often took the form of persistent concern about food, clothing, and the availability of 
essential commodities such as kerosene and tobacco, as well as safety from arbitrary 
army actions (arrest, transfer of population, and conscription of older people as the 
war progressed). This period also saw the first systematic forms of censorship of the 
press and private mail.

Dead Ottoman soldier, Sheikh Jarrah, Jerusalem, 

December, 1917. Source: The Jawhariyyeh Collection, 

IPS Beirut.
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Related to the totalizing features of the 
Great War was the manner in which it 
transformed aspects of social norms. In 
the absence of a large number of adult 
male household members–who were 
either conscripted or had perished at 
the front–many families were exposed 
to extreme poverty, famine and 
disease. People were driven to take 
drastic measures that unsettled their 
lives. Begging, theft, and prostitution 
became daily features in the streets of 
Jerusalem to an unprecedented degree. 

The war also contributed to re-
defining the nature of the state and 
its relationship to its subjects. In 
the case of Palestine, the war was a 
watershed, separating the country 
from Syrian expanses and bringing 
British colonial rule, thereby creating 
new borders, new citizenship, and 
new forms of national consciousness.
 

Yet another feature of the war’s pervasiveness was its unanticipated emancipatory 
impact on society. This aspect is not well-discussed in war literature, which emphasizes 
rather the war’s devastation, dehumanization and disruption of normality. Yet, in 
many respects, it was precisely the very instruments of brutality and destruction–and 
particularly the disruption of normalcy–that accounted for new social horizons in 
society. It has been argued, for example, by the socialist theoretician Anton Pannekoek, 
that WWI played a crucial role in mitigating illusions about nationalism, opening 
possibilities for class solidarities across national boundaries.2 In the aftermath of the 
Franco-Prussian war of 1870, Engels made a similar analysis concerning the impact of 
a future ‘total war’ in which barbarism would give rise to a new civilization.3 Generally, 
the movement of large numbers of young males from rural areas to army camps created 
a network of training grounds for former peasants in literacy and manual skills that 
were the basis for mass movements and radical reform. The short life of private Ihsan 
al-Turjman highlights not only the impact of these dislocations on social norms but also 
the manner in which the products of the late Ottoman educational system (in both the 
Nizamiyyah schools, and the so-called national (i.e. private but not denominational) 
schools began to question and challenge the fate of the Arab Ottoman provinces and 
their future within the Empire.

Private Ihsan Hasan al-Turjman, age 22, when he was 

conscripted in the Fourth Army. Source: Turjman family.
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War, Conscription, and the Predicament of Arabness

In comparison with historically analogous examples, in Palestine and the Syrian 
provinces of the Ottoman regime, the war had the opposite effect on nationalism 
and national boundaries. It decisively undermined what had been evolving into a 
multi-national, multi-ethnic state, and gave rise to narrow and exclusivist nationalist 
ideologies, and provincial affinities. As in Europe, the war brought masses of people 
into greater contact with their own national communities, and was the context for the 
introduction of literacy on a wider scale, as well as transport and electricity networks, 
into urban society–a process that had already been set into motion by the Ottoman 
reforms of the 1850s, but now accelerated several-fold. 

The presence of army camps in the vicinity of major towns set in motion many of 
these changes. Khalid Fahmy has examined the conflictual modernity brought about 
by Muhammad ‘Ali’s army in nineteenth century Egypt.4 The process of massive 
military socialization came to Palestine several decades later, especially after the 
conscription act of 1914. The first segments of the population to experience the impact 
of this mobilization were peasants and small town conscripts. In the Arab East, as in 
mid-nineteenth century Egypt, local society underwent changes that altered the rural 
landscape and re-defined its relationship to the city. In his major study of the criminal 
underworld in WWI Alexandria, The Men of Raya and Sekina, 5 Salah Issa examines 
the world created by the Labour Battalions–a sort of conscript peasant labour created 
by the British Administration, the exact equivalent of the Ottoman tawabeer al-amaleh 
(Work Regiments), described in Ihsan Turjman’s diary of his war years in Palestine. 
Those were compulsory work gangs destined to build roads, railway tracks, army 
encampments, and military installations. The misery of these conscripts, often sent to 
die in the distant expanses of Anatolia, in Gallipoli and the Sinai desert, was tempered 
by a salutary side: they were offered free food, lodging and (sometimes) relocation to 
the big cities of the Empire. These forced ‘volunteers’ had almost no option but to join 
the army. The alternative was often death by starvation. Moreover, these conscripts, 
isolated in their camp life, developed a critical distance from the behavioural norms 
of their original communities when they moved to the margins of major cities like 
Alexandria and Cairo. 

…since one of their major tasks was to remove the dead and the injured from 
the battlefield, they became used to the sight of blood and war casualties. 
They became immune to death, and the mass carnage of war. The ethical 
norms of civilian life, and the communal boundaries of behaviour from which 
they had originally come, no longer restrained them in an atmosphere in 
which killing the enemy became a primary target.6
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The conscripts also became used to new patterns of consumption and behaviour, 
which was a further rupture from their earlier habitat. Their experiences of war made 
it difficult for them to go back to their villages and towns, and made them shed what 
Issa calls “the virtue of contentment” which he attributes, in grand orientalist fashion, 
to Turkish and Arab peasants. It was this ‘loss of contentment’ that created, in his 
view (among other things), the social background among the released conscripts, 
of the criminal underworld that haunted Alexandria and other port cities of the 
Mediterranean in the post-war period.

In Palestine (which was the southern part of the Ottoman Shami provinces), the war 
transformed the country into one major construction site. The equivalent Syrian and 
Palestinian Work Battalions (tawabeer al-amale in Arabic, or amele taburları in 
Turkish) were mobilized by the Ottoman Corps of Army Engineers to substantially 
modernize the communication and transportation system.7 Many features of 
Palestine’s modernity attributed to the British colonial administration seem to have 
been initiated by the Ottomans in this period. In the first work on modern history of 
Palestine in the new century (published in 1920), Khalil Totah and Omar Salih al-
Barghouti discussed the major changes brought about by the technological exigencies 
of war. Water wells were drilled all over the country and linked through pipes to the 

Labour Battalions, 1916. Source: Jawariyyeh Colelction, IPS Beirut.
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major urban centres. Railroads linked the north of the country to the southern front; a 
network of telephones and telegraph lines connected the country to the outside world. 
Post offices, which originated in consular European services, were now unified and 
replaced by the Ottoman postal services; roads were expanded to allow the operation 
of military traffic and mechanized cars (automobiles and buses).8 Public hospitals, 
clinics and pharmacies were introduced in all provinces to combat the malaria, cholera 
and typhus epidemics that sprung up during the war. In those construction projects, 
the conscript battalions were crucial instruments. They were recruited from among 
released prisoners, villages chosen by lottery, and the ranks of the urban poor (in 
other words, minority groups who were deemed by the Ottomans as unreliable for 
the front).9 In this regard it is important to distinguish between the organization and 
functions of the ‘volunteer’ conscripts (Labour Battalions) and the conscript army 
(nizamiyyah) who undertook most of the fighting on the front, and from whose ranks 
emerged the two diaries I will discuss below.

Nevertheless, the emancipatory features of war affected both categories of soldiers, 
the regulars and the ‘volunteers’. They both experienced army discipline in military 
camps, both were uprooted from their traditional communities and travelled 
throughout the empire for the first time, and both came in contact with ‘ethnic others’ 
in the imperial army: Turks, Kurds, Syrians, Albanians and Bulgarians–as well as 
Austrian and German officers from the ranks of the European Allies.

The war period also witnessed substantial transformations in lifestyles and work 
habits. Pocket watches were now worn by the urban population and regulated the 
beginning and end of work days. Coffee houses replaced homes as meeting places 
for men. An increasing number of middle class women removed their veils, joining 
the work force and the emerging secular public culture. In Jerusalem and Jaffa (as in 
Beirut, Aleppo and Damascus) nightclubs and bordellos became available to members 
of the armed forces under the legal regulation of the state.10 In their history of turn of 
the century Palestine, Totah and Barghouti observe the beneficial interaction between 
civilians and the military, and the impact of travel to Beirut, Damascus and Aleppo 
on people from small towns. But they also lament the decline of the old moral order 
resulting from exposure to the ‘degenerate’ influences of army life: 

During the war, we witnessed the spread of social diseases among city 
folks, and we thought that this was a national product [of the war]. But 
when the German and Austrian soldiers arrived, we found that they were 
worse [than us]. We attributed their behaviour to their contacts with the 
Turks. And when the British army arrived, we found that they were even 
more degenerate, for there is no vice and immodesty that is beyond them. 
We concluded that war is the source of this moral corruption, especially 
since the city population, and especially those who live in the vicinity of 
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army camps, were much more degenerate than those who lived in villages 
and towns away from military centres.11

Yet despite the judgmental and moralistic tone of the two writers, they were 
ambivalent about the impact of war on Palestine’s destiny. They felt that war 
contained an element of progress, of discipline, and certainly the ushering in of an 
era of nationalism to the Arab East. Their fears were as much the result of uncertainty 
towards the new secular modernity as they were a feeling of unease about the 
unknown future of Palestine with the loss of the Ottoman motherland. 

In the historiography of the First War, the evolution of Arab and Turkish nationalism 
is now being rethought. Among Arab historians, this has mainly taken the form of 
rectifying the nationalist historiography of scholars like Khaldun Sati al-Husary.12 On 
the Turkish side, there is also a re-examination of the issue of an Arab ‘betrayal’ of 
the Ottomans during the Arab Revolt of 1916-1917. Historian Gurcel Goncu noted 
recently that Arab recruits constituted about 300,000 soldiers, a third of the total 
Ottoman forces in 1914–far more than the total number of soldiers who followed the 
banner of the Arab Revolt.13 In the 2004 ceremonies marking the 88th anniversary of 
the Ottoman victory at Gallipoli, the participation of individual soldiers from various 
countries, such as New Zealand, Australia, and other Western nations was duly noted, 
but not the impressive absence of soldiers from the Arab provinces, all of whom were 
subsumed under the Ottoman banner. 

Australian historian Bill Sellers noted that Mustafa Kemal (Ataturk) succeeded in 
defeating Allied attacks in large part as a result of the fighting stamina of his Arab 
recruits. “Two-thirds of the troops who made up his 19th Division…who faced the 
first wave of the Allied invasion were Syrian Arabs [i.e. soldiers from Lebanon, 
Jordan, Syria and Palestine], comprising the 72nd and 77th regiments of the Ottoman 
army.”14 Of the 87,000 troops who died defending Gallipoli and the Dardanelles Straits, 
many were Arabs. Yet these victories are portrayed today as Turkish, not Ottoman, 
victories. This pattern is equally true for the battles of al-Arish, Suez, Gaza, Megiddo 
and Kut al-Amara, where native soldiers (i.e. Iraqi, Hijazi, Palestinian and Syrian 
recruits) constituted a large component of the Ottoman troops. In the diaries of the 
two soldiers–Mehmet (Muhammad) al-Fasih of Mersin and Ihsan al-Turjman of 
Jerusalem–this silencing of the ethnically-mixed army comes to light, but only as 
various nationalities’ loyalty to the idea of Ottomanism begins to crack under the 
strain of the war.
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War Diaries: Mersin and Jerusalem

Second Lieutenant Muhammad al-Fasih of Mersin and Private Ihsan al-Turjman from 
the old city of Jerusalem came from distant sides of the Arab provinces of the Ottoman 
Empire to join as soldiers in the Sultan’s army, thereby encapsulating the manner in 
which the Great War transformed the lives of its citizens in two different directions–
immersion into Republican Turkish nationalism for one, and Arab separatism for the 
other. 

What was common to al-Fasih and Turjman was that they both kept a daily record 
of their war experiences, and in so doing preserved for posterity a vivid narrative of 
the great divide that separated the communitarian, multi-ethnic, imperial domain of 
the end of the nineteenth century from the nationalist era of the post WWI period. 
Both soldiers were born around 189315, and both were conscripted in July 1914 after 
the declaration of seferberlik, the general mobilization that brought Turkey into the 
war alongside Germany and the Central Alliance against Western Allies. Both came 
from middle or mercantile classes. Fasih’s father was a customs clerk, while the elder 
Turjman was an old city merchant from a landed family that had lost the bulk of its 
wealth.16

Two ordinary soldiers serving in the same imperial army and writing a daily diary 
is a unique phenomenon for this period of mass illiteracy. For these diaries to have 
survived and come to light almost a century after the event is quite exceptional, for 
even among the elite literati very few ventured to record their observations, and even 
fewer of those records became available to the public. The narratives of al-Fasih 
and Turjman are particularly valuable in that they recorded the impact of the war on 
their society, on their own psychological transformations, and the trauma it produced 
among their officers and comrades.

Unlike Turjman, who reveals that he spent the war years ‘playing with my moustache’ 
and using all his skills and family connections to evade being sent to the southern 
front in Suez, Muhammad al-Fasih was a decorated soldier who fought courageously 
in Gallipoli–and later in Gaza and Beersheba. He had little hesitation in sacrificing his 
life for the Sultan and his Ottoman homeland. More significant, the two diaries show 
that the Great War, at least in its early phases, was able to command a considerable 
loyalty from its Turkish and Arab citizens alike. 

The contrasting lives of the two soldiers are equally intriguing when we consider the 
complexity of the ethnic dimension that coloured their lives. The Turjman family was 
an Arabized family, possibly of Turkish descent, who settled in Palestine, while the 
Arabness of al-Fasih is questionable, and can be gleaned with difficulty from his diary. 
Even though he wrote in Ottoman Turkish, his text is full of Arabic usages which gave 
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considerable difficulty to his Turkish editor.17 In the one episode of his diaries when he 
wanted to cheer his comrades trapped in the trenches of Gallipoli, he sings Damascene 
songs in Arabic together with his fellow Mersini soldier Agati.18 Mersin was a mixed 
city of Arabs and Turks in the Syrian province of Iskandarun. It is most likely (given 
his name) that Fasih’s father was an Arab, while his mother was Turkish, since he 
moved to Istanbul with her when his father died. In 1934, al-Fasih was compelled to 
Turkify his name into Mehmet Kayabali according to the new Republican regulation 
that required citizens to adopt Turkish last names.19 In any case, the ambivalence of 
Fasih’s ethnic background and of Turjman’s Jerusalem identity are themselves markers 
of inclusive Ottoman affinities in which the borders of Arab and Turkish ethnicities 
were not clearly defined.

The two soldiers, both in their early twenties, could not be further apart in character. 
Fasih was highly-disciplined and completely devoted to the Ottoman war effort. 
He had internalized the ranking system of the army and saw himself as a career 
soldier whose ambition was to move ahead in the hierarchy. For his devotion, he was 
decorated and promoted, ultimately reaching the rank of brigadier general. To him, 
martyrdom in combat was both acceptable and necessary, al Bayt traumatizing. His 
eulogy of his friend Nuri contains the most moving part of his diary:

[Friday, 5 November, 1915]… I bury Nuri. It was God’s will that I would 
be the one to bury his remains. Who knows who else I will be burying. After 
the last shovel of earth, I conduct the religious rights. As I recite al-Fatiha, 
with all the compassion, conviction and eloquence I can muster, I again 
find it most difficult to control myself. Warm tears stream down my cheeks. 
As everything must, this also ends. … But then another voice insists that 
neither Nuri, nor all those who preceded him are truly dead, never to see 
again. It says, “They are temporarily dead. They will come back to life”. 
In that olive grove lie Shakeeb, Izzat, Rashad, Munib (Sekip, Izzet, Resat, 
Munip) and many other comrades.20

Four days later, on 9 November, al-Fasih tells his battalion commander that he 
is prepared to become the regiment’s feda’i to carry out a sacrificial commando 
operation.21 His commander restrains his zeal. 

Martyrdom, by contrast, was the last item on Ihsan’s mind. His main objective was 
to survive the war in order to marry his sweetheart, Suraya. Turjman was easygoing, 
nonchalant, and served in the army out of compulsion. He continuously questioned 
the political objectives of the war, and celebrated the defeat of his own leadership and 
their German allies. Nevertheless, both soldiers found solace in the camaraderie of the 
army and were distressed when members of their battalion (or in the case of Turjman, 
his fellow soldiers) were injured or killed. Their social life was mainly defined by the 
lives of their comrades and officers.
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Neither his religiosity nor his acceptance of army discipline prevented Muhammad al-
Fasih from criticizing the brutality inflicted by officers on subordinates. In one diary 
entry, he expresses his rage at an officer who was whipping a sick soldier to force him 
forward:

…This incident, and many others of the kind, demonstrates that, from the 
lowest to the highest, many are those who fail to appreciate the true value of 
our ordinary soldier. He is the backbone of the army. He is the one who does 
all the work. No army can do without him. Regardless of what officer you put 
at his head, be he German or otherwise, regardless of whether his uniform 
is khaki or grey, one must know how to deal with his soul, his spirit.22

But these reflective intrusions are the exception in Fasih’s writing. The thrust of his 
diary was to keep a record of military operations and his role in them. He is precise, 
matter of fact, and telegraphic in style. Turjman, by contrast, is mainly reflective, 
discursive, and meandering. His aim ostensibly is to find in his diary an intimate outlet 
for forbidden private thoughts, political and personal. Since Fasih’s essay has already 
been published in Turkish and English, I will devote my analysis here to Turjman’s 
diary which exists so far as a handwritten manuscript, using Fasih’s diary and later the 
memoirs of Lieutenant Falih Rifki to provide the necessary historical context. 

In the Service of Roshen Bey

Ihsan al-Salih Turjman, who grew up in Jerusalem’s old city, was conscripted into the 
Ottoman army in November 1914, when he was 23 years old. He was first stationed in 
Dhahriyyah in the Hebron district, then he was moved to Nablus, before managing to use 
his family’s connections to be posted in the Jerusalem central military command where 
he was able to commute to work from his home near Bab al-Silsilah, inside the Haram 
al-Sharif area. Early in 1915, he began to keep a daily diary of his intimate thoughts and 
activities as a way of venting his frustration at the drudgery of military life.23 In doing 
so, he was emulating his teacher and mentor Khalil ‘Effendi’ Sakakini at the Dusturiyyah 
College, who began keeping a diary in 1906, which he often read to his inner circle. 

The Turjmans, officially known as ‘al-Salih family’ in court records, were an 
established clerical family who served for several centuries in the Ottoman civil 
service and in the Islamic court of Jerusalem as translators, hence their name.24 One 
of Ihsan’s great-grandfathers was Qasim Bey Turjman in whose name a sabeel (public 
water fountain) was endowed near al-Haram (opposite Bab al-Silsilah) in 1701. He 
owned an open court market in Bab al-Amud, and acquired substantial properties in 
the old city.25 Another ancestor, Ahmad Bey Turjman, lived in Haret al-Sharaf, near 
what later became the Jewish Quarter, and owned a large plaza in the area known as 
Sahit Ahmad Bey Turjman.26 Both were prominent translators in the court.
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Ihsan’s father, Hasan Bey al-Salih, inherited some of these properties but most were 
tied to public endowments or leased land. The family lived inside the Haram at the 
entrance of Bab al-Silsilah in a three-story house that overlooked the Haram plaza 
from the east and the Wailing Wall and the Magharbeh Quarter from the south. Hasan 
Bey lived for two decades in a childless marriage until his first wife prevailed on 
him (according to contemporary stories) to marry his second wife Nabiha al-Khalili–
descended from Sheikh Ali al-Khalili, a prominent Jerusalemite and one of the first 
city dwellers to build a mansion outside the city walls in al-Baq’a neighbourhood. 
Nabiha bore him six children (three boys and three girls), of whom Ihsan was the 
eldest.27 But Hasan remained faithful to his first wife, Safiyyah, and continued to live 
with her after his second marriage in a separate apartment on the third floor of their 
home until she died during the first war.

Ihsan grew up with Safiyyah as his second mother. He studied in Qur’anic schools 
by the Haram, and then went to a local Nizamiyyah school for his primary education. 
After 1909, he joined Khalil Sakakini’s Dusturiyyah College, which offered an Arab 
secular curriculum. To the end of his days, Ihsan considered Sakakini his mentor and 
confidante, as is evident from his diary.

When the general mobilization was announced by Ottoman authorities in November 
1914, Ihsan was conscripted and sent to central Palestine. He was on the verge of 
being sent to the Suez front in Sinai when he was transferred to serve in Jerusalem’s 
military headquarters under the commander Ali Roshen Bey. 

Roshen Bey was an Albanian officer whose administrative skills promoted him 
to become the military Qa’immaqam in charge of army logistics on the southern 
front. His headquarters, known as ‘the Manzil’, were in the sequestered Notre Dame 
building opposite Jerusalem’s New Gate.28 In that capacity he became the highest 
military officer in Ottoman Palestine, subject only to Jamal Pasha as commander 
of the fourth army. The latter was based in Damascus during the war and visited 
Jerusalem periodically.

Ali Roshen’s official title was residence inspector (mufattish manzil) and his domain 
included the mobilization and training of soldiers for military and auxiliary tasks, and the 
overall administration of army logistics–food, munitions, and establishing army camps 
in southern Palestine.29 Omar al-Salih attributes the initial success of the Ottomans on 
the Egyptian front to the organizational skills of Roshen Bey.30 Ali Roshen remained 
in Jerusalem to the very end, where he directed a battalion and fought tenaciously–
according to an eyewitness account–against General Allenby’s advancing army in Nebi 
Samuel, a strategic area north of Jerusalem.31 He was last seen with retreating fighters 
in the village of Jib. Aside from local contemporary sources, such as the Barghouti and 
Jawhariyyeh memoirs,32 very few records have been found that describe the fate of 
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Ali Roshen Bey. Ottoman military 
archives contain four telegraphs sent 
in code from the Governor of Siwas, 
Muhyi ed-Din, in which Roshen Bey 
is identified in the context of military 
manoeuvres involving Mustafa 
Kemal. The telegraphs are all dated 
Huzeiran 1335 (June 1919), so he 
must have still been active in Anatolia 
towards the end of the war.33

Ihsan served as a petty clerk at 
Roshen’s headquarters. His main 
job was to review petitions for 
exemption from service, and file 
paper work within the Ottoman 
military bureaucracy. In that 
capacity, he was privy to political 
discussions that took place among 

Turkish, Albanian and Syrian officers in Palestine–as well as the occasional German 
visiting officers–and was able to observe the deteriorating mood of the rank and file. 
The significance of his diary, written daily by candlelight during the early war years, 
is that it reflects the cosmology of a ‘middling’ citizen of the city at the critical period 
of Palestine’s history that ushered in the demise of four centuries of Ottoman rule 
and made possible an unknown future, as the British army advanced on Gaza and 
Beersheba from the South, and bombarded Jaffa and Haifa from the sea. 

Almost every chronicle that we have inherited from this period was authored by a 
political leader (Awni Abdul Hadi, Muhammad Izzat Darwazeh, and Rustum Haidar), 
a military commander (Fawzi al-Quwakji), or an intellectual (Sakakini, Najati Sidqi). 
Ihsan’s diary stands alone as the detailed observations of a low-ranking soldier, 
written with intimacy and simple but keen reflections on an encircled city. Because 
Ihsan commuted daily to work from his family house in the old city, he lived in two 
worlds–the military circles of the Ottoman officer corps and the urban street and 
its tribulations during the war. The record contains a wealth of observations about 
daily life in Jerusalem in 1915-1916; the reaction of the urban poor and artisans to 
deprivation; and the disasters that accompanied the locust attacks and the army’s 
confiscation of property, means of transport and work animals. But the diary is also 
full of intimate social details about the soldier’s private life: his love affair with a 
neighbouring woman; his daily visits to his teacher and mentor; his disgust at the 
debaucheries of his commanding officers; his constant (and failed) attempts to evade 
army service; the role of rumours in the life of the city; his detective work to uncover 

Ali Roshen Bey, Commander of the Jerusalem Garrison, Oil 

Painting. Source: Jawhariyyeh Collection, IPS
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the identity of the thief that robbed his house, and his shame at discovering it was his 
cousins; his rift with his father and family on this subject; and the devastation caused 
by cholera, famine, locust attack, and the wholesale forced movement of population. 
Ihsan survives all of these disasters only to be shot fatally by an officer of the 
withdrawing Ottoman army in 1917. He does not live to see his 25th birthday.34 

Ihsan’s world is permeated by war, and by impending catastrophe: his disrupted 
studies, scenes of disease and hunger in the streets; the absence of tobacco from 
stores; and his declining prospects for marriage to his beloved as his and his family’s 
fortunes begins to dissipate. Ihsan’s despair seems to echo William Pfaff’s belief that 
“the moral function of war (has been) to recall humans to the reality at the core of 
existence: the violence that is part of our nature and is responsible for the fact that 
human history is a chronicle of tragedies”.35

The De-centring of Palestine: The Egyptian Option

The Turjman diary opens with self-interrogation about the destiny of the Holy Land 
after the war. “I know that the days of this [Ottoman] state are numbered. There is 
no doubt that it is heading for dissolution sooner or later. But what will be the fate of 
Palestine after the war?” he wrote on 28 March, 1915. This was the burning issue of 
debate among his fellow soldiers, his officers, within his family, and within the social 
circle that had meet daily in the municipal park and in cafés inside Jaffa Gate.

His answer reflects the mood of the street at that moment, but it runs contrary to 
conventional wisdom about popular currents prevailing in Palestine at the turn of the 
century. Palestine’s destiny was not Syria–bilad al-Sham–but Egypt. 

The question is easy to answer. Either independence or our annexation to 
Egypt. The latter possibility is more likely than independence since England 
is the only power that is likely to occupy Palestine, and England will not 
grant full independence to Palestine but will try to merge it with Egypt, 
creating a single government under the rule of the Khedive of Egypt. For 
Egypt is Palestine’s neighbour and since the majority of its population is 
Muslim Arabs, it is logical to annex it and make the Egyptian khalifah the 
joint king of Palestine and the Hijaz.36

What is striking about this observation is not its contemplation of the possibility 
of independence for Palestine in the post-Ottoman settlement, but that it did not 
reflect, even as one alternative, what is currently perceived to be the consensus of the 
nationalist movement in that period–namely, Palestine as the southern Syrian province 
in an autonomous Arab East. And this at a time when the Hashemite leadership was 
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on the eve of announcing the Arab 
Revolt of 1916 and negotiating 
an alliance with Syrian nationalist 
forces in Damascus.

There is no doubt, however, that 
the pro-Syrian wing in the Arabist 
movement in Palestine was quite 
strong, and was represented by the 
Ottoman Decentralization party 
(which wanted autonomy for the 
Arab region within a reformulated 
arrangement with Istanbul), as well 
as in secret secessionist groups 
such as al-Arabiyyah al-Fatah, and 
al-Ahd group. In central Palestine 
these tendencies were articulated by 
political activists like Muhammad 
Izzat Darwazeh and Awni Abdul 
Hadi, the future leaders of al-
Istiqlal Party, which considered 
Palestine as the southern region of an 
independent Syria.

What is suggested by those political comments is an amorphous political atmosphere 
that opened up several possibilities for Palestine (and Syria) during WWI. In 
referencing ostensible British plans for merging Palestine with Egypt, Turjman 
was not uttering an isolated political thought. He was reflecting a position that was 
heatedly debated (although by no means adopted) among soldiers in Jerusalem’s 
central command, and among his inner circle of friends. Quite a few intellectuals 
during the war were still harbouring hopes for the retention of Palestine within a 
reconstructed (and constitutional) Ottoman regime. Some of these were outright 
Ottomanists and close allies of Jamal Pasha’s political line. Most notable among 
them were Sheikh As’ad al-Shuqairi from Akka, Mufti Taher Abu Su’ud and Ali 
Rimawi from Jerusalem, and Sheikh Salim al-Ya’coubi from Jaffa. Darwazeh cites 
how the Committee of Union and Progress (CUP)37 mobilized them in September 
1915 to go on a publicity tour to Istanbul and Gallipoli under the guise of supporting 
the war effort, where they then attacked the Arab nationalists for “undermining the 
unity of the Sultanate and Turkish Arab brotherhood”.38 The group included a number 
of pro-Ottoman journalists, including Muhammad Kurd Ali, owner of the widely-
circulating Damascene newspaper, al-Muqtabis, to create a favourite atmosphere for 
the repression of the secessionist movement. In Gallipoli, according to Muhammad 

Ihsan, age 23, Jerusalem 1916. 

Source: Turjman Family Collection.
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al-Fasih, the group was welcomed by Turkish and Arab fighters alike. He makes the 
following entry in his diary on 21 October, 1915: “17:30 hrs. …delegation of Syrian 
literati visits Regimental HQ with a gift of Damascus baklava for the officers. Each of 
us receives a slice.”39 According to Darwazeh, however, Jamal Pasha used the support 
of this group to justify his repression of the Arab nationalist movement, and the 
hanging of its leaders in Beirut.40

Most Ottoman loyalists in this period, however, were not hostile to Arab nationalism. 
They included a number of people who had only recently sympathized with the CUP 
and/or the Decentralization Party, such as Omar Salih al-Barghouti, Is’af Nashashibi, 
and Khalil Sakakini–all closely associated with Turjman. In this intellectual circle only 
Adel Jaber, a prominent young lawyer and journalist, continued to identify strongly 
with the Ottomans for the duration of the war.41 

Like several intellectuals in his company, Ihsan therefore bases his diary speculation 
about a merger with Egypt on two counts: Palestine is too small to be independent, 
and British interests would not allow it. This sentiment also reflects recognition of 
the underlying aims of the Ottoman campaign in the southern front–to instigate a 
pro-Ottoman popular rebellion in Egypt against the British administration. Agents of 
Jamal Pasha, commander of the Fourth Army and governor of Syria, were actively at 
work in Cairo, Alexandria and the Suez region instigating the Egyptian street against 
the British.42 The overall objective of the campaign was to disrupt the shipping traffic 
at the canal and to divert allied troops from the Dardanelles.43 Jamal Pasha had in fact 
organized Arab and Bulgarian Muslim units in a separate battalion named the Islamic 
Salvation Army of Egypt (Halaskar Misr Ordu-yu Islamiyesi), including Druze units 
under the leadership of Shakib Arsalan.44 In his memoirs, published immediately after 
the war, CUP leader Pasha makes his intentions explicit:

[During the initial attack on Suez] the Arab fighters, who constituted the 
bulk of the 25th Battalion performed splendidly, which hardly mitigated my 
disgust at Sherif Hussein’s attempts to plant the seeds of dissension in this 
united mass of solidarity [between Arabs and Turks]… Every time I heard 
the lyrics of “The Red Banner Shall Fly Over Cairo”, which echoed the 
footsteps of the throngs leading their way in the darkness of the desert, my 
heart became certain of our victory… I invested a great deal of hope in this 
moment on the support of patriotic Egyptians, whom I had anticipated will 
revolt as one man encouraged by the [anticipated] fall of Isma’iliyyah in 
the hands of the Ottoman army.45

Elsewhere in his memoirs, however, he suggests that the thrust of the Suez campaign 
was demonstrative and diversionary–“I never seriously imagined that we would cross 
and seize the Canal, but so thoroughly did I convince HQ and the main units under my 
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command, no one had any notion that this was a demonstration and no one held back for 
a moment from displaying the utmost self-sacrifice”.46 This comment can also be taken 
as a retrospective apologia explaining his sorry military achievement in the campaign. 
 
It was the failure of the Suez campaign–in large part due to bad Turkish intelligence 
about the strength of pro-Ottoman forces in Egypt, as well as underestimation of the 
fighting capacities of Indian troops under British command and weak performance by 
Arab troops in Sinai–that unleashed Jamal Pasha’s campaign of repression against the 
Arab nationalist movement in the spring of 1915.47 

Turjman’s desire for a merger with Egypt, shared with a number of intellectuals such 
as Is’af al-Nashashibi, was also rooted in the de-centring of Palestine’s geography in 
that period. The boundaries of Ottoman Palestine were delineated by the Mutassariflik 
of Jerusalem, a relatively recent entity (from 1873) administered directly from 
Istanbul. Those boundaries included Jaffa and Sinjil on the northern frontier, and the 
great expanses of the Sinai desert to the south.48 Although the recognized boundaries 
between Egypt and Ottoman Palestine were north of al-Arish, the 1917 Ottoman map 
of Palestine indicated a governorship of Jerusalem that extended as far as Port Said 
and the Suez Canal, with the wilderness of Sahra’ al-Tayh in Sinai constituting the 
central focus of the region.49 What contributed to this de-centring of Palestine was 
the assumption in the cartography of the period that Ottoman Africa (Ifrika Usmani) 
was separated from Ottoman Asia (Assia Usmani) by the Suez Canal. In all of those 
maps the Sinai peninsula appeared as a natural, if not administrative, extension of 
mutassariflik of Kudus Sherif (Jerusalem).50 

With the improvement of transportation routes at the turn of the century and Egyptian 
commerce and cultural exchange with Palestine, the Egyptian press became a primary 
influence on the Jerusalem and Jaffa intelligentsia–much more so than the press of 
Beirut or Damascus. Within Jerusalem intellectual circles, Is’af al-Nashashibi was 
particularly known for his Egyptian cultural affinities. He later wrote a polemical 
essay on the Arabness of Egypt in which he attacked those who favoured the 
separation of Egypt from its Arab environment: “Those who question the Arabness of 
Egypt, and the Egyptian roots of Arabness, are retrogrades burning with anti-Islamic 
hatred, and poisoned by Western propaganda”.51 Sakakini wrote primarily for the 
Cairene al-Masa’ and al-Muqattam in this period, and Ihsan’s diary shows that he was 
a regular reader of al-Hilal, and al-Muqtatif when they were distributed in Jerusalem. 
With the exception of al-Himara al-Qahira (‘The Obstinate Donkey’) and Filasteen 
(which was suspended in Jaffa most of the war years), all of Ihsan’s readings came 
from Cairo. 
 
Within three years, however, this mood shifted noticeably. Ottoman retreat and British 
control of Palestine and the issuing of the Balfour Declaration made the idea of 
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merger with Egypt far-fetched, and the independence of Palestine created fears among 
nationalists that it would have to face the Zionist movement alone. There was a return to 
sentiment favourable to greater Syria. “The idea of joining Palestine to Syria is spreading 
powerfully those days”, wrote Khalil Sakakini in his diary on 20 January, 1919. 

People say: Palestine and Syria are two sisters visited together by 
catastrophes so far, and by a common thirst for freedom and independence. 
Now they must have the same fate, and under no circumstance should one 
be amputated from the other. At the same time the notion of ‘Palestine for 
the Palestinians’ and full independence is retreating, and you have many 
people who are against the idea [of independence] altogether.52 

Sakakini’s views were echoed by a large number of local nationalists. 

Unsentimental Education

Ihsan’s world outlook was at once secular, pacifist and compassionate. One is struck 
by his cosmopolitan outlook given his traditional family milieu, limited education, 
and even more limited life experience and young age when he was drafted into the 
army. We know that his father Hasan had insisted that his sons and daughters receive 
a Qur’anic education before they were sent to (mostly) secular schools.53 Ihsan’s 
natural (i.e. non-ideological) pacifism was no doubt a reaction to the carnage of 
the war, and the death rate generated by disease and famine during WWI. But his 
outlook was formed basically through interaction with several intellectual figures 
that influence his thinking in that period: Omar Saleh al-Barghouti, Adel Jaber, Musa 
Alami, Khalil Sakakini, Is’af Nashashibi and cousin Hasan al-Khalidi–who had just 
received his medical degree from Beirut. To these we must add the towering figure 
of Rustum Haidar, the deputy director of the Salihiyyah College in Damascus, who 
visited Jerusalem frequently and who met with Turjman during one of his visits to 
his teacher’s home. Within this group, Ihsan was a young and impressionable soldier, 
and mainly an observer. His crucial link was Sakakini, his teacher at the Dusturiyyah 
College (established in 1909). Ihsan continued to visit his teacher/mentor at least 
three or four times a week during the war years. It was from Sakakini that he acquired 
the idea of recording his thoughts in a diary, but more significantly, he absorbed the 
latter’s critical thinking about nationalism and his progressive views on children’s 
education and the emancipation of women.

Turjman’s close circle of friends challenges the prevailing assumption about the late 
Ottoman period, which suggests that Arabs’ acquisition of a secular and modernist 
education was confined to mission schools (Russian seminaries in Nazareth and 
Bayt Jala, the La Salles Brothers in Jaffa and Jerusalem, St. Joseph’s Schools and 
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the Sisters of Zion, and Bishop Gobat’s schools are leading examples). Sakakini, 
aided by advocates of the Arab Enlightenment such as Nakhleh Zureik, succeeding 
in establishing an educational system that challenged the confessional system and 
attracted hundreds of students from Palestine who chose to avoid the sectarianism of 
the Christian missionaries. Al-Dusturiyyah College (later known as al-Wataniyyah 
College) was established in 1909 in the spirit of the new Ottoman constitution, 
basically as a protest against the (Greek) ecclesiastical orthodox hierarchy. It was in 
this college that Ihsan received his basic education and with whose graduates and 
teachers he continued to associate while in the military.

For the military elite, the Imperial War Academy in Istanbul and regional military 
colleges in cities like Damascus and Baghdad introduced a select few students into a 
‘national’ alternative to the missionary schools. But the other intellectual current that 
is overlooked was the modernist Ottoman educational system introduced after the 
revolution of 1908. Most public schools in Jerusalem then began to introduce a secular 
curriculum along European lines. The most important public school in the city was 
al-Rashidiyya, which graduated leading figures of reform. Individual reformers such 
as Sheikh Muhammad al-Salih were inspired by the Islamic reformism of Afghani and 
Abdo. Sheikh al-Salih established al-Rawda al-Faiha’ which took the daring step of 
converting all curriculum in history, geography, literature and religious studies from 
Turkish to Arabic.54 

The most important Ottoman college in Palestine in Ihsan’s days was al-Salihiyyah, 
established at Jamal Pasha’s initiative in the grounds of St. Anne’s, a crusader 
church near the Haram area, which was confiscated from the French during the war. 
Salahuddin-i Eyyubi Kulliyye-i Islamiyyesi, as it was known in Turkish, was Jamal’s 
ambitious attempt to train a generation of pro-Ottoman Arab intelligentsia. The college 
offered two phases of 12 years of secondary studies, and was therefore a university-level 
institute whose curriculum was a mixture of theological studies and the latest secular 
disciplines available in that period.55 The college was established in 1913, administered 
by three protégés of Jamal Pasha, Abdel Aziz Shawish, Shakib Arsalan and Abdul Qadir 
al-Moghrabi, who were all early supporters of the Young Turk movement and champions 
of Ottoman decentralization. But the most important figure in Salahiyyah was Rustum 
Haidar (1886-1940) who established the secret Arab society Al-Jam’iyyah al-Arabiyyah 
al-Fatat in 1911 with Awni Abdel Hadi and Ahmad Qadri.56 Haidar appears prominently 
in Turjman’s diary as a friend of Sakakini and a fierce exponent of Arabism in the 
Ottoman state. In 1918, he escaped with Sakakini to Jabal Druze from Damascus to 
join the Arab Rebellion under the leadership of Prince Faisal. Two other prominent 
intellectuals from Turjman’s circle of friends also taught at the Salahiyyah: Is’af al-
Nashashibi and Adel Jaber. The former taught Arabic, while the latter taught French and 
geography. Sakakini also taught at the Salahiyyah when his busy schedule at his own 
college allowed him. 
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Ahmad Jamal Pasha with the staff of Salahiyyah College (St. Ann), Jerusalem, 1915. Source: Library of Congress, 

Maston Collection.
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In his diary, Turjman expressed hostility to both Nashashibi and Jaber for their 
arrogance and elitism. But he was particularly venomous towards Adel Jaber, whom 
he accused of being an apologist for Jamal Pasha and at one point, a secret agent for 
the government.57 He narrates how on 15 May, 1915, Jaber was sent to Jaffa on behalf 
of Pasha, most likely on a mission related to recruitment for the Salahiyyah College. 
At the end of the entry, he approvingly quotes his cousin Hasan al-Khalidi, indicating 
that Adel Jaber is “an Ottoman spy”.58 Jaber himself never disguised his pro-CUP 
sentiments, and defended Ottoman policy in heated debates with Nashashibi, Sakakini, 
and Musa Alami, and continued to do so until the end of the war. In his political 
leanings, he was not alone. 

This episode reflects the tension building in that period between Arab secessionists 
and Ottomanists within the Palestinian (and Syrian-Lebanese) intelligentsia. There is 
no indication whatsoever that Ihsan’s spying accusation against Jaber had any basis in 
fact (it is possible, on the other hand, that Adel was secretly vying for the attention of 
Suraya, Ihsan’s woman friend). It was this schism in the ranks of Arab political groups 
that Jamal was seeking to foster between what he considered ‘extreme nationalists’, 
and moderate Arab nationalist.59 He saw al-Salahiyyah as the institutional base from 
which he could build a cadre of a loyalist Arab civil service for the new regime.60 

Another major objective for the Salahiyyah was to create an intellectual base for a 
pan-Islamic movement under Ottoman sponsorship. According to Martin Strohmeier, 
Jamal Pasha aimed at training “theologians who would be both open-minded and 
intellectually equipped to deal with secular and scientific concepts” in the spirit of 
Muhammad Abdo.61 The latter was greatly admired by Sakakini’s circle–the group 
that later became known as the party of ‘Vagabonds’, but they moved beyond Abdo’s 
objectives of Islamic reform, adopting essentially secular (and sometimes anti-
religious) perspectives. With British troops approaching southern Palestine, Jamal 
Pasha moved the premises of the college, together with the students and teaching staff, 
to Damascus. Subsequently, the Salahiyyah college failed, being unable to recruit 
students from outside the Syrian-Palestinian areas (that is, from India and Indonesia) 
as Jamal had anticipated, and too short-lived to develop an independent school of 
thought. Sakakini and Rustum Haidar soon defected and joined the Arab rebellion.

Ihsan’s own readings while serving under Roshen Bey were very eclectic. The family 
had a substantial library at home from which Is’af al-Nashashibi and Musa Alami 
used to borrow books. He also added several volumes during his apprenticeship at 
the Dusturiyyah college. In the long hours at his desk, he used to read al-Zamachshari 
and other Arab classics, such as the History of Arab Civilization by Muhammad Kurd 
Ali, who was a chief supporter of al-Salahiyyah’s pan-Islamic program. Ihsan read 
and admired Qasim Amin’s book Tahrir al-Mar’a (The Liberation of Women, Cairo, 
1899). But he also was a heavy consumer of romantic novels–what would be called 
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today ‘pulp fiction’. He also read ‘marriage manuals’, such as “Selecting Your Wife” 
(“Intikhab al-Zawja”), “Night of the Wedding” (“Lailat al-Urs”), and “Our Sexual 
Life” (“Hayatuna al-Tanasuliyyah”). These were most likely local translations of 
English and French pamphlets read surreptitiously at work, for fear of being caught by 
his father. Ihsan narrates how his Turkish, Albanian and Arab military officers (such 
as Faris Effendi, and Ismail al-Mani) would rebuke him whenever they caught him 
reading, mostly out of anti-intellectual motivations than concern for his work. At least, 
this is what Turjman claimed. He also read the local press with great enthusiasm. His 
favourite was a weekly of political satire called al-Himara (‘The Donkey’), which 
made fun of the leadership of the CUP, thereby implying that Ottoman censorship was 
much more lax than believed during the war years.

The Rupture of Ottoman Identity

Ihsan’s diary is exceptional for its extreme positions against Jamal Pasha and the CUP 
leadership. What we should compare it to is not Arab nationalist historiography of 
the post-war period, but with the works of contemporary writers, such as Muhammad 
Izzat Darwaza’s memoirs, and As’ad Rustum’s autobiography. Both authors began 
their political careers as Ottoman decentralists and ended up joining the Arab 
nationalist camp. In Ihsan’s circle, both Sakakini (his teacher) and Omar Salih al-
Barghouti (his friend) wrote memoirs indicating an ambivalent attitude towards 
Ottoman decentralism during the war. As the war progressed, both of them began 
to identify with the leadership of Prince Faisal. Rustum eventually joined the Arab 
rebellion in Jabal Druze and became Faisal’s private secretary. Sakakini escaped from 
Damascus after he was released from jail (in 1918) and went over to the rebel side–
where he was credited with writing the Arab National Anthem. For all of them, the 
turning point was the Aley military trials after which Syrian nationalists were hanged 
in Beirut in August 1916.

By contrast, several members of the Jerusalem intelligentsia continued to favour a 
settlement that would maintain Palestine as an Ottoman province until the end of the 
war. Those included Adel Jaber, who edited al-Hayat in Jerusalem and Jaffa, Sheikh 
Muhammad al-Salih, director of Rawdat al-Maarif, and Mahmud al-Jawish, principal 
of al-Salahiyyah college. Omar al-Salih, in his autobiography, discusses meetings held 
by Jamal Pasha with Arab leaders in Jerusalem and Damascus in 1916 and 1917 to 
discuss a Turkish-Arab confederation.62

Turjman’s diary is a sustained tirade against Jamal and Anwar Pasha. The thrust of 
his attack is related to Jamal’s failed campaign in the Suez and the Sinai desert fronts, 
which involved many friends and relatives of Ihsan. Turjman’s recurrent nightmare is 
to be sent to the front. His portrayal of Jamal is contradictory. On the one hand, he is 
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seen as pandering to Jewish and Christian soldiers by favouring them with exemptions 
from military service and assignments in clerical jobs in order to win the support of 
the minorities of Syria. On the other hand, Ihsan attacks both Anwar and Jamal for 
humiliating Jerusalem Jews and Christians, conscripting them in the Labour Battalions 
(Tawabeer al-Amaleh) to clean the streets and undertake heavy-duty road and railroad 
construction. Many members of these battalions perished from hunger and disease in 
back-breaking work. Contemporary descriptions are replete with the local population’s 
humiliating impact of these battalions on the local population. One of several entries 
by Sakakini on this subject makes the following observation: 

Today a large number of Christians were recruited as garbage collectors to 
Bethlehem and Bait Jala. Each was given a broom, a shovel, and a bucket 
and they were distributed among the alleys of the town. Conscripts would 
shout at each home they passed, ‘Send us your garbage’. The women of 
Bethlehem looked out from their windows and wept. No doubt this is the 
ultimate humiliation. We have gone back to the days of bondage in Roman 
and Assyrian days.63 

When he was appointed as a temporary clerk in the Jerusalem military command in 
charge of exemption from service, Turjman tried, unsuccessfully, to ameliorate the 
suffering of these soldiers.

Ottoman prisoners of war in British custody, Jerusalem 1917. Source: Library of Congress, Matson Collection.
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In one episode Ihsan describes 
Jamal Pasha’s wedding to a ‘Jewish 
prostitute’ from Jerusalem as an 
example of his favouritism. The 
reference here is to the commander’s 
concubine Lea Tannenbaum whose 
family was active in the pro-Ottoman 
Red Crescent Society. In other cases, 
Jamal is portrayed as arbitrary and 
engrossed in his own glorification–
extending work hours for ordinary 
soldiers, and abolishing their weekly 
holidays on Fridays. Jamal is also 
seen as hypocritical, distributing 
sweets and slaughtering lambs for 
the benefit of the soldiers during 
public holidays, although they are 
hungry and underpaid the rest of the 
year. Ihsan was particularly hostile 

to the CUP’s cynical attempts to manipulate religion in defence of the war effort in the 
Arab provinces. One of several entries in his diary describes Roshen Bek’s hosting of 
a major party in the military headquarters in honour of Ahmad Jamal Pasha, and Jamal 
the Younger (Mersini).

The height of Ihsan’s wrath against Jamal Pasha is recorded during his campaign 
against the secret nationalist groups. The attack starts with the hanging of two soldiers 
at Damascus Gate on 30 March; they were accused of being “spies for the British 
army”. The repression reached its zenith in the persecution of members of the Arab 
society and the secret ‘Ahd’ group of Arab officers after a summary trial in Aley, not 
far from Beirut. But Turjman’s anti-Ottoman sentiments are tempered by his positive 
reference to several Turkish and Albanian commanders towards whom he had great 
affection. Those included his commander-in-chief Ali Roshen Bey (an Albanian), 
Nihad Bey (chief-of-staff of the Jerusalem garrison, a Turk), and many Turkish 
officers with whom he had worked with. When he was assaulted and threatened by his 
commanding officer (an unnamed Albanian) he sought the protection of Roshen Bey, 
and not from fellow Arab officers.

Ihsan’s diary is full of recrimination against Arab submissiveness against Ottoman 
military repression. The Syrian and Palestinian people are described as a subservient 
lot (ummatun dhalilah), and are no match for the Turks, he would write repeatedly. 
No proud nation would tolerate being led to slaughter without rebelling. Although a 
pacifist at heart, he occasionally rejoiced in Ottoman victories in Gallipoli and Kut 

The Last Ottoman Mayor of Jerusalem, Hussein al-Husseini, 

Jerusalem 1915. Source: Library of Congress, Matson 

Collection.
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al-Amara (southern Iraq), and his national identity is interchangeably described as 
belonging ‘to the Ottoman nation’, and to ‘the Arab nation’ in other contexts, but never 
as a member of an ‘Islamic Nation’–a category that Jamal Pasha began to cultivate 
after 1917 to win Persian and Indian support for the Ottoman side. The ulama and 
sheikhs were a particular object of scorn in Ihsan’s diary. Sheikh As’ad al-Shuqairi, 
the mufti of the Fourth Army from Akka, is described as a hypocrite when he travels 
to Istanbul with a number of religious bodies from Palestine to eulogize the Ottoman 
martyrs in Gallipoli and the Dardanelles. 

Only when Sherif Hussein and the tribes of Hijaz rebelled against Ottomans with 
British support did Ihsan express his vindication and pride of being an Arab. “Salute 
to the Hijazis. May God lead Hussein to victory, so that the blood of our martyrs in 
Beirut shall not flow in vain.” But he calls them the ‘urban (‘Bedouin’) and he is 
aware that their revolt is not entirely altruistic. Among the reasons he cites for the 
rebellion is that Jamal Pasha had stopped paying protection money to the Hijazis for 
securing the Damascus Medina railway.

The impact on Turkish-Arab relations of the progressive rupture in Ottoman identity 
can be fruitfully traced from the Turkish side in another war diary–that of Falih 
Rifki, who was the Jamal Pasha’s private secretary in Damascus and Jerusalem, and a 
contemporary of both Turjman and Fasih (by a strange coincidence, all three diarists 
were born in the same year, 1893).64 Rifki’s observations are particularly valuable 
because he was close to the events as they unfolded, and because he was a keen 
observer of Arab-Turkish relations inside the armed forces. In addition, Rifki was 
fascinated by the dramatic manifestations of religion in moulding people’s lives in the 
holy land. In the following observation, he compares Jerusalem with Medina:

The pilgrims in Jerusalem are no happier than the pilgrims at Medina. The 
people of Jesus are as hungry as the people of Muhammad and are equally 
doomed to live in misery. The only difference is the majestic décor of the 
beggar in Jerusalem. Medina was an Asiatic bazaar which has turned 
religion into trade goods. Jerusalem is a Western theatre which has turned 
religion into a play…I thought the priests of the Holy Sepulcher were wearing 
false beards. When they bend down, one can see the bulge of their pistol-
holsters beneath their robes.65

In general, Rifki justifies Jamal Pasha’s campaign of repression against the Arab 
nationalists as an instrument of policy aimed at preserving stability and effective 
Ottoman administration. Furthermore, he seems to imply that the use of violence 
was effective. He explains approvingly: “For Palestine we used deportation; for 
Syria, terrorization; for the Hijaz, the army. The circumspect Jews, waiting on the 
coast at Jaffa for the Balfour Declaration, lost no lives for its sake; not so much as an 
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orange. The Hijaz rose in revolt, but Syria was quiet”.66 He also defends the massive 
deportations of the civilian population from coastal Palestine, especially from Jaffa, 
after the British fleet established their blockade. In his memoirs, the Jewish population 
in particular had to be prevented from sending intelligence to the Allies about Ottoman 
troops.67 

Rifki makes insightful observations about the integration of Turkish and Arab ethnicity 
as components of Ottoman society. “The Ottoman Sultanate is solidly bureaucratic”, 
he states, “but the bureaucracy here [in Palestine] is half Arab. I have not seen a single 
Turkicized Arab, and I have seen precious few Turks who were not Arabized… We 
have neither colonized this region nor made it part of our land. The Ottoman Empire 
here is the unpaid watchman of the fields and streets.”68 When the author moves on to 
discuss the situation in Jerusalem, this point of the assimilating, but non-assimilated, 
Arab becomes a source of protest against the Turkish predicament outside Anatolia. 

“We are lodgers in Jerusalem”, Rifki remarks sardonically, in a manner reminiscent 
of Russian protestations of being a marginalized group in Soviet Moscow. “As all 
minorities in the Ottoman Empire had privileges, while the Turks had none, it was 
more advantageous to belong to any Muslim minority than to be a Turk.”69 These 
remarks may sound ridiculous to an Arab historian looking back at that era, but they 
actually reflected a serious perception of the ‘Arab problem’ within the thinking of an 
important contingent of the ruling Ottoman elite and certainly in the thinking of Jamal 
Pasha himself, who was fighting a desperate struggle to salvage the Ottoman idea 
as secessionist groups gnawed at the peripheries of the Empire. The significance of 
Arab integration, from their point of view, was that Arabs were the last element of the 
Sultanate (the Kurds probably did not count then) that was Muslim (in the main) and a 
potential ally against cooption by the Western powers. Hence, the disappointment was 
compounded by Arab ‘betrayal’. In the end, it was the Arabs who deserted the Turks, 
and not the Turks–in their campaign of Turkification–who undermined the Ottoman 
idea. This perception is clear in Rifki’s analysis. “Don’t think there was an ‘Arab 
problem’ in that huge land stretching from Aleppo to Aden,” he insisted, “…what there 
was anti-Turkish feeling. Take that away and the Arabs would have collapsed into 
disunity.”70 

Rifki does not shed light on Jamal’s presumed strategy of building an Arab-Turkish 
federation to replace the disintegrating Ottoman regime, as suggested by some Arab 
thinkers, like Omar al-Salih. But it is clear from his memoirs that Jamal’s failure was 
a defeat for any future Turkish-Arab dominion. Rifki recounts the bitterness of his 
commander replaced in the supreme command by General von Falkenhayn:

Jamal Pasha was unwilling to give up his Syrian dream; he wanted to 
return to Istanbul at the end of the war bearing the gift of a Syria preserved. 
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Perhaps they took advantage of his weakness for pomp and circumstance; 
he was appointed commanding general of Syria and Western Arabia. A 
sort of commander-in-chief, second class [to von Falkenhayn]. …It wasn’t 
Jamal Pasha that was falling; it was the province of Syria. But because 
it was a country with an excessive regard for rank, decorations and gold 
braid, it fell not as Anatolian villages fall, in silence and loneliness, but 
more showily and magnificently, wrapped in the uniforms of commanders-in 
chief, marshals and ministers.71

In the introduction to his memoirs, which are entitled Zeytindagi (Mount of Olives) 
Falih Rifki refers emblematically to this problem of Turkish identity in Palestine. 
“Olberg is the German [term] for Mount of Olives. Jabal al-Zaytun is the Arabic. And 
Zeytindagi? Zeytindagi is just the name I gave to my book. There never was a Turkish 
Jerusalem.”72 But of course there was an Ottoman Jerusalem, which Rifki bey resisted 
identifying. 

The End of Innocence

Ihsan Turjman’s diary is also a sustained attack on the ethos of war. His is not 
an ideology of pacifism as much as revulsion against the conditions of social 
disintegration and loss of an earlier era of stability, conditions that he attributes to 
the megalomania of the new Ottoman leadership. The new politics of nationalist 
aggrandizement, ethnic oppression, and carnage brought an irrational and incoherent 
world. It produced what John Berger called “the inversion of politics”. As in the 
European front, in Belgium, in France and in the Dardanelles, the impact of the war 
was seen as catastrophic and created a sense of loss of control over the future. With the 
earlier debate concerning the future of Palestine, we witness a sense of disorientation 
and de-centring from old certainties. The impending loss of ‘Empire’ created a sense 
of geographic fragmentation. Under conditions of alienation that held much similarity 
to what was happening in the Levant, Berger wrote about WWI: “Nobody realized 
how far-reaching would be the effects of the coming inversion of politics–that is to say 
the predominance of ideology over politics”. This was also the case with the European 
war, which ended the age of ‘political innocence’:

Soon such innocence ceased to be justified. Too much evidence had to be 
denied to maintain it: notably the conduct of the First World War (not its 
mere outbreak) and the widespread popular acquiescence in it…what in fact 
happened is that most people remained politically innocent at the price of 
denying experience–and this in itself contributed further to the political-
ideological inversion.73
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Here, too, we witness popular acquiescence fed by impending disaster, recorded in 
Ihsan’s daily impressions about the progression of the war. The large-scale military 
impounding of grain from the peasants led to skyrocketing of food prices in the city, 
followed by the disappearance of vegetable and meat. Long queues of women and 
children (most young men were already conscripted) fought for meagre amounts of 
bread in front of bakeries. Famine struck every major town in Syria, Palestine and 
Mount Lebanon and, as Ihsan notes, it was a man-made famine caused initially by the 
British economic blockade of the Palestine coast and later by military sequestration 
of food, and not by scarcity. In Lebanon, the famine was compounded by economic 
sanctions imposed by Jamal Pasha to punish the nationalist leadership for their presumed 
collaboration with French authorities.74 By the summer of 1915, the locust attack had 
reached Jerusalem, followed by the spread of cholera, typhus and other epidemics. 

Beggars began to appear everywhere. One would assume that in a city like Jerusalem 
begging was a perennial feature of the cityscape, given the graphic descriptions in 
European travel literature. Had this been the case, however, they would not have 
occupied the attention of the diarist, who had spent all his life in the old city. In fact, 
the war led to the disintegration of family life and created an army of beggars. As in 
many provincial capitals of the Ottoman Empire, the very poor were catered to by 
a chain of endowments known as takaya, which provided soup kitchens and public 
food. In most neighbourhoods, people took care of their own through confessional and 
kinship networks. With the onslaught of the war, the city experienced the breakdown 
of communal solidarities brought about to a large extent by the wide-scale absence of 
male breadwinners from poor families. The monthly salary of an Ottoman soldier was 
85 piasters, hardly enough to buy his monthly consumption of tobacco. During the 
war, tobacco was a main staple of survival and a medium of exchange among soldiers. 
It became a primary sought-after commodity in the black market. In Ihsan’s war 
diary, there are at least 12 entries that deal with the absence of cigarettes as a cause of 
crisis among soldiers and civilians alike. The absence of tobacco became metaphor 
(recurring in all war diaries) for general deprivation experienced by soldiers and 
civilians. On Friday, 23 April, 1915, Ihsan makes the following entry:

Cigarettes are again not to be found in Jerusalem. People everywhere 
were distraught to miss their tutton [Arabo-Turkish for rolling tobacco]. 
In recent days, basic items like sugar, kerosene and rice disappeared, but 
their loss was nothing compared to tobacco. Nobody could give it up. Many 
people as a result went into protest and started blaming the government for 
declaring this war.75

Officers were given preference when new consignments of tobacco arrived and they 
often supplemented their salaries by selling it to soldiers, especially if it involved 
choice brands from Istanbul, such as ‘Sampson’ and ‘Murad’.
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With the economic collapse of many households, Jerusalem, like Damascus and 
Beirut, began to witness the emergence of a new institution–prostitution. The Ottoman 
military had introduced their own bordellos in the holy city to cater to soldiers. 
There are several references in contemporary writings to the high officer corps, as 
well as potentates and city notables, keeping concubines.76 By the second year of 
the war, however, prostitution was widespread and serviced all categories of army 
personnel–most of whom were separated for months and years from their families and 
female company. On the occasion of Sultan Muhammad Rashad’s celebration of his 
assumption to the throne, on the 27th of April, 1915, Jamal Pasha held a major party 
in the garden of the Manzil for the Ottoman high brass, and for local notables. Fifty 
prostitutes were brought in from the city bordellos to accompany the officers–while 
the city notables brought in their wives. Ihsan expressed his shock at the mixing of 
prostitutes with ‘respectable’ ladies, but also that it took place at the height of fighting 
in Janaq Qal’a (Gallipoli) where thousands of fellow soldiers, Arabs and Turks were 
being slaughtered. Prostitution soon spread to the streets of the old city.77

To illustrate the depths of moral degeneration in the city, the diarist cites the case of 
several well-known teachers from a public school in Baq’a who were caught hosting 
local prostitutes in school during teaching hours. The Jerusalem governor had the 
three teachers (who included the religious instructor, Sheikh Ya’coub al-Azbaki) 
expelled. But former Mayor Faidi al-Alami (then a member of parliament in Istanbul) 
intervened on their behalf and their sentence was reduced to paying a fine of 150 
qirsh.78 Ihsan writes in protest: 

Teachers should be first professionals whose conduct is above reproach, 
and secondly, they should be equipped with knowledge in the training of 
children. In our case, thank God both traits are lacking entirely. It is true 
that teachers are human beings and have the need to satisfy their basic 
desires, but they should exercise control over their instincts. In all cases, 
they should never be allowed to bring women of easy virtue to their schools 
where children are [exposed] to these practices, and are given a bad example 
in ethical conduct.79 

Many poor war widows in Ihsan’s own neighbourhood and near Damascus Gate were 
seen selling their bodies for few piasters. Ihsan met them daily on his way to work 
near the New Gate. One evening, while he was going to have dinner with Sakakini in 
the company of his cousin Hasan, he meets a street walker loitering near the Austrian 
Hospice. 

I said to Hasan, “Poor woman. She is waiting for her own misery to come”. 
Hasan replies, “What can she do? She has to live. She will take a quarter 
Majidi to spend on herself”. I pity these prostitutes; they sell their bodies 
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for few pennies to satisfy the animal instincts in their men. They must be the 
most miserable of God’s creation… But they could only have chosen this 
profession because they have no alternative, or because they were forsaken 
by men who promised to marry them and then disappeared.80

Ihsan’s compassion for the Jerusalem prostitutes was expressed in terms of general 
compassion for Muslim women. He had read and admired Qasim Amin’s call for 
women’s emancipation and expressed the belief that the general backwardness of Arab 
society was related to the confinement of women. He also called for the removal of 
the veil, and linked the struggle for women’s rights to the fight against the Turkish 
dictatorship of the CUP. The occasion was a ban imposed by the department of 
education on school performances of dramatic shows that allude to the heroism of 
classical Arab figures (in this case, a play about Tariq Bin Ziad, the conqueror of 
Andalusia).81 “We have entered into a compact with this [Ottoman] state that can only 
work if we are treated on equal footing with the Turkish [subject]. Now, however the 
state has chosen to treat us as a colonized possession and the time has come to break 
the partnership”. Then he adds, 

“I spoke to Hilmi Efandi about the condition of Muslim woman and I said 
that the veil is the obstacle to its advancement, but she should not remove it 
at once. It must be removed gradually. Then I added: “How can we advance 
in this world when half of our body is paralyzed and unable to act. Before 
anything else we must educate our women. Before teaching our children we 
must teach our female half.”82 

By the spring of 1915, Jerusalem, as well as the rest of the Syrian provinces, was 
overwhelmed by a sense of impending catastrophe. The combination of war casualties 
and natural disasters produced a sense of atrophy among the civilian population. “Our 
lives are threatened from all sides: a European onslaught, an Ottoman war, rising cost 
of living, an unbearable financial situation, and an invasion of locusts. To top it all off, 
epidemics and diseases have spread throughout the Ottoman lands; may God protect 
us.” Ultimately his reaction to the accumulated catastrophes, as was the case with 
many Jerusalemites, was one of increasing indifference, almost a placidity acquired in 
self-defence against impending doom. “Usually when I am confronted by the smallest 
quandary, I lose sleep with worries, but now that I and the whole of society have been 
hit with disaster, I have stopped worrying. Since this devastation has been heaped on 
our lives we cannot focus on one single calamity. One disaster overwhelms the other; 
and when we think of all these misfortunes coming together, we stop caring at all.”83 
One year later, the situation is worse, with hunger setting in:
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Monday 10 July, 1916. No more crops in the city. Jerusalem has not seen more 
difficult days. Bread and wheat are not available anymore. The municipality 
until recently used to distribute free bread to the poor after nine o’clock, 
[but not anymore]. I remember going home from military headquarters at 
eleven o’clock [and] seeing a long line of women coming from the bakeries 
grabbing pieces of black bread the likes of which I have never seen. They 
used to fight over this bread and wait for it until midnight.84 

As the carnage of war engulfs people’s lives, a significant rise in anti-Turkish 
sentiment emerges. This resentment increases as Jamal Pasha escalates his measures 
against Arab nationalists. With the intensification of fighting in the Sinai Peninsula 
and Suez, more Jerusalem residents are taken either to the front or to the Labour 
Battalions to carry out public work for the army. In September 1918, a new order is 
issued by the Fourth Army banning the stationing of soldiers in their own townships–
an order that would transfer Ihsan from his clerical work to the front in Suez. He 
declares, “Why should I go to the jul [Turkish for desert]? To defend my country? I am 
only Ottoman in name only, for I am a citizen of the world. Even if they told me that 
by going there we would liberate Egypt [from the British] I would still refuse to go.85

This expression, “I am Ottoman in name only”, must have seeped into Turjman’s 
vocabulary from Khalil Effendi Sakakini, his teacher and mentor, who had written 
in his private diary during the war in the same vein. “Why do the authorities want to 
exile me from Jerusalem? I am not a Christian, nor a Buddhist, nor a Muslim, nor a 
Jew. I do not see myself as an Arab, or an Englishman, or a Frenchman, or a German, 
or a Turk. Above all, I am a member of the human race”.86 Ihsan, in constant touch 
with Sakakini, was echoing a similar sentiment.

The manifestation of pre-war innocence permeates the collectivity of these lofty 
ideals–towards nationalism, towards women, towards poverty, and especially Ihsan’s 
amorphous humanism–unattached as it were to any ideological commitment, whether 
socialist, nationalist or religious. He was free from all ideational constraints–partly due 
to his lack of a rigorous educational background, but also–like Sakakini and Mikhael 
Naimy from the same generation–due to the triumph of a naïve belief in humanist 
concepts, a belief that was soon to die.  
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From Seferberlik 
to the Nakba

A Personal Account 
of the Life of 
Zahra al-Ja’uniyya

Adel Manna’

My grandmother Zahra passed away 
at the age of over 70 on 6 March, 1968. 
Like most people of her generation, her 
exact birthday is unknown. However, 
we do know it falls near the end of the 
nineteenth century, perhaps in 1897. 
Even the date of her marriage to my 
grandfather, Salim Hajj Krayyim, is 
not known exactly because it is not 
recorded in any Islamic law court 
(mahkama shar’iyya) registrar or family 
documents.1 

What I learned from stories told by my 
father and paternal aunts is that Zahra 
al-Sayyed moved from her parent’s house 
in al-Ja’uni to that of her husband (my 
grandfather, Salim) in Majd al-Kroum, 
during World War I. Thereafter, she became 
known among the villagers as ‘al-Ja’uniyya’ 
(i.e., from Ja’uni). 

When al-Ja’uniyya married my grandfather 
she was about 18. Despite this young age, 
she had already been married once, at the 
start of WWI, and had been widowed shortly 
thereafter.2 As for my grandfather Salim, he 

Zahra al-Ja’uniyya in an identity card photo 

taken later in life. Her face is tattooed in 

the tradition of some women in the Upper 

Galilee region. Source: Nazmi al-Jubeh
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was already a grown man in his forties when he married my grandmother Zahra. He 
had been married twice before, and had one son named Fayyad, who was older than 
his new bride. The details of their marriage are interesting and shed light on important 
aspects of the social structure of Palestinian villages and rural marriages in that era. 

My grandmother never learned to read or write, because Ja’uni, like the majority of 
villages in Palestine, had not opened schools for boys–much less for girls–at that 
time. However, because she lived close to Jewish families in Ja’uni-Rosh Pina, she 
learned some Hebrew, which came in handy later in her life after the Nakba of 1948, 
when she became a citizen of the state of Israel.3 My grandfather, Salim, died before 
reaching the age of 60. Zahra bore him three children and after his death, the burden of 
providing for them fell to her. Hence, some 10 years after her second marriage, Zahra 
al-Ja’uniyya found herself a widow once again, far from her family and hometown. 

Two or three years after the death of my grandfather, Zahra married one of his 
relatives, Abu Ma’youf, in order to protect herself from rumour and assault. However, 
my grandmother’s life in this new “home” was neither easy nor comfortable. She bore 
four children to her third husband, in addition to helping raise Abu Ma’youf’s children 
from his first wife. As for her children from my grandfather Salim, despite their young 
ages, Zahra was forced to leave them behind in their deceased father’s house. My 
father, Hussein, was the youngest and I heard a lot about his life under the care of his 
brother, who was six years older than him.4

I became close to my grandmother when she was already over 55 years old–long 
after the Israelis executed her husband Abu Ma’youf by firing squad on 6 November, 
1948 and demolished his home.5 Even though she was in her late fifties, the beauty of 
her face and her poise shone through until the last days of her life. At that time, my 
grandmother lived in a little shack far from our former house near the old mosque of 
Majd al-Kroum. 

I was not given the chance to hear my grandmother’s stories, like most children. 
She did not live nearby, but rather far, next to her youngest son, my uncle Ahmad. 
However, I did hear some of her life stories in bits and pieces from my father and 
aunts before my grandmother’s death, and many other stories after she died. As my 
interest in history grew, and as I dug deeper into the events of the Nakba in our village, 
my aunt Sa’da became a crucial source of oral information about my grandmother and 
about her life in both Majd al-Kroum and her hometown of Ja’uni.6

By interviewing dozens of elderly people from our village, Majd al-Kroum, I 
discovered that Mohammad Haidar “Abu Jamil” had kept a written record of the most 
important events that had befallen the village since the start of the British Mandate. 
This record contained general and detailed information about life in the village and 
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its inhabitants. In Abu Jamil’s record, there are some birth dates and most–if not 
all–deaths, in addition to marriage contracts, village arguments and other events. 
Such a local archive is rare in Palestine’s countryside. It contained extremely valuable 
information about my grandmother, my family, and other villagers in the time of the 
British Mandate.7 

The information in Abu Jamil’s record corroborates some oral accounts, filling 
in dates, numbers, and details. My observations and personal memories of my 
grandmother merge with gathered oral accounts, as well as Abu Jamil’s written 
records. Thus, the sources on which my grandmother’s story is based are unique in 
their exclusiveness, detail and comprehensiveness.

This paper traces the key episodes in the life of an ordinary peasant woman–something 
rarely documented in books or historical narratives, which usually revolve around 
elite individuals and political leaders. It also sheds light on aspects of social and 
cultural life that remains to this day in the shadows of conventional histories of 
Palestine’s peasant population and other marginalized social groups. Furthermore, this 
paper focuses on the lot of Palestinian women, who are usually absent in historical 
accounts of the Nakba and other catastrophes that befell the Palestinians. In short, 
my grandmother’s story opens a new window to Palestine’s social history, especially 
that before the Nakba. I hope others will follow the same path, in order to provide a 
deeper and more comprehensive understanding of Palestinian social and cultural life. 
This paper is a model for a local bottom-up micro-history, in contrast with the overall 
comprehensive political histories abundant in Arabic libraries. At the same time, the 
biographical account of my grandmother is integrated with the macro socio-political 
history of Palestine during the first half of the twentieth century.

The Beginning of the Road 
 
My grandfather, Salim Hajj Krayyim “Abu Fayyad”, travelled regularly to Damascus 
and Huran at the start of the twentieth century. On the way there, he usually stopped 
over in Ja’uni, which afforded him a safe haven to rest from his travels and the 
difficult mountain road before continuing on, usually on horseback. It was in this 
modest village, Ja’uni, where Salim Hajj met the father of my grandmother, Zahra al-
Sayyed. This friendship between the two men strengthened as a consequence of these 
repeated trips, ongoing until the tragic years of the First World War. The elderly recall 
how the Ottomans recruited young men and led them to the battlefront far from their 
homes and countries.8 After the outbreak of the war in November, 1914, the Ottomans 
also drafted Salim’s son Fayyad, who was in his early twenties, even though he was an 
only child and was married with a small baby. 
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A few months after he was sent to Damascus, Fayyad escaped and took shelter in the 
home of his father’s friend in Ja’uni. My grandmother’s father had a warehouse close 
to the family home filled with straw and hay. Fayyad hid there for several months until 
the Ottomans grew tired of searching for him. During that time, Fayyad got sick and 
my grandmother Zahra and her sister Sa’da would take turns bringing him food and 
water. The two young women also helped their mother nurse the ill man and bring 
down his fever. Fayyad never forgot those months of hiding out in his father’s friend’s 
home, even long after he returned to his home and family in Majd al-Kroum.9 In 
particular, Fayyad did not forget Sa’da and Zahra, two young women full of youth and 
beauty, both a few years younger than him. 

About six months after Fayyad resettled with his family, he asked his father to ask for 
Sa’da’s hand in marriage. This was not an ordinary request in those days. The war was 
not yet over and families were suffering from a scarcity of food, along with a locust 
scourge, illnesses and the other afflictions of war. Moreover, Fayyad was already 
married with a small child. His wife was the same age as he was, so why did he want 
to take a second wife? Also, what would his in-laws and the other villagers say of this, 
especially in those days when there was so much tragedy and sadness. But Fayyad had 
fallen in love with Sa’da and continued to pressure his father until he convinced him to 
go with him to Ja’uni to ask for Sa’da’s hand. 

Grandmother Zahra’s family received their two guests warmly, grateful for all of 
the gifts Abu Fayyad carried with him.10 In the evening, after dinner, the host was 
surprised by his guest’s request for Sa’ada’s hand in marriage to his son Fayyad. 

“Sa’ada has been engaged to the village mukhtar for some time,” he told his guest. 
“Anyway, your son Fayyad is married with children. Why doesn’t he marry Zahra, 
who is a widow with no children and is only two years older than her sister?” 

Fayyad was in love with Sa’da, however, and could not be swayed to marry Zahra, 
the widow, despite her youth and beauty. Then my grandfather Salim shocked his host 
again by asking for Zahra’s hand in marriage for himself. The two men agreed and 
Abu Fayyad went home the next day with his young wife, who was younger than his 
only son from his current wife.11   

When she moved from her father’s house to her new home in Majd al-Kroum, 
Zahra al-Ja’uniyya became the lady of Abu Fayyad’s house, with no competition or 
harassment. Jalilah, Fayyad’s mother, was in her late forties like her husband. Zahra 
found in her a mother figure, which somewhat compensated for being away from her 
own parents. Jalilah kept Zahra good company in her new home. Jalilah, on the other 
hand, who had not had children for many years, was overjoyed by having little ones 
nearby. Zahra gave birth to one child after another. 
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In Abu Fayyad’s home, Jalilah was more like a grandmother than a co-mother to 
Zahra’s children. As for Zahra, she treated Um Fayyad like a mother and never made 
her feel like the ‘scorned lesser wife’. In the years after WWI my grandfather lived 
in near-paradise with his wife and small children, who brought hope, happiness and 
new life to the two-story house. Our family stories portray an almost perfect picture of 
those years, in which there was no jealousy or envy in the Abu Fayyad home. In the 
time that the Ottoman empire came to an end and the British occupation commenced 
(which was seen at first as a good omen for the region and its people), everything 
seemed to be going well for Zahra al-Ja’uniyya, as she settled in her new home and 
built a new family for herself .

This happiness did not last long. Her husband fell ill and was bedridden for a long time. 
Modern medicine was rare in the Palestinian countryside and smaller cities. Abu Fayyad 
was first treated with herbs and popular remedies in the hope that the illness would pass. 
However, his condition grew worse until he could no longer get out of bed to perform 
the simplest of tasks. Nonetheless, Zahra became pregnant with my father, having given 
birth to ‘Ali and Aminah years before. Everyone took the pregnancy, and later the birth 
of Hussein, as a good sign. Still Abu Fayyad only grew sicker. He was still bedridden a 
year and a half after the birth of his youngest son, and then passed away.12

Zahra al-Ja’uniyya was widowed for the second time before she turned 30, now 
with three children, the youngest (my father Hussein) not yet two, and the eldest 
nearly eight. Living standards and money were not Zahra’s main concern back then. 
Abu Fayyad had left her a big house and vast lands with fig and olive orchards that 
provided an ample income for her and her children. However, rural society was not 
used to a young widow taking care of her family properties without a man to protect 
her. Hence, less than a year after Abu Fayyad’s death, her parents came from Ja’uni to 
bring their daughter home. They were not so well off to be able to take on the burden 
of their widowed daughter and her three children. Still, they went to the Manna’ family 
guest house (diwan) to voice their fears and get advice on how to safeguard their 
daughter’s honour, as well as to show readiness to take their daughter back and assume 
the burden of supporting her and her children.

Zahra was well aware of her family’s financial situation. She also preferred her spacious 
and comfortable home to life in one room with her children in Ja’uni near her parents. 
Fayyad, who had never forgotten the role Zahra and her family played in protecting 
and caring for him when he was a deserter and sick in their barn knew how his father’s 
widow felt. Along with some family elders, he thanked my grandmother’s family and 
reassured them that their daughter would be safe and would come to no harm in her 
home among her new family. Her family was convinced and thus bid their daughter and 
her children farewell. They returned to Ja’uni after carrying out their duty. 
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The Individual and the Public

Still, time proved it difficult to end the problematic situation of protecting a beautiful 
widow who was desired by several men. Words, winks and rumours became constant 
pressures in Zahra’s life; she had no husband to protect her and stop the wagging 
tongues. This problem only escalated, especially after Zahra turned down some less 
than tempting marriage proposals from men older than herself (notably, not unlike her 
late husband Abu Fayyad had been). Many of the villagers saw this as obstinacy and 
a challenge from a woman outsider who was better off accepting the protection of a 
husband, even if he was old. However, Zahra insisted on managing her own home, 
even though she understood the risks of this position.13

The house where my grandmother lived with her three children is directly adjacent to 
the village mosque and a number of neighbours’ homes. I remember that I and some 
neighbourhood friends would jump from one rooftop to another to play and visit with 
each other, instead of going down into the alleyways and narrow streets between the 
village’s old homes. This phenomenon of building village homes directly up against 
each other was one way of creating a natural barrier against attacks on the village by 
outsiders.14 However, it also allowed village’s hoodlums to use these rooftops for illicit 
purposes, including break-ins and assaults against women. These facts were not lost 
on my grandmother Zahra, who took the necessary precautions of bolting some of her 
windows and fortifying her house. 

One night, my grandmother heard a light tapping on the wooden door leading to 
her room. When she asked who was there, the man standing behind the door did 
not give his name, but asked her in a low voice to open the door. My grandmother 
responded by picking up an iron coffee grinder and opening the door with the other 
hand. But before she could strike the man on the head with the coffee grinder, he had 
escaped to the rooftops and disappeared into the night. Throughout my childhood and 
adolescence, I heard stories of my grandmother’s courage and strength of character, 
which explained her endurance in the face of the many challenges of her life. 

Nevertheless, Fayyad and his relatives took other precautions and decided not to leave 
Hajj Salim Krayyim’s widow alone to fend for herself. After all, her oldest child was 
not yet 10 years old. 

When an intruder tried again to violate the sanctity of Zahra al-Ja’uniyya’s home, 
he fell into the trap set for him in cooperation with two policemen. Hussein Khalil 
was captured on 13 September, 1929 and was detained in Acre Prison until his court 
date.15 Khalil Hussein was then tried on charges of assaulting Zahra al-Ja’uniyya and 
her home. He was convicted and sentenced to just six months in jail.16 The Manna’ 
family felt that this sentence was much lighter than it should have been and decided 
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to pursue the perpetrator after he was released in 1930. Hussein paid no heed to the 
threats that were made and did not accept the traditional demand that he leave the 
village, even if for a limited period of time. This stubbornness was seen as a challenge 
and a provocation, and the relationship between the two extended families grew 
tense. Fights and conflicts between them broke out, peaking in the killing of Khalil, 
Hussein’s father, who attacked Zahra’s house, on 23 July, 1931 on the land of Qalous.17 

This incident and others like it fed more disputes that extended over generations 
between the wider family of the attacker and the Manna’ family. Other families in the 
village took sides, while still others tried to intervene to stop the fighting. This split 
extending even into the British Mandate period. Such family feuds were a key factor 
in weakening the cohesiveness of Palestinian communities despite external dangers, 
especially during the 1936-1939 rebellion. Indeed, the depth and dimensions of this 
social phenomenon far surpass that time and place and have influenced Palestinian 
society before and after 1948.18

How was Zahra al-Ja’uniyya affected by the events that were taking place around her? 
My grandmother’s family returned from Ja’uni after Husssein Khalil was imprisoned 
to again ask for permission to bring their daughter home. And again, Zahra preferred to 
live in Majd al-Kroum over returning to her hometown. However, this time she agreed to 
accept the proposal of Mohammed Hajj “Abu Ma’youf” to protect her and her children 
from attackers and wagging tongues. Thus, 1930 began a new period in the lives of my 
grandmother and her children, the youngest of which was my father. Zahra al-Ja’uniyya 
lived with her third and last husband for 18 years until his execution during the Nakba. 
My grandmother bore her new husband four children–Sa’da, Amneh, Sameeh and 
Ahmad. She was now mother to seven children from her two husbands. 

Although Zahra al-Ja’uniyya’s life was becoming more stable, Majd al-Kroum, like 
other villages and cities in Palestine, had been living through difficult times since the 
close of the 1920s. Relations between Arabs and Jews in Palestine were tense from 
the end of 1928, reaching their nadir in the summer of 1929, when dozens of Jews 
were killed in Hebron. These bloody events also shook up the relatively neighbourly 
relations between Arabs and Jews in Safad, Tiberias and other towns. So, while Zahra 
was facing difficulties in her personal life, she also feared the political implications for 
her family in Ja’uni, who had lived side-by-side with the Jews of Rosh Pina ever since 
that Jewish settlement was established in 1882.

Other commonplace events, ones rarely discussed in the political history of the 
country, also made those days difficult. On 23 February, 1928, for instance, Abu 
Jamil recorded that “there was an earthquake on Thursday” which occurred as he was 
in “Shaykh Nabhan’s house in the company of Hussein al-Siba’i and Mohammad 
al-Nasrawi”.19 It seems that the earthquake itself did not do massive damage that 
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day. It did, however, shake the foundations and rooftops of rural homes dating back 
to the days of Dhahir ‘Umar al-Zaydani.20 The damage caused by the earthquake 
became apparent only later on, about a year later in January 1929, when “over 50 
[second] stories began to collapse.” That year’s winter was particularly harsh, and 
later generations began to compare subsequent winters to that one, when the rainwater 
and floods “filled up the valleys and lowlands.”21 Then, as if the earthquake, the 
destruction of homes and the subsequent winter were not enough for the villagers, 
locusts descended on the village on 18 April, 1930. These were some of the crises my 
grandmother faced alongside the other people of the village, and which were recorded 
by Abu Jamil in his book, which made no distinction between the individual and the 
public. 

Following are several other examples of the many public events recorded in Abu 
Jamil’s book; these show the connection between rural life and that of neighbouring 
cities. A record on 13 April, 1929 reports the death of Abdul Fattah Effendi al-Sa’di, 
a member of the Ottoman parliament during WWI and later on, Acre’s mayor during 
the early 1920s.22 Then, on 30 August, 1929, Abu Jamil mentioned “the revolt between 
the Jews and the Muslims”, indicating the struggle over the Western [Buraq] Wall and 
the violence in Jerusalem, Hebron and other locations across Palestine. As we know, 
these events had several ramifications, some of which were associated with the actions 
of the country’s British rulers. Abu Jamil documented these as “the execution of three 
men destined to become symbols of Palestinian resistance to foreign occupation: 
Mohammad Jamjum, ‘Ata al-Zeer and Fu’ad Hijazi in Acre on Tuesday, 17 June, 
1930”. Two or three lines in Abu Jamil’s record were dedicated to this event, which 
took place close to Majd al-Kroum.23 

My grandmother told Abu Ma’youf of her condition for marriage, which was that she 
remain in her house with her children so she would not have to live with his first wife 
and their children in his house. This was not a difficult condition for Abu Ma’youf to 
accept. He divided his days and nights between the two houses and two wives, and 
relatives in Ja’uni and Majd al-Kroum were all comfortable with these arrangements. 
Most importantly, Zahra was no longer a widow without support, which some believed 
had made her easy prey for those who wanted to attack her at night. 

My grandmother Zahra was in her early thirties and she quickly became pregnant 
with Abu Ma’youf’s child. She had four children with him, one after the other. But 
Abu Ma’youf, who now spent most of his days and nights in Zahra’s house, began to 
complain about her “little devils”–her children from Salim Hajj Krayyim, the youngest 
of which was my father Hussein (who was just seven years old when his mother 
remarried)– saying they were disturbing his rest. I have heard more than once and from 
more than one source about the following event that shattered Zahra al-Ja’uniyya’s peace 
with Abu Ma’yuf, resulting in her moving into Abu Ma’youf’s house. 
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The olive season was a good one that year and everyone was busy storing oil and 
olives in the pantries and reserving the olive pits to fuel the stove and oven. While 
everyone was working and the children were playing, jumping and screaming, Abu 
Ma’youf lost his temper. Hussein was playing with his brothers and he fell down into a 
large barrel of olive oil. Abu Ma’youf then grabbed the boy by his hands and legs and 
lifted him above his head screaming, “I will kill you and rid myself of you!” 

My grandmother panicked and started screaming in front of family and neighbours, 
“Look at my fate–this is their house and their olive oil and you want to kill the boy.” 
Abu Ma’youf quickly returned to his senses and put the boy down. But Hussein and 
his siblings and everyone else never forgot the incident. 

Afterwards, Abu Ma’youf decided to move Zahra al-Ja’uniyya to his house while 
leaving her children from Salim Hajj Krayyim in their deceased father’s house. 
When Aminah was almost 16 and her brother ‘Ali had turned 14, they were given the 
responsibility of taking care of themselves, the house, and their brother Hussein. My 
grandmother started to drop by periodically, especially since Abu Ma’youf’s house 
was close to her children’s. Still, her mind was always on her teenage children. After a 
while, a solution was found, and Aminah and Ali were married to a brother and sister, 
and Hussein lived with his older brother ‘Ali and his wife from 12 November, 1936.24 
It is said that the outbreak of the revolt was one of the factors that expedited the 
wedding because the grooms were affiliated with the rebels in their village, and their 
families were afraid they would be killed or imprisoned.25 

Zahra al-Ja’uniyya then threw herself into taking care of her household and children 
in Abu Ma’yuf’s house and her children from Abu Fayyad became more stable Ali 
and Aminah’s marriages. My grandmother was no longer a young woman. After 
WWII, she was over 40 and became engrossed in the everyday concerns of the pre-
Nakba storm. During those years, my grandmother maintained her relationship with 
her family, who she visited with Abu Ma’yuf on holidays and special occasions. 
Abu-Ma’yuf thus became acquainted with the family’s neighbours, including Mano 
Friedman. According to the family’s oft-repeated narrative, Mano was the same age 
of my grandmother and, as good neighbours might, her mother nursed him, too. Mano 
grew up to become an important businessman and an officer in the Hagana. Since Abu 
Ma’yuf was also a tradesman in grains and cattle, he took part in some of Friedman’s 
businesses during the mid-‘40s, right up until the Nakba.26
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The Palestinian Nakba and its Ramifications

Before my grandmother’s death, I never asked her opinion of the war in Palestine 
and its ramifications. The issue did not concern me at that age, even in the months 
that followed the defeat (Naksa) of June 1967. We can assume that most of Zahra al-
Ja’uniyya’s concerns were linked to her family, children and the other villagers. Ali, 
her oldest son who had been married since 1936, was still childless after more than 
ten years of marriage. His wife became pregnant three times but would lose the baby 
either before term or soon after its birth. His sister, Aminah, who married the same day 
as him, had two children and two miscarriages during the same time. My mother had 
also miscarried the first time before she was 18. Then my father, Hussein, married on 
1 April, 1945 and moved in to the same house as Ali. 27 Everyone became increasingly 
negative, believing that Salim Hajj Krayyim’s house directly adjacent to the mosque 
must be ‘cursed’.

Zahra al-Ja’uniyya was likely busy with these worries when the United Nations issued 
its 29 November, 1947 resolution proposing the partition of Palestine into an Arab 
and a Jewish state. This partition plan put my grandmother’s birthplace, Ja’uni, and 
other areas of the eastern Galilee inside the borders of the Jewish state. I don’t think 
anyone asked my grandmother or her family what they thought about this. In any case, 
Palestinian and Arab leaders rejected the plan and threatened to go to war. Skirmishes 
then began, reminding people of the events of the revolt in Palestine 10 years earlier 
(1936-1939). 

One of my grandmother’s sons from Abu Ma’yuf, Samih, was 16 at the time when 
the fighting broke out. Despite his young age, he decided at the start of 1948 to join 
the rebellion. My grandmother and his father tried in vain to stop him, to no avail. 
A mother’s heart never lies–just a few weeks after that, terrible news came from the 
village of Sha’ab that a landmine had exploded near Samih while he was in the hills 
with other fighters, killing him. Thus, my grandmother experienced the death of one of 
her children at the start of the war.28

Then the war between the Arabs and Jews broke out in more than one location 
throughout Palestine. Units from the ‘Salvation Army’ arrived in the Galilee, and 
one took up a position in Majd al-Kroum.29 Its members used one of Abu Ma’yuf’s 
warehouses to store their supplies, and his courtyard as an encampment for volunteers. 
The choice of Abu Ma’yuf’s house raised questions I have not sufficiently answered 
yet today. Was this selection a sort of reward for the ‘father of the martyr’? And was 
Abu Ma’yuf’s cooperation with the Salvation Army by choice or was he coerced into 
accepting (as is widely believed)? Did anyone ask Zahra al-Ja’uniyya her opinion 
about making her home a military warehouse and fort or was the wife only able to 
accept her husband’s decision and obey him unquestioningly in such danger? 
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Whatever the answers, the fact remains that Abu Ma’yuf’s cooperation with the 
Salvation Army cost him his life and his home. My grandmother was made to pay the 
high price of this for the rest of her life. An Israeli army unit entered the village from 
the west after an agreement that the people of Majd al-Kroum would surrender their 
weapons. The Israeli army, which posted some of its units in the village of Birwe, 
agreed in exchange not to take its revenge on the people of Majd al-Kroum and to 
turn a blind eye to the villagers’ resistance and cooperation with the Salvation Army 
unit. The Israeli army adhered to this agreement, entering the village and collecting 
weapons from the villagers on 30 October, 1948. Most stories of the handover of arms 
mention Haim Orbach from Nahariya as a key mediator in reaching and implementing 
this agreement.30 In any case, the first days of November passed peacefully.

Majd al-Kroum was one of the larger villages, to which hundreds of displaced 
refugees from nearby villages such as Birwe, Sha’ab, Damun and others came. 
Rumours were reaching the villagers about the massacres being carried out in 
‘Elaboun and other villages that had been recently occupied in the central and 
upper Galilee.31 But good relations between some villagers and ‘Abu Zeev’ (the 
abovementioned Haim Orbach) and with Jabr Dahesh Mu’adi and other Druze from 
Yarka reassured the village residents and convinced them to stay at home rather than 
flee. My grandmother and her neighbours lived those difficult days in waiting–fearful 
of the news coming from the east, and dependant upon old relations with people from 
the west, those who had helped to negotiate the handover agreement. 

Less than a week after the village surrendered and handed over its weapons, another 
Israeli military unit arrived from the east. Its members were responsible for the 
massacres in ‘ Elaboun, Nahaf, Deir al-Asad, al-Bi’ana and other villages. This 
military unit surrounded the village and carried out a massacre in the courtyard of the 
village spring. The first of its victims was Abu Ma’yuf. The soldiers made him watch 
as they dynamited his home before shooting him in front of the townspeople.32 My 
family members retell this story as they heard it from my grandmother, who said “her 
heart knew” before the tragedy even occurred. The story goes that my grandmother, 
who feared revenge against her husband because of his cooperation with the Salvation 
Army, asked her ‘nursing brother’ Mano Freidman for help and protection for her 
and her family. It is also said that Mano did send a note in his handwriting in Hebrew 
to Zahra al-Ja’uniyya saying, “Please do not harm this good lady and her children.” 
The story interprets the execution of Abu Ma’yuf and the demolition of his home as 
resulting from the cryptic words of the note, which excluded her husband and house. 
Did my grandmother show the note from Mano to the soldiers before her husband’s 
execution and the demolition of her home? No one knows for sure. 

I have confirmed that Mano Friedman did come in person to visit my grandmother 
and to offer his condolences over the loss of her husband and house after he heard the 
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news.33 It is also said that my grandmother blamed him for not respecting their ‘family 
bond’, although Mano vehemently denied having any knowledge of what was to take 
place. At that time, my grandmother’s relatives in Ja’uni had already been displaced 
from their homes and fled to Syria in the summer of 1948. Mano proposed, according 
to the story, to send for them and convince them to return to their homes, saying that 
he would guarantee their protection. Were Mano Friedman’s words only a kind of 
condolence made to lessen the tragedy that had befallen Zahra al-Ja’uniyya, or was 
he serious in proposing and promising something that defies the general Palestinian 
narrative about the circumstances surrounding the Palestinian refugee problem? That 
narrative blames the Israeli side for ethnic cleansing carried out according to a Zionist 
plan for mass expulsion put in place before the eruption of the war.34 Do this and 
other micro-history accounts prove something different? I don’t know, and it is far 
beyond the scope of this paper to answer this question. These are, however, important 
questions for more extensive study. 

What happened to my grandmother after this calamity befell her and her family? What 
happened to her children in Majd al-Kroum and how did she survive after the death 
of her husband and the demolition of her home? Zahra al-Ja’uniyya was left to begin 
almost from scratch after the personal catastrophe that befell her in November 1948. 
My grandmother’s only consolation was that most of her children were married, save 
Ahmad, her youngest son from Abu Ma’yuf, whose wedding day I remember. My 
grandmother then lived next to him in a little room she erected on the lands of al-
Shaykha near her demolished home. My grandmother encouraged all of her children to 
stay in the village and not to flee, despite the dangers they themselves had witnessed 
on 6 November, 1948. My uncle Ali became a refugee after the Nakba, however, in 
the ‘Ein al-Hilwe refugee camp where he lived the rest of his life.35 As for my father, 
he was expelled from the village on 9 January, 1949 and he, his wife and child became 
refugees in Lebanon for over two years, only returning in July 1951. Thus my family 
was able to live once again in our village and close to my grandmother (this is another 
interesting autobiographical story written and recently published).36

After the war in Palestine was over and the dust had settled, it was clear that my 
grandmother had endured her fair share of misery, enough for ten men to bear. She 
was first widowed in Ja’uni. Then Abu Fayyad, her second husband, died, followed 
by war and the execution of her third and last husband. At age 50, her home was 
demolished and her family in Ja’uni had been lost to her, now refugees in Syria. Then, 
a number of villagers, including some of her children and their families, were expelled 
at the start of 1949. Thus, in the wake of the Nakba, my grandmother had to start a 
new phase of her life as a citizen of the Jewish state. 

I was introduced to my grandmother Zahra after we returned from Lebanon in the 
summer of 1951. My maternal grandmother Maryam had passed away a few weeks 
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before our return to Majd al-Kroum.37 My personal memories of my grandmother 
Zahra in the ‘50s are intermittent, linked to our visits on holidays and special 
occasions. I most remember her little home near the home of Uncle Ahmad, Abu 
Ma’yuf’s youngest son. My grandmother worked as a washerwoman for Jewish 
families in Haifa with her divorced daughter Sa’da, before the latter remarried in the 
late 1950s. Some advised her to quit this work because of her advanced years. My 
grandmother told these “advisors”–some of whom were her children–that she would 
rather she and her daughter put food on the table through their own toil and sweat 
than to have to ask anything of anyone. It seems her children were embarrassed by 
their mother’s work but they did not have much of an alternative. Jobs were scarce 
in those days during the years of military rule and each had a family and children to 
provide for.38 I, however, was on my grandmother’s side. At least every time I visited 
her, especially on holidays, she was ready with holiday money, which always makes 
children happy. 

Epilogue

Zahra al-Ja’uniyya died on 6 March, 1968. This date is on her gravestone and was 
registered in Abu Jamil’s record book. In the days that followed the Naksa of June 
1967, I was busy with work and saving some money before my university classes 
began. During my master’s studies in Jerusalem, I met a university student who would 
become my wife and the mother of my children. For the first time, I travelled to meet 
Aziza’s family–first to Safad and then to ‘Akbara, which was an extremely modest 
village to the south of the Safad government hospital. These regions were not familiar 
to me despite their close proximity to Ja’uni, which I had not yet visited. 

This trip turned out to be an adventure I will never forget. I was successful in asking 
and receiving Aziza’s hand in marriage. But it also opened up a new window for me in 
understanding the course of events in the Safad region. I found out that Abu Hussein, 
my wife’s father, knew Mano Friedman from Rosh Pina. My wife’s family was 
originally from Qaditha, not far from Ja’uni. So ultimately I heard from my father-
in-law that he also once had a business relationship with Mano Friedman during the 
British Mandate period, and even after the establishment of Israel. Unlike the sad and 
painful stories about the Nakba from Majd al-Kroum, Abu Hussein’s accounts of the 
1948 events were told without great sentiment. 

My father-in-law related the story of their displacement from their village Qaditha 
at the end of 1948 and their arrival in Ja’uni, where they lived for several months. 
Then the extended family was transferred to ‘Akbara, a village south of Safad, whose 
inhabitants had been displaced earlier.39 Years later, while reading Abu Jamil’s record 
book closely, I found a passage mentioning “the Huleihel family formerly from 
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Qaditha, who returned from Lebanon by Mano Friedman, [first] to Ja’uni before 
settling in ‘Akbara.”

When I went back to check the accuracy of what Abu Jamil had written, it proved very 
accurate. Mano Friedman had sent for the people of Qaditha, his friends including Abu 
Hussein in particular, and had brought them back to the country, settling them first 
in Ja’uni. After a few months, the family was moved to ‘Akbara, where my wife was 
born and where I met her parents for the first time many years later. Hence, I found 
myself  returning to the starting point of my grandmother’s story. The circle opened by 
my grandfather Abu Fayyad nearly a century ago had closed. 

The Safad area, Ja’uni in particular, has changed dramatically since 1948. Only a 
small percentage of Safad-area villages and their inhabitants remained after the war.40 
This fact in particular ignited some of my relatives’ enthusiasm and an onslaught of 
memories when I chose a wife from that area. My aunt Sa’da, who stayed with my 
grandmother for many years, expressed her joy saying, “I love the smell of that area 
and its people, who remind me of our people in Ja’uni.”

Finally, to the day of her death, my wife’s mother’s face and eyes reminded us of 
my grandmother Zahra. Um Hussein was the only child of parents from the village 
of Sufsaf, which was not far from Qaditha, Safad and Ja’uni. She told me how she 
named her youngest daughter Aziza after a beloved cousin. That cousin “was killed by 
the Jews in 1948” with dozens of others from Sufsaf, after the village was occupied 
in operation Hiram on October 29, 1948.41 As she talked about the circumstances 
surrounding that massacre, Um Hussein’s eyes would fill up with tears and I had to 
stop dredging up those bitter memories, especially since her entire family had become 
refugees in Lebanon. Um Hussein’s story is like my grandmother’s–it deserves 
to be written and studied because it reveals an undocumented Palestinian history. 
Were historians and researchers to find the time to take interest in the stories of our 
grandmothers and grandfathers, it would add an important aspect–the lives of ordinary 
people–to Palestinian history. If oral history accounts are reviewed well and integrated 
into academic research and documentation, a different social history, one rarely found 
in Arab libraries today, could be presented and cherished. 

Adel Manna’ is director of the Centre for the Study of Arab Society in Israel at the Van Leer 

Jerusalem Institute in Jerusalem. He is editor in charge of the 2nd Arab Society in Israel yearbook, 

due out soon.
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Endnotes
1 Not much has been written about the history 

of marriages in Palestine’s rural areas during the 

Ottoman era because marriage contracts were made 

in the village without being registered in shar’iyya 

court registrars, which constitute a major source of 

information for this and many other social matters. 

From my personal study of Jerusalem through 

reading shar’iyya court documents, I have been able 

to confirm the marriage dates of many scholars and 

figures in Jerusalem, which appear in my book, A’lam 

Filastin or The Notables of Palestine at the End of 

the Ottoman Period (1800-1918) (Beirut: Institute of 

Palestine Studies, 1994). These registries are also the 

basis for my latest study, Jerusalem at the Early 19th 

Century (1798-1831) (Beirut: Institute of Palestine 

Studies) (forthcoming).
2 The circumstances surrounding the death of my 

grandmother’s first husband remain mysterious. I 

learned from my aunt Sa’da that he was elderly and 

died in the war’s early stages, when epidemics and 

disease spread, taking the lives of many.
3 Rosh Pina is northeast of Safad and was one of 

the first Zionist settlements. It was established in 

1878 by Jews from Safad, and renewed later in 1882 

after the failure of the first attempt. The settlement 

was established on land bought by wealthy Jews 

from Safad, which were part of the Ja’uni lands. 

The residents of Ja’uni and the Jews of Rosh Pina 

coexisted with relatively peaceful relations until 

1948.
4 The precise date of my grandfather Hajj Salim 

Krayyim’s death is unknown but is linked in family 

narratives to the birth of his last son, Hussein, my 

father, in 1924. The oral narrative indicates that 

Hajj Salim died a year or two after his last son was 

born.
5 I have heard the story of what happened to Abu 

Ma’youf and his home throughout my childhood. I 

later checked this story, in particular its purported 

date, in my subsequent study of Israeli army 

documents and in an interview with Mohammed 

Haydar “Abu Jamil”, during which I discovered 

that he had kept an important written record. 

However, there were no details in that record about 

the massacre that took place in Majd al-Kroum that 

day. Apparently, the residents feared retaliations 

from Israeli authorities in those days of military rule. 

Orally, however, the villagers recall that on that day in 

November 1948, eight or nine people were murdered 

in Majd al-Kroum and several others injured. More 

details appear later in this account. 
6 My aunt Sa’da had a good memory and a very 

spirited personality, which helped me to obtain many 

accurate details and socially sensitive information. I 

returned to her in the final years to try and reconfirm 

my information or to get answers to my questions. 

Most importantly, unlike other storytellers, my 

aunt at times said that she did not know or did not 

remember, instead of offering guesses or inaccurate 

statements.
7 In addition to providing important and accurate 

information about individuals, families and 

organizations in the village (the spring, the mosque, 

and the school) there is information on general events 

and their ramifications on the village that comprise 

the raw material for writing the history of the village 

from the early years of the British Mandate and 

after the Nakba. For example, I found in this record 

book documentation of events I remember from my 

childhood, as well as the names of teachers at my 

school during the mid-50s.
8 The inhabitants of Palestine and the neighbouring 

Arab countries suffered from compulsory recruitment 

into military service (the seferberlik) and forced hard 

labour. Emergency laws were imposed, supplies 

and sheep were confiscated and trees cut down for 

war purposes. Trade was obstructed and food stuffs 

were scarce. Then came locusts and epidemics and 

famine that spread among the people. For more: L. 

Schatkowski Schilcher, “The famine of 1915-1918 

in Greater Syria” In J.P. Spagnolo (ed.) Problems of 

the Modern Middle East in Historical Perspective 

(Reading: Ithaca Press, 1992) 229-25.
9 I heard this story about the circumstances of 
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my grandfather’s second marriage many times from 

my early childhood, both from my father, and my 

aunts.
10 The villagers relayed a number of stories about 

the generosity of Abu Fayyad, saying that his name 

(which means “outpouring”) was appropriate because 

he was also “the father of the poor”. These qualities 

appeared to be well-known to my grandmother’s 

family.
11 The child mortality rate was very high at the 

end of Ottoman rule and during the British Mandate 

period. Abu Fayyad had married twice before my 

grandmother. Jalilah bore him three children–Fayyad 

lived, while two girls died in childhood. His second 

wife did not have any children and, according to the 

oral stories, died at an early age four or five years 

before Abu Fayyad married Zahra.
12 Abu Jamil began recording deaths in the village 

only from the end of the 1920s, so I was not able 

to learn the exact date of my grandfather’s death. 

His first wife, Jalilah, died (according to the record 

book) on 30 November, 1931. Abu Jamil wrote, 

“The death of Jalilah, the wife of the late Salim Hajj 

Krayyim.”
13 The remnants of this patriarchal culture are alive 

in many rural areas in Palestine and in other Arab 

countries.
14 Refer, for example, to Shukri Arraf’s book, The 

Palestinian Arab Village (Third edition, Maaliyah, 

1996).
15 Abu Jamil documented this event in his record 

book accurately and briefly on page 4, number 82, 

writing, “Hussein Khalil Qaddah was caught in Salim 

Hajj’s house by the camp police Abed Othman and 

Yousef al-Rayyes al-Ghazzawi on 13/9/1929”.
16 Ibid., p.5, number 94. The sentence was issued 

against Hussein Khalil after a suit filed by al-

Ja’uniyya on 14 November, 1929–that is, two months 

after his arrest.
17 Ibid., page 7, number 153. Ahmad al-Amin, in 

collaboration with Tawfiq Jabir, Mohammad Bisher 

and others, were charged with the murder. The 

defendants were acquitted, however, and it soon 

became clear that others were responsible for Khalil’s 

murder.
18 Ibid. Abu Jamil casually recorded the names 

of those who were later alleged as the killers of 

Khalil Qaddah in the margins next to the record 

of his murder and burial. Those rumored to have 

participated in the killing included Ahmad Fayyad, 

the son of Fayyad, born to Salim Hajj Krayyim. In 

any case factionalism in Palestinian society is an 

important subject that Arab scholars rarely venture 

into, and which exceeds the boundaries of this 

modest paper. For more on this see. ‘Isa Khalaf, 

Politics in Palestine: Arab Factionalism and Social 

Disintegration, 1939-1948 (Albany: Sunny, 1991). In 

my own childhood, I remember some fights (toshe, 

plural tuwash) that broke out involving my relatives 

during the 1950s and ‘60s and even several years 

after. Israeli military authorities exploited these minor 

feuds as part of their ‘divide and conquer’ policy, 

putting heads of households in competition with each 

other over their relationships with police and Israeli 

institutions.
19 Shaykh Nabhan was a Sufi shaykh who people 

believed had the ability to cure the sick and do 

other miracles. Abu Jamil was his accountant or 

book keeper at the time. His son, Shaykh Mahmoud 

Nabhan, inherited his status after his death. I have 

some recollection of arguing with my mother about 

Shaykh Mahmoud’s inherited abilities to cure the 

sick and help the needy.
20 The elderly recount stories that confirm the 

construction during the days of Dhahir al-’Umar 

al-Zaydani of the village mosque and a number of 

homes around it, including the house I was raised in. 

I later found evidence of the good relations between 

Dhahir al-’Umar and his children and the people of 

Majd al-Kroum. When Ahmad Pasha al-Jazzar (‘the 

butcher’), the ruler of Acre for about three decades 

(1775-1804), pursued the Ziyadina in the Galilee 

villages, the people of Majd al-Kroum took the side 

of ‘Ali, the son of Dhahir. Al-Jazzar took revenge and 

killed many of them, sending their decapitated heads 

to Istanbul as proof of his victory in the battle on 
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the Majd al-Kroum plains. For further information, 

see my book, The History of Palestine at the End 

of the Ottoman Era 1700-1918. (Beirut: Institute of 

Palestine Studies, 1999) 80-81.
21 Majd al-Kroum falls to the west of the Shaghour 

Plain where springs run from the adjacent mountains 

onto its lands, moving west before settling in the 

Qarar Valley, mentioned in Abu Jamil’s record 

book.   
22 In my short biography of Abdel Fattah al-Sa’di 

(published in my book, Notables of Palestine (See 

endnote 1, p. 201), I did not give the correct date of 

his death. Abu Jamil since provided me with this 

information, which I have not found in any other 

historical source.
23 Abu Jamil’s records show that he used to read 

the newspapers and report some of the important 

news from them during the revolution and the 

years preceding it. For example, he mentioned “the 

expulsion of the Arabs of Hawareth on 15 June, 

1930”, indicating the lands of the Hawareth Valley 

that were bought by the Jews from the Tayyan family 

in Jaffa. The Arabs of that region refused to leave 

for a long time until a court order was issued for 

their expulsion. There are also many other notes in 

Abu Jamil’s records about public events, especially 

the days of the 1936 rebellion, which will not be 

discussed here in order to stay focused on my 

grandmother’s story.
24 My father would often tell stories of his 

experiences as a small ‘orphan’ during that period 

and later in the 1930s when he began working as a 

teenager in the Nur match factory in Acre. 
25 “Exchange” marriages (‘badal’ in Arabic) were 

common in Palestinian villages and in neighboring 

Arab countries. The marriage was usually based on 

a deal where the grooms each married the other’s 

sister without having to pay the usual dowry. 
26 I understand from oral and written accounts 

that Emmanuel (Mano) Friedman was a unique 

and complex character. He established numerous 

relationships with the people of the Galilee villages, 

in addition to his neighbours in Ja’uni, some of which 

will be discussed later. In general, relations between 

the Arab residents of Ja’uni and the Jewish settlers 

who established Rosh Pina in 1883 were good. The 

majority of these Jews were new immigrants who 

came to Palestine from Romania and who had the 

support of the well-known Jewish philanthropist, 

Baron Rothschild.
27 On the same date, Abu Jamil also recorded the 

marriage of Mohammed Ali Sa’id Qaddah, who 

remained a friend of my father’s for a long time, 

in addition to the wedding of Salim Fayyad, the 

grandson of Salim Haj Krayyim. Abu Jamil also 

added that the wedding celebrants “were invited to 

the store of Jamil Mohammed Haydar [the recorder’s 

eldest son] and he made lunch for everyone.” When 

I mentioned to my mother three years ago that her 

wedding day was only one of several that day, and 

that they were invited to Jamil Mohammed Haydar’s 

home, she was surprised that I had this information. 

She also gave me more information about the 

wedding that we had not discussed before.
28 Samih was not buried in the village cemetery 

but rather next to his mother’s little home in an area 

called ‘al-Shaykha’. I saw this lonely grave near my 

grandmother’s shack, which she built sometime in the 

aftermath of the demolition of Abu Maayuf’s house 

in 1948.
29 The Salvation Army (Jaysh al-Inqadh) were 

army units of Arab volunteers from neighboring 

Arab states who came to support the Palestinian 

military effort in early 1948. These units led by 

Fawzi al-Jawuqji continued to fight alongside the 

Palestinians, particularly in the Galilee, long after 

the official involvement of Arab armies ended.
30 Haim Orbach, who worked at a British army 

camp during WWII, had good relations with 

Palestinian workers in the same camp including some 

from Majd al-Kroum, according to Abu Sa’id, who 

remained proud of his friendship with Orbach until 

the end of his life. Abu Sa’id was surprised when I 

told him that Orbach worked in the intelligence unit 

of the Hagana and that his friendship with Arabs was 

mostly a way of obtaining information about their 
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villages. Still, Abu Sa’id did not change his positive 

position towards his friend Orbach and continued 

to boast that he played a key role in reaching the 

handover agreement; he also said Orbach played 

an important role in stopping the massacre near the 

village spring on 6 November, 1948.
31 For more information about the events of the 

Nakba in Majd al-Kroum, read my article “Memory 

and the History of the Nakba: The Model of Majd 

al-Kroum” in the book, Towards Contextualizing 

a Historical Narrative of al-Nakba: Problems and 

Challenges, edited by Mustafa Kabaha (Haifa: Mada 

al-Karmel, 2006) 173-207.
32 The details of this massacre and what happened 

that day in Majd al-Kroum are mentioned in my 

article, “Memory and the History of Events of al-

Nakba” (see endnote no. 30).
33 My aunt Sa’da confirmed the details of Mano 

Friedman’s visit to my grandmother and the dialogue 

between them, which she witnessed.
34 Since the late 1980s and the publication of the 

New Historian accounts, gaps between the Palestinian 

and some Israeli accounts have been narrowed. See 

Ilan Pappe’s Ethnic Cleansing of Palestine (Oxford: 

Oneworld Publishers, 2006).
35 My uncle Ali recently passed away in the ‘Ein al-

Hilweh refugee camp near Sayda in south Lebanon on 

1 July, 2006. His children and grandchildren still live 

in the camp and in the city of Sayda to this day.

36 See “Memory and the History…”
37 Once again, Abu Jamil’s record book came to 

my aid in confirming the oral story. He wrote of the 

death of “Maryam Amin Ahmad Sa’id, who was hit 

by a car in the village and buried on 25 June, 1951.” 

Our return from Lebanon was by sea to the north of 

Acre after my maternal grandmother Maryam passed 

away and before the birth of my brother Mohammad, 

with whom my mother was pregnant, according to 

my parents.
38 My mother, for example, had given birth to seven 

sons by 1960. The Israeli government had confiscated 

half of our property, the share of my uncle ‘Ali who 

became a refugee in Lebanon and did not return. 

The rest of our land, inherited from my grandfather 

Salim al-Hajj, was not enough to support a decent 

livelihood.
39 Walid Khalidi, All That Remains: The Palestinian 

Villages Occupied and Depopulated by Israel in 

1948 (Washington: Institute for Palestinian Studies, 

1992), 485 - 486. This important resource, which 

relies largely on Benny Morris and his studies, only 

includes a small part of the story of Qaditha and its 

people as I heard it later.
40 Ibid, 427-510. For more on this subject, also 

see Mustafa ‘Abbasi, Safad-area Villages During 

the British Mandate (Copyright belongs to author, 

1996).
41 Khalidi, pp. 490-491.
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Sa’id Nimr’s 
Stormy Career

From the Dungeons of 
Istanbul to the Ranks of 
Faisal’s Arab Army

Sonia Nimr

When my grandfather died in 1970, men 
carried his coffin on their shoulders on their 
way to the cemetery. As I watched the sad 
procession from the balcony, I thought I saw 
the coffin swaying sideways violently, as if 
it was trying to force the men to turn back. 
I told my friend about this, expecting her to 
laugh at my thoughts and accusing me of 
having a wild imagination. 

But to my surprise, she looked at me with 
awe and said in a very serious tone, “Oh my 
God, your grandfather is blessed; he will be 
elevated to the ranks of holy men.” 

“But that is impossible”, I said, finding it 
very difficult to imagine my grandfather as 
a saint or a holy man. He seemed not cut 
out for that kind of stuff. “You know he was 
a doctor and a man of science. He never 
prayed once in his life!”

But she insisted and said with deep 
conviction, “People have seen this sort of 
thing happen before. I heard that in the 
village of Qabatiyya, when a man from Abu 

Sa’id Nimr and his son, Fathi, the author’s 

father. Source: Sonia Nimr
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Rubb family died, they needed at least 20 men to force the coffin down into the grave. 
They say that holy men refuse to be buried.”

I was confused. I asked, ashamed of my ignorance in such matters, 
“But if he is not buried, then what they would do with, you know, the body?”

“I don’t know,” she said. “They must put him in a cave or make a shrine for him or 
something.”

I began to imagine my grandfather’s shrine, and people visiting him, lighting candles 
or oil lamps and reciting Quran, asking him for little favours, love, marriage, or a 
cure for a sick one. I could hear my grandfather’s voice coming from the depth of the 
shrine in response: “Is your son allergic to penicillin?” Or perhaps  something even 
more dramatic, like “Move your oil lamps away; they are suffocating me.”

As it happens, I never told my mother about this discussion because I knew for sure 
that she would come up with a scientific explanation and strip the incident of its 
magic. I decided that I much preferred the impossibility of my friend’s explanation. 

As I remember him, my grandfather was not the kind of man who expressed his 
feelings. I knew that he loved me (and his other grandchildren) but he never hugged 
or kissed us, he never put one of us on his knees and told us stories like other 
grandfathers do. He was always busy at the clinic. He was more passionate and 
dedicated to his patients than he was to us. 

On the first day of the 1967 War, we went across the street to hide with our neighbours 
in a shelter. It wasn’t exactly a shelter, but a basement where they kept their animals. 
But it was covered and deep enough to be deemed safe. The place was crowded with 
people: hot, smelly, and suffocating. An hour after we settled in and found comfortable 
spots for our behinds on the hard floor, my father suddenly shouted with an alarming 
voice: “Where is your grandfather?” He was not in the shelter, so we crossed the street 
back to our house to find him sitting in his clinic with the doors opened wide on the 
main street. 

My father was furious. “Father, you should be in the shelter. It is too dangerous for 
you to stay here.”

My grandfather was equally furious. “I am a doctor, I have a duty towards the people. 
Don’t you understand? I will stay here and treat the injured.”

But my father wasn’t convinced. “But father, if you are dead, you won’t be of much 
help to anyone”. 
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“Still, I have to be here.” Grandfather was adamant. “As a doctor I made an oath.”

Fifteen minutes later, we had taken hold of both his arms and were dragging him back 
to the shelter. We made the trip between the shelter and the house three times that day. 
In the end, my father decided that it was much safer to stay at home than to cross the 
street under the threat of bullets. We spent the remaining days of the war at home.

My grandfather, Sa’id, was born in 1885 in the village of Tubas between Nablus 
and Jenin. The oral history of the family recounts that his clan, the Sawaftah, was 
originally a Bedouin clan that arrived a few hundred years earlier from a village east 
of the Jordan River, most probably running away from a blood feud. No one can tell 
me more accurately how long ago that was.

It was recorded that our great-great-grandfather Suleiman had two boys, Mohammad 
and Nimr. Mohammad became a Sufi, and he was the one who brought the 
Shadhiliyya Sufi order (tariqa) to Tubas. To this day, the diwan al-shadhiliyya is open 
and functioning in the town. 

Nimr (my great-grandfather) was married to two women at the same time. My great-
grandmother Fatima lived to the ripe old age of 110. After Nimr died, she came to 
live with my grandfather. Fatima and Nimr had four sons and two daughters. The 
daughters were all married to men from a neighbouring village, Raba, at the age of 
sixteen.

Each of Nimr and Fatma’s sons were known for a different character and personality. 
The eldest, my grandfather Sa’id, was very intelligent and eager to learn. Zayed was a 
horseman (faris). I still remember him riding on a white horse, wearing boots, with a 
dagger in his belt. He had the most enormous moustache I have ever seen: black and 
curved upwards, almost reaching his ears. He was the one to count on as a strongman 
when feuds between tribes broke out, but he was also the one to be asked to mediate. 
His sons became the natural leaders of the Sawaftah clan members in Jordan.

‘Amr was a romantic poet. He believed that the word is mightier than the sword, 
and it was said that people were more afraid of his poems than the sharp edge of his 
brother’s sword. His only son became an ambassador of Jordan in various countries. 
The fourth son was Sayyel, the youngest and most spoiled. Nicknamed ‘the Jew’ 
within the family, he used his cleverness and craftiness to enhance his fortune, 
sometimes even at the expense of his own family. 

There is a story that the family recalls every time Sayyel’s name is mentioned.

One of Sayyel’s ventures was raising a flock of sheep. He needed money but was too 
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proud to ask his brother Sa’id for a handout. So he asked him to be partners in raising 
the sheep. Sa’id was not interested, but he gave his brother the money, and told him he 
agreed to be a partner. The following year Sa’id asked his brother what happened to the 
sheep and Sayyel said, “Well, I hate to tell you this, but your half of the flock died.”

The Nimr family was one of the big landowners in the Tubas region and worked 
mainly as farmers. Apart from Sa’id, the other three brothers remained in Tubas, 
tending the land.

In his early years, Sa’id studied at the village kuttab before leaving at age 12 to 
Nablus to study at al-Rashidiyya School. As transport in those days was very difficult 
(he made the journey by horse), Sa’id stayed as a guest in the house of Abdul Fattah 
Touqan (father of the renowned Palestinian poets, Fadwa and Ibrahim). A trade 
relationship between the Touqan family and the Sawaftah clan in Tubas had existed for 
many years. This developed into a friendship, and later, kin relations through marriage. 

Fortuitously, the Ottoman Sultan Abdul Hamid announced that one son from each tribe 
was to study in Istanbul at the full expense of the government. This initiative was part 
of the Ottoman reform and centralization program, one aim of which was to strengthen 
the relationship between the tribes and the central government in Istanbul. 

A Nimr family photo. Standing, from left to right: Iyad, Isam, Thafir, Rabab, Sahar, Husam. Seated, from 

left to right: Awni, his wife Stilla, Dr. Sa’id, his wife Nadera holding Sahar’s son Imad, Fathi’s wife Adla 

holding Sonia, then Fathi. Seated on floor, Suhad. Missing from photo, Awni Said’s daughter. 

Source: Sonia Nimr
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Sa’id saw this as a great opportunity, and he went to Istanbul in 1907 to study 
medicine. I still remember the following story vividly:

On the first day, we were all taken to the palace after bathing and putting on 
our finest clothes. We were led through the halls until reaching the dining 
hall. The sultan himself was there. We greeted him, but he did not rise from 
his chair. We didn’t mind. After all, he was the sultan. Dinner was brought 
in. I had never seen such amounts and such a variety of food–served on real 
silver platters. When the sultan raised his hand gesturing to us to start eating, 
a group of jawari [slave women] appeared suddenly from nowhere, and each 
one stood behind each of us. They held golden scissors and started to cut the 
bread, handing us the pieces with each mouthful. That was a dinner from 
The Thousand and One Nights. Then the sultan gave us a short speech about 
the good relations between the Ottoman Empire and the Bedouin tribes, and 
that we should strive to study hard to become good citizens of the empire, 
that he had high hopes for us, etc... Then he raised his hand, signalling the 
end of the meeting. A hajib [doorman] ordered us to leave. 

This heavenly atmosphere didn’t last long for my grandfather. Just as he was preparing 
to enter medical school, they found out that he wasn’t the son of a Bedouin chieftain, 
but of a fellah [peasant] landowner. Consequently, they threw him into prison. This is 
how he described that experience:

The Gendarme [Ottoman police] took me to prison; we went deep into the 
dungeons. They opened what seemed like a trap door in the ground, and 
when I looked through the hole I saw prisoners down there. The walls were 
so high that people looked as small and as numerous as ants. They threw 
me down with them. I can’t describe the conditions there–they were worse 
than a nightmare. Two weeks later, I was taken out and the officer told me 
to get out of Istanbul and never return. 

Sa’id went to Beirut, and enrolled in the Jesuit College. Seven years later, in 1914, he 
graduated a fully-fledged medical doctor. He immediately found a job as a medical 
officer in the Ottoman army.

By becoming a doctor and an officer in the army, my grandfather changed the fate of 
his decedents, elevating the family from the ranks of peasantry to the ranks of a well-
to-do educated elite. He kept good relations with his family in Tubas, but he stood 
apart in his ways and style of living. After leaving Tubas to study in Nablus, he had 
stopped wearing traditional men’s dress, instead donning western-style suits with the 
Turkish red fez.
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After graduation, he was sent to the battlefield, attending to causalities in the early 
stages of World War I. He said it was an awesome and ugly war, with thousands of 
wounded soldiers, and in which he had to operate in the field. He said the accelerated 
experience made him a well-seasoned, experienced physician sooner than he had 
anticipated. He stayed in the service and became a lieutenant colonel. His regiment 
was transferred to a battlefield called ‘Dera’a’ located on the Jordanian - Syrian 
border.

One of the stories he liked to repeat about his days in the Ottoman army was the 
following:

One night I and another doctor from Syria (I cannot recall his name), were 
drinking with the Turkish military officer. The officer got really drunk and 
started an argument. I don’t remember what it was about, but he became 
very angry, and called the soldiers and asked them to dig a hole in the 
ground and bury us alive. 

After we were put in the hole and when they were just about to put earth on 
us my colleague said to the officer, “If you kill us now you’ll never know 
where I hid a whole barrel of wine.” 

The officer said, “Ok, get him out.” But my colleague said that the barrel 
was so heavy it needed at least two to carry it. And that is how he saved 
our lives. In the morning, the officer was sober and had no recollection of 
what had happened the night before.

In 1916, my grandfather Sa’id left the Turkish army to join the forces of the Arab 
Revolt. He was on the train (Hijaz line) going to Dera’a from Damascus when he 
was detained by Arab rebels who attacked the train. He was taken to the rebels’ 
headquarters, the railway station:

As I entered the room, I saw a large table in the middle, and on the table 
there were severed heads of Turkish officers. They said that I was a Turkish 
officer and that they were going to cut off my head.  I was still wearing my 
army uniform, so they didn’t believe it when I said that I came here to join 
the rebels. 

But God interfered in my favour. One of the rebels shouted, “I know him. 
He is not Turkish. He is from Tubas.”

 Still they didn’t believe, but at least they didn’t cut off my head. They kept 
me as their prisoner until they were sure of my identity and then they used 
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me to treat their injured. After that I didn’t go home, staying instead with the 
rebels in Dera’a. Later, I joined King Faisal, becoming his personal doctor 
in Damascus where he established the short-lived Arab Kingdom.

Sa’id remained in Damascus another two years. It was during that time that he met my 
grandmother, the daughter of Mohammad Asqalan, an important officer from Nablus 
who died in battle. Actually, he himself did not meet my grandmother before their 
betrothal. Rather, her Kurdish mother sought treatment from my grandfather and liked 
him so much that she simply offered him her daughter in marriage. He reluctantly 
accepted.

“It wasn’t honourable to refuse,” he said later, “so I accepted not even knowing 
what my bride-to-be looked like.” Lucky for him, she was very beautiful, wealthy 
and played the lute. Consequently, he had to break off his engagement to his 
cousin Sanajiq (the name was the plural form of sanjaq, or the Turkish name for 
‘governorate’) that had been arranged by the Nimr family.

In 1920, King Faisal’s army was defeated by the French army at Maysalun and he was 
forced to leave Damascus. He asked my grandfather to accompany him to Iraq. But 
Sa’id declined, and decided to go back to Palestine instead.

Accompanied by a pregnant wife, a baby, mother-in-law, furniture and an entourage 
of servants, he embarked on a tedious journey on camelback. On the way, he decided 
to rest in the Jordanian village Kufrranjah, not far from Ajloun. It seems that the some 
of the poor villagers thought that the rich doctor and his wife with so much jewellery 
were a good target. My grandfather sensed that, and he sent his servant to seek aid 
from Tubas. 

“I sent my slave [abed] to Tubas to bring help. He came back with a hundred armed 
horsemen lead by my brother Zayed. The people of Kufrranjah were afraid of this 
army and the horsemen escorted us back to Tubas.”

Going back to Palestine he decided to settle in Jenin and open a clinic in a house given 
to his wife by her father.

Later on he opened another clinic in Bisan. He went to Tubas once a week to treat the 
people there for free. He went by car to Aqraba village, continuing on by horseback. 
Later, he paid for the road to be opened so he could get to Tubas by car.

My uncle Issam recalled these days in his memoirs.1
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When we were young, we used to accompany my father to his clinics, in 
particular Tubas, where we passed the time in the countryside in play with 
our cousins. It was fun for us. I remember once that six of us squeezed 
ourselves into his 1937 brownish Chevrolet sedan and went with him on 
his rounds to clinics. After dad completed examining the last patient, we 
always had a good meal before heading home.

During the Mandate Period, he still managed his two clinics, becoming one of the 
more prominent personalities in the area.

In 1927, Sa’id lost his wife, Ramziyah, who had given him three sons and one 
daughter. She died very young, but her legacy still continues through her children 
and grandchildren. Often I am told by older women in the family that I have the 
personality of my grandmother, but “alas, not her looks.”

My grandmother gave birth to three boys and one girl. The girl was married at the 
age of sixteen. The first boy, Awni, studied medicine at the American University of 
Beirut and later opened a clinic in Bisan. After the loss of his clinic in the 1948 War, 
he moved to Kuwait and remained there until the first Gulf War in 1990. He moved to 
Amman, where he lived until he died. He was married to an Armenian woman from 
Jerusalem.

Fathi, my father, studied engineering in Cairo. He worked at ARAMCO (the American 
Oil Company) in Saudi Arabia, and then moved back to Jenin where he became an 
electric engineer with the Jenin municipality. He died in 2005. My mother is the 
daughter of a merchant from the Arafat family, a prominent Nablus family. Her mother 
and my grandmother on my father’s side were first cousins from the Asqalan family.

Isam, the third son, went to the United States after 1948, where he completed his 
studies as an aerospace engineer and held an important position at the National 
Aeronautics and Space Agency (NASA). He was in charge of the combustion engine 
for the Apollo spacecrafts. One of the stories told about him is that he gave the 
astronauts of Apollo 11 (the US mission to first land on the moon) a small stone with 
the word ‘Jenin’ written on it, and asked them to place it on the moon. Later, someone 
asked him why he didn’t write ‘Palestine’ on the stone. He simply laughed and said, 
“They wouldn’t have taken it.” 

After the death of his wife Ramziyya, Sa’id brought his sister, Nijmah, a widow with 
one son, to live with him to take care of the children. She was a strong woman, with an 
iron will. Though illiterate, she managed to run not only the family, but also the family 
property and everything else. My grandfather gave her all the money he earned, and 
she managed it, including buying him land.
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From the stories I heard about my great aunt Nijmah (usually called Um Tahir) she 
was the pillar of the entire family, including those in Tubas.

She wore a beautiful coloured costume that she refused to change. Although 
my father remarried a few years after my mother’s death, my aunt Nijmah 
refused to abdicate her position in the family, and remained the undisputed 
mistress of the house. She was not only an aunt, she was a mother to all of us 
[and] counsellor to the neighbours, to her brother and even to some extent 
to the new bride. Family, friends and neighbours used to seek her advice 
and ask her to arbitrate between those seeking favours from her brother (my 
father). Although she was an undisputedly tough person, she was for us the 
most loving, caring person. Above all, I thought she was the best storyteller 
in the world. She was simple and wise. Her actions and sayings were so 
colourful, and unusual, that they stuck in my mind forever.2

After the death of his second wife (who died giving birth to twins), Sa’id, age 
42, became the most wanted bachelor in town. Many mothers competed to marry 
their daughters to him. But the most cunning of them all was a woman from a very 
prominent Jenin family who managed to marry him to her 16-year-old daughter. 
This brought a new dynamic to the family (a Cinderella stepmother syndrome) 
that later created a wide split in the family that affects the grandchildren and great-
grandchildren even today. She gave him six children, three sons and three daughters. 
The sons, two doctors and one pharmacist, all graduated from the American University 
in Beirut. His three daughters went to a private school, the Schmidt school in 
Jerusalem. All married.

Sa’id was known in the entire northern region, including Nazareth, Tiberias, and 
Bisan. In the 1980s, as I did interviews for research into the revolt of 1936, many 
people offered stories about my grandfather. I was told by more than one interviewee 
that when Izz ad-Din al-Qassam was injured in clashes with the British police in 
November 1935, in Nazlat as-Sheikh Zayed near Ya’bad, that my grandfather was sent 
for. Al-Qassam was carried on a ladder, a makeshift stretcher, and taken to a house 
where my grandfather examined him before telling those waiting, as he wept, that the 
sheikh was dead. 

Because of his connections with the Rebellion he was sometimes able to use his 
influence to retrieve pillaged funds. For example, my father told a story of how my 
grandfather stepped in to help the Arab Bank:

During the revolt, my father helped the rebels although he didn’t join their 
ranks. In 1937, he saved the Arab bank from a ruinous end. Some of Abu 
Durra’s (a rebel leader in the Jenin area) men captured an Arab Bank 
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employee on his way from Jerusalem to Haifa, and stole from him 3,000 
Palestinian pounds designated for the opening of a new branch of the 
Arab Bank in Haifa. Abdul Hamid Shoman, the founder of the Arab Bank, 
contacted my grandfather and asked for his help in getting the money back. 
My grandfather sent for Abu Durra and asked him to return the money. He 
finally agreed and returned the money.

Every time my father told this story he added jokingly, “if the Arab Bank would only 
give us the interest from this money, we would be rich.”

In 1937, rebels shot W.S. Moffat, the British assistant district commissioner of Jenin. 
The British sent for my grandfather, the only doctor around, to examine him. He said 
that the man was dying and beyond salvation. They took Moffat to Haifa and he died 
on the way.3

My grandfather was not interested in politics, nor did he willingly interfere, but 
sometimes he was compelled to act, especially when concerning a member of his 
family. Uncle Isam recalls an exceptional incident.

I remember during the 1036-39 revolt against the British, my father received 
word that one of his distant cousins was arrested with a member of another 
family who had been collaborating with the British. The accusation was 
possession of a concealed weapon without a license. The other fellow 
was released immediately, but my father’s cousin was thrown in jail and 
had to stand trial. My father was furious and upset about the injustice. 
He summoned the principal of the school, a better master of the English 
language, and dictated to him a telegram to send to the British high 
commissioner in Jerusalem. 

I vividly remember his fiery words, and it was then I saw the tiger  in 
him. I was very proud. He started the telegram first by praising the well-
known justice of the British empire all over the world, then he relayed 
the circumstances in which his cousin and the other fellow were arrested, 
followed by the consequences of the arrest. He concluded his telegram by 
requesting that the government release his cousin within 24 hours, otherwise, 
he would summon 1,000 armed men from his village and personally lead 
them into confrontation with the British. I carried the telegram to the post 
office and had it wired.  
Within 24 hours, a military car parked in front of our house carrying my 
father’s cousin (who had been released) and a British officer who offered 
his apology on behalf of the British government.4

One of the funny anecdotes I heard about my grandfather was told to me by our 
neighbour:
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Once they brought a young man to him, age 16. His mother told your 
grandfather that her son wasn’t eating and was losing weight. After 
examining him, he found nothing physically wrong with him. So he took 
the boy’s wrist in his hand and started reciting names of girls. At a certain 
name, the boy’s pulse quickened. Your grandfather told the boy’s mother, 
“Your son is in love, take him home and marry him to a girl named Jamila.” 
One year later, the boy came to thank your grandfather and told him that 
he had named his first son Sa’id.

After the mandate ended and most of Palestine was lost, my grandfather lost his clinic 
in Bisan, thereafter investing all his time and energy in the one in Jenin. He decided 
not to get politically involved, and during the ‘50s and ‘60s lived a quiet life. 
Come to think of it, none of his ten children were involved or interested in politics. 
They were professionals who minded their own business.

Of Sa’id’s grandchildren, it was only me and my brother Sa’d who were politically 
active and repeat visitors to Israeli prisons. That was mainly due to our mother, who 
made us recite by heart nationalist songs about Palestine (which were prohibited 
during the Jordanian period). It was my mother’s ‘other’ history that made me 
understand that there are two kinds of history, the ‘official version’ and the history of 
the people, which guided me to become an oral historian.

In January 1970, my grandfather died. His clinic in Jenin became a confectionary 
shop; his house was turned into a clinic by another doctor. 

But the people of Jenin say that they still see at five in the morning every day, ghosts 
of 12 men wearing full suits and red fezzes, sitting in a circle on the pavement in front 
of the clinic, smoking nargila.

Sonia Nimr is a historian who teaches at Birzeit University.

Endnotes
1 These memoirs remain unpublished, but were 

distributed among family members.
2 From Issam’s memoirs, translation mine.
3 My father-in-law, the policeman on guard in 

Moffat’s headquarters, told a very detailed story 

about the assassination and his own role in helping 

the rebels.
4 Issam’s memoirs.
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Talbiyeh Days: 
At Villa Harun 
ar-Rashid

George Bisharat

My paternal grandfather, Hanna Ibrahim 
Bisharat, built a home in the Talbiyeh 
quarter of Jerusalem, outside and to the west 
of the Old City, in 1926. This was the same 
neighbourhood where Edward Said was 
born in 1935. I’m not aware that my family 
and Edward’s crossed paths during those 
years, although it is likely they did, given 
the intimacy of Palestinian society then and 
even today. Nonetheless, our two families, 
in many ways, followed similar trajectories. 
Like Edward’s father, Wadi’, my grandfather 
eventually shifted his business activities in 
Cairo. The family traversed the same Cairo-
Jerusalem-Beirut axis, with its concentration 
of economic, political-administrative, and 
educational-cultural resources, that Edward’s 
family and many others did. My father 
and his brothers attended the American 
University of Beirut. Like Edward, they 
eventually came to the United States for 
education (in my father’s case, advanced 
medical training) and, after the Nakba (the 
destruction of Palestinian society in 1948), 
remained here.

Hanna and Mathilde Bisharat (holding 

infants), with other family members, in front 

of Villa Harun ar-Rashid, ca. 1929. The infants 

are Ibrahim (Fred) and his twin, Habeeb, who 

died of pneumonia in Villa Harun ar-Rashid 

as a toddler. Source: George Bisharat
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My father shared Edward’s deep appreciation of Western classical music, and was 
an accomplished painter, having been influenced by New England artist Charles 
Burchfield. He took up such quintessentially American pastimes as hunting and fly 
fishing. As a youth, I witnessed many curious encounters between my father, this 
shotgun-toting Palestinian psychiatrist with his elegantly-accented English, and 
American farmers and ranch hands whose fields we sought to hunt. Occasionally, 
my father would attempt a kind of folksy American vernacular, which, to me as a 
young teenager, was acutely embarrassing. These exchanges between figures almost 
emblematic of cultural poles always seemed to me fraught with potential disaster 
(although, on the positive side, at least we were armed, too!). But, to my amazement, 
they inevitably ended warmly–a tribute, perhaps, to some facility in crossing divides 
and making human connections that my father brought with him from home. More 
than once my father dispensed on-the-spot medical advice to these Americans, who 
opened their lands and hearts to him.

Like Edward, my father could have easily turned his back on Palestine, and his past, 
and enjoyed a comfortable and fulfilling life in the United States–but chose not to. 
Instead, they both remembered. This tradition of remembering has continued in 
successive generations of the Palestinian Diaspora.

So why do those of us who could forget choose not to? That is the question that I will 
try to answer, by way of an account of one sliver of Palestinian society of the pre-
1948 period, the one lived by my family, and some reflection on what it signifies to 
remember it.

My grandfather, whom we all called ‘Papa’, was born in 1893 in as-Salt, now in 
Jordan, although then a part of an Ottoman district called the Belqa’, that straddled the 
Jordan River. His father, Ibrahim, and two uncles, Salti and Saliba, had settled there 
only 15 years or so before, having migrated eastward from Rafidia, a village adjacent 
to Nablus, and now absorbed in the latter’s urban sprawl. The three brothers were the 
offspring of Bishara Ibrahim al-Qirreh and Dilleh Khabis; they also had three sisters, 
Sa’da, Mariam, and Nassra. 

I am not entirely sure of the reasons for the brothers’ eastward migration, nor do I 
know whether their sisters accompanied them. But they were certainly not alone 
among Christian families from northern Palestine who established themselves on the 
east bank of the Jordan River in that same time period. The Abu Jaber family, from 
Nazareth, may have pioneered this eastward movement, settling ‘al-Yadudah’, south of 
Amman (now in the vicinity of the Amman International Airport). The Kawar family, 
also from Nazareth, followed the same trajectory. It seems highly likely, as well, that 
once established, this small core of Christian families encouraged and supported other 
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Christian families in following them. Whether a cause or result of this process, the 
Bisharat, Kawar, and Abu-Jaber families all intermarried.

Some in my family conjecture that the brothers moved to as-Salt to exploit trading 
opportunities with the Bedouin of the region. Alternatively, it may have been access 
to agricultural land that they sought. Indeed, it was not long before ‘al-Bisharat’ (the 
pluralized form of their father’s name, Bishara) as the brothers become known had 
acquired access, and then ownership, of land just to the south of Amman, reputedly 
with the support of the Abu Jaber family. The estate was called ‘Um al-Kundum’. 
‘Um’, of course, means ‘mother’ in Arabic, but ‘Kundum’ is not an Arabic word, and 
no one in my family knows what it means. The compound was also called ‘al-Khirbe’ 
(the ‘Ruin’) or ‘Khirbat al-Bisharat’ (the ‘Bisharat Ruin’). This reference was to the 
abandoned and dilapidated buildings that stood on the property when the brothers 
arrived. Strategic marriages and cagey deals with the indigenous Bedouin tribes were 
the keys to this process of land acquisition.

Ibrahim Bisharat married Fida Abu Jaber. The Abu Jaber family had become ‘clients’ 
(in the sense of receiving protection) of Ibn Rashid, at that time the ruler of Saudi 
Arabia. Yadudah, their hilltop compound, was also a re-supply point for Ibn Rashid’s 
caravans coming out of the Arabian Peninsula. Ibrahim, who had seven children, was 
reputedly a bit of a sharp dealer and, according to some family members, somehow 
cheated his then-childless brother Saliba out of his land at Um al-Kundum. Later 
Saliba had a son, Shehadeh, and my uncle Emile remembers being in court in Jordan 
when my grandfather ceded half of his share in Um al-Kumdum to Shehadeh out of a 
sense of fairness. The other brother, Salti, had no sons, only daughters. At one point 
he apparently locked up two of Ibrahim’s sons (my grandfather’s older brothers) Wasif 
and Shibli, and wouldn’t release them until they agreed to marry his daughters, Selma 
and Salima. In return, however, Salti had to give up his share of Um al-Kundum to 
Ibrahim. Thus Ibrahim managed to consolidate much of the family land in his own 
hands.

My grandfather, Hanna Ibrahim Bisharat, was the fourth of Ibrahim and Fida’s seven 
children. At some point in his youth, Papa came to the attention of Father Maurice 
Gisler, a Swiss missionary and archaeologist, perhaps during one of the latter’s 
digs around Madaba, near Um al-Kundum. Gisler apparently recognized something 
special in my grandfather, and invited him to come to Jerusalem to study. This was 
a time in local society when education was disdained as the career strategy of minor 
government functionaries, at least among the landed classes and rough farmers like my 
forebears. Thus my grandfather, family legend has it, stole away to Jerusalem at dawn 
on horseback, one of his brothers firing a rifle at his retreating form!
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Hanna studied in the Schneller’s Boys School (also known as the ‘Bishop Gobat’ 
school) in Jerusalem, gaining fluency in English and French to complement his 
native Arabic and Turkish. Around 1908 he was sent, under Father Gisler’s auspices, 
to an institute outside Freiberg, Switzerland to study agricultural engineering. Two 
colourful anecdotes stem from this period: first, Papa landed in Bari, Italy, on his way 
to Switzerland and for the first time saw a man using a phone booth. Apparently, he 
thought the man was a madman and had been chained and manacled in the booth. 
Subsequently, when he arrived at the school dorm, he wasn’t warmly received by 
the European students and one challenged him to a fight. The story goes that Papa 
knocked him down and was ready to do him serious injury, if not dispatch him, when 
school officials intervened and said, in essence, “Look–that’s enough.”

Hanna returned home prior to the outbreak of World War I brimming with naïve 
optimism, hoping to modernize local agriculture and even to found an agricultural 
institute modelled after his Swiss alma mater. He also imported agricultural machinery 
(presumably from Switzerland) in the hope of mechanizing farming on the family 
property. The equipment soon broke down, however, and parts were impossible to 
find. My father remembers playing on the rusting hulks of these machines during 
childhood visits to Um al-Kundum.

Hanna’s dreams of agricultural innovation were submerged in the roiling political waters 
of the time and place. Radical changes ushered in by world war were soon on the way. 
British, Australian, and New Zealander troops swooped into Palestine from Egypt. In 
March of 1918, a British/ANZAC offensive sought to sever the Hejaz railway near Um 
al-Kundum. At night, three members of the Colonial Forces lost their bearings and were 
trapped behind Turkish lines. Hanna and his brothers found the three, sheltered them, 
disguised them in Arab garb, and guided them back to Allied camp. 

Was this a personal and tangible expression of nascent Arab nationalism, and hostility 
to the Turks? Did it reflect solidarity with co-religionists? Was it a manifestation of 
a culture of hospitality, and compassion for those in need? Or a meaner calculation 
of the direction that political winds were then blowing? I do not know the answer. It 
appears, however, that Hanna and his brothers actively supported the invaders in a 
variety of ways–for which they ultimately paid dearly.

The Turks learned of their disloyalty and sacked Um al-Kundum, killing the livestock, 
burning the crops and buildings, and taking most of the family into custody. The 
family was imprisoned in ‘al-Moskobiyeh’, the so-called ‘Russian Compound’ 
that still exists in Jerusalem and is used by Israel today to jail Palestinian political 
prisoners. All of the family members were scheduled to be hanged.
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Salti Bisharat, who had eluded custody, slipped off to Syria where he contacted 
Mithqal ash-Sha’lan, sheikh of the Rwala tribe of southern Syria. Mithqal was 
indebted to our family as they had harboured him some time before after he had killed 
someone and fled south to Um al-Kundum. The Rwala tribe was a large tribe and 
the Turks needed their continued loyalty, and so when Mithqal appealed to Turkish 
general Jamal Pasha on the family’s behalf, they were pardoned and released. 

The war was over shortly thereafter, and the family returned to Um al-Kundum more 
or less destitute. My grandfather went around gathering affidavits from the soldiers 
they had rescued, and testimonials from various Australian, New Zealander, and 
British army officers concerning the aid the Bisharat family had provided. Based 
on these, he sought compensation from the British, who, by this time, were ruling 
Palestine and Jordan. Eventually they gave him something like 5,000 British sterling–
far short of the 70,000 they had documented in losses–but it served to “leaven the 
bread”, as my uncle said, and helped the family get back on its feet.

In the early post-war period, my family and many others tried to gather themselves 
together and recuperate from their wartime losses–which were considerable for all. 
Shortly after the war, my grandfather married Mathilde Habib Faris. Her father, Habib 
Faris, was an official in the Ottoman government in as-Salt. Papa’s brother, Raji, had 
fallen in love with Mathilde’s sister, Najla. Habib agreed to give her hand to Raji only 
if Hanna also married Mathilde–and Hanna assented. 

There is an unsubstantiated claim that the Faris family may have come originally from 
Mosul, in Iraq, and were Assyrian. Part of this is because of a tradition in our family–
which we still observe today–of saying “bustrainti ‘alayk” the first time one speaks 
to another after the New Year; whoever outwits the other and says it first gets a coin. 
Apparently, it is not an Arabic expression or tradition, and my uncle Emile speculates 
that this may have been an Assyrian custom. 

Hanna and Mathilde began a family, bearing twins ‘Adil (Victor) and my father Fayeq 
(Maurice, named for Father Maurice Gisler) in June, 1920. ‘Adil emerged first by 
minutes, and so my grandfather and grandmother became ‘Abu ‘Adil’ (‘Father of 
‘Adil’) and ‘Um ‘Adil’ (‘Mother of ‘Adil’) respectively. About this same time, they 
began to shift the centre of family life from the East Bank to Jerusalem. Musician 
Wasif Jawhariyyeh mentions in his memoirs performing at a party held in my 
grandparents’ home in the Musrara quarter to celebrate the births of ‘Adil and Fayeq.1

One day my grandfather went to the barber shop in Jerusalem, and there met Ibrahim 
Haqqi, a Palestinian Muslim friend who was receiving a haircut. Walking out, Papa 
discovered that he had accidentally taken Haqqi’s overcoat in place of his own. In the 
pocket of the coat he found a document in English that turned out to be a tender offer 
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from the British Mandatory government to purchase surplus army goods. On returning 
to the barbershop, Hanna queried his friend about the document. Haqqi responded that 
he couldn’t read English and therefore didn’t know. My grandfather then offered to 
interpret, on condition of being let into the deal. That began a profitable relationship 
between, on the one hand, my grandfather and Ibrahim Haqqi, and the British 
Mandatory Government on the other. My uncles believe, in fact, that it was this deal 
that secured the financing for the family home in Talbiyeh, an area then virtually 
unsettled, and consisting of olive orchards and vineyards.

My grandfather, although a Christian, named his new home ‘Villa Harun ar-Rashid’, in 
honour of the celebrated Muslim caliph renowned for his passion for justice, generosity, 
and love of learning. These were principles that Hanna valued and emulated. My family 
lived in the Talbiyeh home for several years, during which several of my uncles were 
born. One, Habib, died as a toddler of pneumonia. His surviving twin, Alfred, still 
remembers watching the swirling heat waves rising from the kerosene heater in the 
house, and wondering if that was his brother’s soul rising to heaven. 

My father and his brothers played in the slowly-disappearing fields and orchards 
nearby, and went to school at Terra Sancta College up the hill from the house. Facing 

Hanna and Mathilde Bisharat (holding infants), with other family members, in front of Villa Harun ar-Rashid, 

ca. 1929. The infants are Ibrahim (Fred) and his twin, Habeeb, who died of pneumonia in Villa Harun ar-

Rashid as a toddler. Source: George Bisharat
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dire financial straits in the early thirties, my grandparents moved out of Villa Harun 
ar-Rashid for more modest accommodations on the Bethlehem road, and rented their 
home to officers of the British Royal Air Force.

Papa’s fortunes periodically rose and fell, but essentially his course was set. Exploiting 
his mastery of European languages and comfort with Western culture and sensibilities–
and his considerable charm–he became a contractor, supplying goods and services 
to the British mandate government, and buying surplus things from them and selling 
them locally. Generally, the things he supplied were foodstuffs–vegetables, grains, 
mutton. Much of this was done in partnership with his brothers, all of whom had 
different roles in promoting the advance of the family. Raji was the farmer, Wasif the 
accountant/banker, and Papa was the front man and dealmaker.

As World War II approached, he expanded his operations to Cairo, and developed 
similar relations with the U.S. military. After World War II, he bought an entire U.S. 
army camp that was to be abandoned in Libya and shipped it to Palestine–where it was 
eventually seized by the Zionists in the 1948 war. In Cairo, Papa rented a huge suite 
with bar and bartender in the Intercontinental Hotel, and entertained literally hundreds 
of people at a time. Papa was certainly in his element, but there was a calculated 
aspect of this. As he once remarked to my uncle: “If you are going to fish in the sea, 
you have to throw out some bait!” Papa also self-consciously went back and forth 
between Western and traditional Arab clothing, knowing quite well the dashing and 
exotic image he cut for British and American officials (and their wives) in his Eastern 
dress, always of exquisite quality.

Papa came to know and be known by all the major figures in the area, including 
General Allenby (who led the British expeditionary force out of Egypt that conquered 
Palestine in 1917). Lord Allenby and his wife lunched with the family in the Jordan 
Valley in 1928, where Papa presented him with a very fine Arabian horse, which 
Allenby transported back to England. For years afterward, Lady Allenby would send 
my father and uncles books in English at Christmas. Papa was eventually designated a 
“pasha” (an honorific title of Turkish origin) by King Abdullah of Jordan.

Papa’s generosity, in a society that venerates it, was legendary, even to the point of 
recklessness. Once he was meeting a British officer and when the officer arrived, Papa 
offered him a cold drink, as it was a hot day. The officer declined, saying that he could 
not accept when his troops (who really knows how many, but the claim is they were 
scores) were waiting outside in the hot sun. Papa responded by ordering cold drinks 
for them all.

Nayef Kawar, member of a prominent Christian family in Jordan/Palestine, told me 
that he was on his honeymoon in Cairo when he ran into Papa, and Papa invited him 
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and his new bride to dinner. When dinner was nearly over, Papa grabbed Nayef by the 
hand and said, “Come, Uncle.” He took Nayef to a private room in the hotel where 
a high-stakes card game was going on. Papa took his place at the table, and Nayef 
hovered around his shoulder. After several hours of play, Nayef was tired and about 
to leave, when the door opened with a flourish and in walked King Faruq of Egypt 
with his entourage. King Faruq was known to enjoy gambling, among other vices. He 
took his place at the table and began to play. Nayef stayed until the wee hours, but 
eventually excused himself, explaining that he didn’t want to leave his bride alone.

Sometime later, Nayef heard a soft knock on his hotel door. He opened it up, and 
there was Papa, who quickly signalled him to be quiet. Papa had his abaya (the loose 
outer garment of traditional Arab garb) slung over his shoulder, with something of 
considerable weight in it. Papa walked into an unused bedroom, part of Nayef’s suite, 
and threw down the abaya, revealing a huge pile of Egyptian pounds (banknotes, that 
is), which, Papa explained, he had won from “this fool” (referring to King Faruq). 
Papa gestured to the pile: “Take, Uncle!” Nayef initally declined, but Papa insisted, 
and he eventually counted out EL15,000. They then counted the whole take, and it was 
something like EL250,000. This was a lot of money at the time–maybe the equivalent 
of one million dollars.

My family’s relations with Jews during the pre-1948 period were entirely friendly, if 
unremarkable. Jews were, like all others, simply members of Jerusalem society, and 
entitled to treatment no different than anyone else. So, for example, during the riots 
in 1929 that convulsed the city and other parts of Palestine, in which 120 Jews and 87 
Palestinian Arabs were killed, my family sheltered a number of Jewish friends in Villa 
Harun ar-Rashid. Like the ANZAC soldiers during the war, the Jews they took in were 
human beings in need, to be shown compassion and hospitality. My father learned 
to love Western classical music in a listening group hosted by a young Jewish man. 
Palestinian Jews, Christians, and Muslims mingled at the YMCA, swam, and played 
basketball together. My grandmother, introducing my American mother to the lentil 
and rice dish mujaddara, told her that it was the preferred wash day meal for Muslims, 
Jews, and Christians, due to its ease of preparation and heartiness. Wash day was the 
first day after each community’s holy day, so aromas of mujaddara wafted through the 
neighbourhood from Muslim kitchens each Saturday, from Jewish kitchens on Sunday, 
and from Christian kitchens on Monday.

My family was not naïve, nor oblivious to the shifting political currents in Palestine. 
I have a copy of a letter from my father to his mother, written in 1936 at the outset 
of the Palestinian Revolt. He was going off to join the fight against Zionism and the 
British colonial government that was turning his country over to another people. It was 
his farewell to his mother, and was signed in blood. My grandfather, who by this time 
had become somewhat prominent in Palestinian society, attended the deliberations at 
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the United Nations over Resolution 181, the partition plan for Palestine in 1947, trying 
in vain to use what influence he had to sway the outcome.

Our home in Jerusalem, like that of hundreds of thousands of other Palestinians, 
was taken over by Zionist military forces and has remained in Israeli hands for 58 
years. My family’s intended-to-be-temporary dispersal from Palestine preceded, and 
was essentially unrelated to, the 1947-1949 war. As I have already indicated, it was 
business and education that took my relatives from Palestine. Nonetheless, the war, the 
usurpation of their homes and assets, the destruction of their society–and the obdurate 
opposition of the new Israeli government to Palestinians’ right of return–guaranteed 
that they would remain, to use Edward’s phrase, forever “out of place”.

Given his relative fortunes, my grandfather’s preoccupation in the direct aftermath 
of the war was not the recovery of his own property–which, in any case, would have 
been a futile effort. Rather it was the welfare of the true Palestinian refugees–those 
who had fled in direct response to the violence and terror inflicted on them by Zionist 
military forces. Papa’s first Christmas card after the war was a picture of young 
Palestinian refugee children, and it exhorted his friends and acquaintances not to 
forget the refugees’ plight. My grandfather travelled extensively in the United States 
trying to raise money from American businesses for refugee relief. I have a file of his 
correspondence with Count Folke Bernadotte, the Swedish diplomat whose moral 
force and insight underpinned UN Resolution 194, affirming the right of Palestinian 
refugees to return to their homes and homeland, or receive compensation and support 
for resettlement. That same file contains my grandfather’s letter of condolence to 
Bernadotte’s widow, after he was assassinated by Zionist terrorists from the Stern gang 
on September 17, 1948.

I have written about some of this history before–in particular, about our Talbiyeh 
home, and about my encounters with its Jewish inhabitants during a number of visits 
I have made to it, beginning in 1977.2 I wrote as well about a very dear Jewish Israeli 
man, who once lived in our home, and who had the strength to step forward and in a 
person-to-person meeting apologize to me for the taking of Villa Harun ar-Rashid. I 
wrote about the potentially transformative power of apology, suggesting that an Israeli 
admission of responsibility for the ethnic cleansing of Palestine in 1948 would place 
relations between Israelis and Palestinians on an entirely new and hopeful footing. 
These writings appeared in English, and then in Hebrew, in the Israeli newspaper 
Ha’aretz. Nothing I had written previously ever evoked such a flood of responses from 
all points of the globe, including a great many from within Israel itself.

Reader reactions were alternately sobering and inspiring, ranging from crude racism 
and  “Get ready for Nakba II”, to heartfelt expressions of sympathy and respect. A 
recurrent theme, however–even among the most compassionate–was the assertion that 
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in resolving issues between Palestinians and Israelis “we cannot go back to the past”, 
and indeed, that we must forget the past. 

It struck me as deeply ironic that such an admonition could issue from people whose 
claimed attachment to Palestine goes back 2,000 years, and who apparently see no 
contradiction between this insistence on our amnesia and their seeking reparations 
from the Nazi Holocaust, that had, after all, preceded the Palestinian Nakba by a few 
years. What this all points to, of course, is that who can remember, and who can be 
made to forget, is fundamentally an outgrowth, and an enactment, of power. Viewed 
in this way, our remembering is a form of continuing resistance to the defamation and 
erasure of our people and our history.

Remembering Talbiyeh of the pre-1948 period is more than a form of resistance, 
however. Recalling that era, and the people it produced, is a way of positively 
envisioning a possibility for another future. Edward Said was, no doubt, singularly 
brilliant. But in his cosmopolitanism, humanism, and universalism, he was typical, 
not unique. He was a son of Talbiyeh–a place of tolerance, compassion, and 
enlightenment. In recalling and claiming this heritage, we are also promising that 
when Israelis are ready to recognize Palestinians in their full humanity, as no lesser 
beings than themselves, we will be there in all our ingenuity, imagination, strength, 
and perhaps, even love.

I had many long exchanges with my Israeli readers. Slowly, all but the hardest 
softened, some ending by inviting me to their homes for a meal on my next visit to 
Jerusalem. I know–because some of them told me–they thought me different from 
other Palestinians. “You are Christian–you think differently than the Muslims”, or 
“you are Westernized, and educated, rational–we can talk to you on a reasonable 
basis.” A Palestinian-American, with descendants on one side who died fighting 
Nazism in World War II, and including a participant in the American constitutional 
convention–I am, no doubt, different. But I am not better.

I am haunted by an experience that occurred during my last trip to the occupied 
territories–although, truly, it was only one of a kind that I have had over the last 27 
years of visits to the region. On May 16, 2002, I arrived in Tel Aviv with a delegation 
of lawyers to investigate the impact of Israel’s re-invasion of the West Bank over the 
preceding few weeks. The next day, in the Balata refugee camp just to the east of 
Nablus, a man and his son were walking down the narrow alley between their house 
and their neighbours’, planning to exit a metal door into the public street and go to the 
mosque for Friday prayer. There was no fighting, no demonstration, no disturbance at 
all–but an Israeli tank turned into their street, and, rumbling forward, spewed heavy 
machine gun fire ahead of it. The man turned away from the metal door, ushering 
his son quickly back toward the house. Suddenly he felt a burning sensation on his 
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back and legs. His son, running ahead of him, stumbled, then fell face first into the 
stairs leading into the house. When his father reached him, his son had swallowed his 
front teeth, knocked out in the fall. His shirt was bloody, and his face and body were 
beginning to turn blue. His internal organs destroyed, Amid Abu Sayr, seven, died 
before he reached the hospital.

As the family related these events to us two days later, members of our delegation 
began to crumble. “Tell the world what they did here; they stole my heart,” the 
father–a mechanic, as I recall–pleaded earnestly with me. When something betrayed 
my struggle to maintain my composure, this man took me in his arms and he 
comforted me. He–a poor man, a refugee living in a camp, and two days away from 
the most searing tragedy of his life–comforted me. Yes–perhaps this was not the same 
capacity that will be necessary to reconcile with Israelis. But people of that kind of 
magnanimity of spirit are capable of miracles. I hope to God that if I ever face such 
hardship as that Palestinian man, I can muster a fraction of his strength and dignity.

Edward Said is reputed to have implored us in the last days of his life, not to “forget 
Palestine”. I wish to reassure him; that cannot happen. For to “forget Palestine” is to 
deny our humanity, to negate our identity, and to abandon the richest meanings of our 
lives. I would leave Edward with this image: two Sundays ago was the tenth birthday 
of my son, Austin Rashid. I was walking to the telephone to order balloons for his 
party, when I asked him, “What colours would you like?” He paused from his latest 
Lego creation, and, looking at me squarely, replied, “Red, black, green, and white”. I 
stared at him, stunned, not even aware that he knew the colours of the Palestinian flag. 
I searched the wells of his beautiful brown eyes for the impulse behind that startlingly 
adult request. He held my gaze for a minute, smiled, and returned to his play.

So we do not forget. Instead, we remember a future of equality, justice, and peace for 
all the peoples of Israel/Palestine. We envision a time when homes like Villa Harun ar-
Rashid can again be havens for all in need, whether Christian, Muslim, or Jew.

George Bisharat is a professor of law at Hastings College of the Law in San Francisco, and 
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The Palestinian 
‘Wailing Wall’

A Palestinian in Dhahiat 
al-Barid Records a Life 
Transformed

Muhammad Abu Samra

It is mid-November 2005.1 Together with 
another three families we are about to leave 
the neighborhood of Dhahiat al-Barid in 
the northern part of Jerusalem. The Israeli 
separation wall will soon be completed and 
each of us, for different reasons, must find a 
new home. Most of our friends have already 
moved away. Those left behind lack either 
money or documents–Israeli identity cards 
or Western passports that would give them 
access to other areas. 

Amer2 and Manal are in a unique situation: 
he is originally from Nablus, in the West 
Bank and she is from Ta’mra, a small town 
in the Galilee, Israel. Neither can join the 
other in his or her hometown. He doesn’t 
have Israeli citizenship and, with cruel irony, 
possession of citizenship prevents Manal 
from joining her husband in his West Bank 
town. Every visit to her in-laws requires a 
permit from the Israeli military authorities 
allowing her to enter Nablus. In the new 
reality created by the wall, there is the risk 
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that Manal, because of her Israeli citizenship, will not be allowed to continue living in 
her home in Dhahiat al-Barid. Amer proposes a typical Palestinian solution: both can 
move to Jordan, where she can stay with his relatives in Amman while he tries to find 
a job in Libya, an option that has become especially attractive in light of Qadhafi’s 
new reconciliation with America.

Aging Abu al-Sa’id must leave his home in the neighborhood in order to retain his 
Israeli health insurance. For 30 years, he has worked in construction in various Israeli 
cities. He has paid all the required fees, including that for Israeli national health 
insurance. But in October 2005, he received a notice from the national insurance office 
requiring him to prove that he lives in the city limits of Jerusalem in order to remain 
eligible for health services. He doesn’t think about this in terms of politics; this matter 
of where exactly one lives in Jerusalem, he believes, is designed to avoid paying him 
his dues. 

Now he is nearing retirement age and in need of more frequent visits to clinics and 
doctors. His son Sa’id isn’t sure he agrees with his father that this is a personal 
slight, but isn’t any less worried about the repercussions of the wall. He works in a 
supermarket in West Jerusalem and the wall will make it difficult for him to get to 
work on time–or at all. This will put his job at risk, something that the father of two 
young daughters cannot afford.

Because we hold Israeli citizenship, Naila and I share the dilemma of Manal and 
others who will no longer be able to enter the neighbourhood upon completion of the 
wall. For me it is a relief–it is time to leave this place. With the eruption of the al-Aqsa 
Intifada in September 2000 and the checkpoints surrounding Jerusalem, I have long 
wanted to leave. After Israel announced its plans to ghettoize the West Bank behind a 
wall, I tried to convince Naila to move, but she vetoed my proposal. 

Now, albeit unwillingly, she is finally giving up and ready to move. Checkpoints, 
the wall, and recent changes in the neighbourhood have proven too much. The fact 
that Um al-Sa’id is leaving helps confirm her decision; pregnancy makes moving 
now more urgent. It is very sad to see the crumbling of Naila’s ideals of sumud 
[steadfastness] and identification with the other inhabitants. Still, I think we are lucky 
that we have the option of leaving. Most Palestinians don’t enjoy such a ‘privilege’, if 
leaving one’s home can be called a privilege.
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A Farewell

Naila suggests parting from the neighbourhood with a get-together–a crazy idea, 
given the non-festive nature of the circumstances–but the other three families like 
it. We bring meat for the barbeque, Rousan and Sa’id make salads, and Manal and 
Amer bring Nabulsi knafa, a Palestinian cheese pastry. The table is heavy with all 
kinds of salads, cold drinks and pastries. Out of respect for Abu al-Sa’id, the only 
fully observant Muslim in the group, we decide to leave the wine and the beer in the 
kitchen. Anyone wanting a sip can hide in the kitchen or simply use opaque cups 
to hold the wine or beer. This is a typical Palestinian detour, a way to enjoy alcohol 
without offending observant guests.

Everything is ready. Manal, Amer, Sa’id and Rousan come early to help with the 
preparations. Spirits are not high and the atmosphere isn’t exactly celebratory, but 
we want to share experiences, stories, and gossip from our lives in Dhahiat al-Barid. 
Abu and Um al-Sa’id, the elders of the group, come late. And with their entrance, 
the atmosphere changes. The old man’s silence and Um al-Sa’id’s red eyes trigger 
suppressed emotion. We look at each other, speechless. Sadness and tension dominate. 
Everyone expects the others to say or do something, but out of respect for these two 
old people, we keep silent. Naila, who has developed a close relationship with Um 
al-Sa’id over the last six years, bursts into tears. Manal and Rousan choose to stay 
in the kitchen. Abu al-Sa’id feels embarrassed and blames his wife for spoiling the 
gathering. Amer and I are protective of her, but somehow her tears have exposed the 
façade of celebrating this forced parting. The idea of a party as an act of revenge–as 
Naila wanted it to be–comes to its failed end. No one has an appetite, so we sit down, 
silently sip coffee and smoke a nargila.

Later, I tell Naila that this whole idea doesn’t fit our Palestinian character. We lack 
the needed humour. Of course, she disagrees. Her position is that we weren’t sensitive 
enough to the situation of Um al-Sa’id, the one most affected by the wall. She has 
been living in her house for 25 years. She gave birth to her children here and raised 
them in a peaceful environment. Her two daughters are married and live in Ramallah, 
and visiting them has become impossible. 

Sa’id is going to live with his in-laws in Shu’fat, in Jerusalem, and his younger brother 
‘Umar has not yet decided what to do. He cannot join his parents since they will be 
living in a small room in the house of Abu al-Sa’id’s sister in Wadi al-Joz, in East 
Jerusalem. Her entire family is disintegrating and dispersing, but most difficult for her 
is the separation from her two grandchildren. (On the other hand this may be a relief 
for Rousan, her daughter-in-law. Finally, she will have control over her daughters 
without Um al-Sa’id’s endless comments.)
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The al-Sa’id house, because its owners were a veteran couple in the neighbourhood 
and because of its location, served as a meeting place. In the absence of cafes and 
clubs, the hospitality of Um al-Sa’id encouraged neighbours to gather almost every 
evening in the house’s saha or courtyard. They brought their nargilas and she served 
coffee and tea. From time to time one of the neighbours volunteered to bring knafa or 
mukasarat (mixed nuts).

These gatherings in the saha became a kind of tradition in the neighbourhood. Here, 
in this enchanted and protected space, issues of history, politics and religion were 
discussed and resolved. Palestinian liberation was sought; Zionism was fought and, 
of course, defeated. Real memories were narrated and unreal ones invented. Stories 
and experiences from the checkpoints were shared. And, of course, there was news 
and speculation about the wall. People moved quickly in these discussions from 
hope to despair, from a belief in liberation to feeling profoundly threatened by the 
prospect of another Israeli population transfer. Positions weren’t based on consistent 
theoretical thinking but on immediate daily experience. Difficult encounters made 
people extremists; easy ones moderated them. Brutal Israeli attacks on Palestinians 
created a unanimous demand for revenge, many advocating suicide bombing. A 
normal passage at the checkpoints made people believe in the possibility of peace. In 
fact, the only consistency in these discussions was Um al-Sa’id’s cynicism about them. 
She often ended her participation with a request: “When you complete the liberation of 
Palestine, please put the chairs and tables back in their place so I can clean the floor in 
the morning.” 

With the construction of the wall and the subsequent exodus of many families from 
the neighbourhood, these gatherings gradually became more infrequent and more 
sparsely attended. Um al-Sa’id lost some of her prestige as hostess. But after her forced 
migration, she will be reduced to total marginality. From a large house with a large saha, 
she is moving to a small room in the apartment of her sister-in-law. The two women 
were never ideal companions. Tension and hostility have characterized their relations for 
years. For her, this is no less meaningful than the Nakba [Catastrophe] of 1948, when her 
family, together with hundreds of thousands of Palestinians, were forced into exile.

Chronicles of Division

“They are going to build the wall,” was my answer to Abu al-Sa’id’s teasing inquiry 
about the headlines of the Hebrew newspaper that I was reading. He never appreciated 
my obsessive review of the daily papers. It was a waste of time, he believed. He 
thought there were two kinds of people–those who experience tragedy and those who 
write and read about it. Palestinians were among the first category; they didn’t need to 
read newspaper descriptions of their lives. 
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His reaction to the news of the wall was indifference. I thought he would curse the 
Israelis, the Jews, and probably the Americans–or at least say something about them. 
He just shrugged his shoulders. This strategic change in Palestine was met with a long 
inhalation of smoke from his nargila. For someone who was first driven out of his 
home in Ramle as a child in 1948 to become a refugee in East Jerusalem, only to be 
driven out of the Old City to the al-Ram neighbourhood in Israel’s 1967 occupation, 
and now once again to have to leave Dhahiat al-Barid for Wadi al-Joz in East 
Jerusalem, the wall was just another chapter of the Palestinian saga.

One might describe the history of Palestine and the Palestinians since the beginning 
of the Zionist project as a history of walls of various shapes, lengths and heights. The 
first ‘walls’ in the history of the people of Palestine were established at the end of 
the nineteenth century and Jewish immigrants’ creation of separate colonies, which 
drove native peasants off their lands. Without indulging in nostalgia, it is fair to say 
that for centuries of Ottoman rule, Muslims, Christians and Jews managed to share 
the same space. The quarters they built side-by-side in the villages, towns and cities 
of Palestine, as well as other parts of the Middle East, exemplify this common way of 
life. In spite of inter- and intra-communal feuds and conflicts, tolerance between the 
various communities of the region was a well-established norm.

Zionism, on the other hand, introduced something different and alien to our 
history and culture. Nationalism brought us the idea of a political order based on 
exclusivity. The search for an exclusive Jewish space meant conquering the land for 
the use of Jews only, establishing separate Jewish colonies, farms, markets, labour 
forces and institutions. A massive Jewish influx was yet another ‘wall’ meant to 
deprive Palestinians of their status and rights as owners of the land. The subsequent 
deportation of about half of the Palestinian people who then became refugees, is one 
of the most painful walls in Palestinian history. This deportation was not incidental, 
but a continuation of the policy of keeping Palestinians out using physical and virtual 
walls. The systematic destruction of Palestinian neighbourhoods and villages (the 
cities were re-populated by Jews rather than erased), work that took about 20 years 
for Israeli bulldozers to complete, effectively walled many Palestinians off from their 
former homes.

The war in 1967 brought new walls to Palestine. Once again, hundreds of thousands 
Palestinians were driven into exile, many of them for the second time. New villages 
were added to the long list of those destroyed. Palestinian communities were separated 
from one another by the new divisions, sometimes boundaries running down the centre 
of a single village, dividing communities and families. 

Exile absorbed the majority of Palestinians. Refugee camps became ‘home’ for most 
of them. Those who remained in Palestine were divided into three communities, each 
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Dhahiat al-Barid
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with a different legal status. Approximately one million became second-class citizens 
of Israel–a third of them are displaced people. Another three million found themselves 
under the yoke of military occupation in the West Bank and the Gaza Strip. Finally, the 
Palestinians living in Jerusalem were separated from the rest, straddling a strange legal 
identity validated by Israeli ‘permanent residency’ cards and Jordanian passports.

Each Palestinian community suffered its own unique Israeli oppression, but all shared 
in a common narrative of deprivation and suffering. In this context, homelessness, 
perpetual exile, and the absence of any kind of security became the defining 
characteristics of the Palestinian national experience. With the first intifada, new 
methods of collective punishment, curfews and sieges and much more killing further 
linked them. Checkpoints and strategic roads slicing up the West Bank and turning it 
into cantons were introduced after the signing of the Oslo peace accords in 1993. With 
the breakdown of the Camp David negotiations in 2000, the concept of building a 
concrete and barbed wire wall to isolate the Palestinians within ghettos opened a new 
chapter in our history.

A Man and an Island

It is not my intention to deal with all the walls that Palestinians have come up against 
since the appearance of Zionism in their homeland. Rather, I will resume my personal 
narrative concentrating on one small portion of the long wall that slices through the 
West Bank (which is, of course, only one small part of historic Palestine). 

Al-Ram neighbourhood was spared Israeli annexation into the new borders of 
Jerusalem in 1970. At the time, its population was less than 10,000. In 1967, when 
Israel began expelling Palestinian inhabitants from the Jewish quarter of East 
Jerusalem to make it exclusively Jewish, the first wave of Palestinian Jerusalemites 
arrived in the neighbourhood. Their numbers increased as Israel began denying 
permits to Palestinians who sought to build in the neighbourhoods of East Jerusalem. 
The result was that the population of al-Ram increased fivefold. It is now home to 
approximately 50,000 residents, 70 percent of them Jerusalemites. 

In the summer of 1999, I moved with my future wife, Naila, to Dhahiat al-Barid in 
the southern part of Al-Ram. Both of us are from the Galilee in Israel but have been 
living in Jerusalem for almost twenty years. We first arrived in the city as students, but 
stayed on, Naila as a social worker and I as an instructor, first at al-Quds University 
in East Jerusalem, and subsequently at the David Yellin College of Education and the 
Bezalel Academy of Art and Design, both in West Jerusalem. 
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From within, neighbourhoods and their boundaries are defined somewhat differently 
than from the outside. Before moving to al-Ram, it appeared to us to be a single entity. 
With time, however, we learned the politics of internal subdivisions. Dhahiat al-Barid 
residents not only considered their neighbourhood separate from al-Ram, but also 
distinguish between the upper area, which is populated mainly by large, poor families, 
many of them religious to varying degrees, and the western regions where residents 
are generally secular in their practices and come from well-to-do backgrounds. 

This last area was established in the 1950s when Jordanian authorities allocated 
land for employees of the post office (‘barid’ in Arabic) to build a community 
neighbourhood. Half a dunam, or an eighth of an acre, was allocated for each house. 
The homes were built using the characteristic stones of Jerusalem–40 houses built in 
four rows. Around and even between them, new homes of a different style have been 
constructed. 

A salient feature of the neighbourhood is the diversity of its inhabitants, which include 
Muslims and Christians originally from Jerusalem, Ramallah, Jericho, Nablus and 
Bethlehem. Families that were forced to leave Jaffa and Lod live side-by-side with 
Palestinians who returned from America to start a new life in the wake of the Oslo 
agreements with Israel. The presence of Palestinians who are Israeli citizens is notable.

In contrast to other Palestinian neighbourhoods dominated by one family, clan or 
sect, this one resists traditional characterization. Until recently, religion was almost 
invisible here. Dhahiat al-Barid escaped the religious revivalism that has invaded 
many parts of the Middle East and the world at large. Not more than two women 
that I know of dressed in ‘religious’ dress. One of them wasn’t religious at all. She 
observed none of the Muslim rituals, but clothing became for her, as for many others, 
a substitute for traditional Palestinian attire–a sign of identification. And even so, she 
dressed differently from the women in the religious upper part of Dhahiat al-Barid. 

Abu al-Sa’id and Abu Musa were the only people to attend Friday prayers in a 
mosque. Muslims and Christians lived side by side, shopping at the same markets 
and sending their children to the same private schools. Those nostalgic for a shared 
Palestinian and Arab society could easily find it in this neighbourhood where 
Christmas and the Muslim feasts were celebrated almost equally by the inhabitants, 
regardless of their religious backgrounds and religiosity.

Cohabitation of unmarried couples is usually unacceptable in Palestinian society. But 
in a diverse and pluralistic neighbourhood like Dhahiat al-Barid, such a phenomenon 
was accommodated as well. The tendency of inhabitants to respect the privacy of 
others made it possible. When Naila and I decided to get married, we invited the Abu 
al-Sa’id family, the agents of our landlord, to the wedding and they were surprised 
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to learn that we weren’t married. Nevertheless, they respected our way of life and 
even tried to validate the semi-normality of the phenomenon by acknowledging other 
couples who had lived together in the neighbourhood before getting married. Abu 
al-Sa’id called these couples ‘apprentices’–they were practicing marriage without a 
license.

The stories of those we learned to know in Dhahiat al-Barid are rich and varied. The 
wedding of Manal and Amer was a uniquely Palestinian tale. Traditionally, wedding 
parties are held at the groom’s family home. But because Nablus, Amer’s hometown 
in the West Bank, is prone to daily Israeli incursions, they decided to hold the 
wedding party at her family home in Ta’mra, Israel. They had made all the necessary 
preparations save securing a military permit from the Israelis for Amer (without it he, 
a West Bank ID holder, is not allowed to enter Jerusalem or Israel). The military had 
promised to issue it only on the day of the wedding. These are the rules. 

Manal, edgy by nature, couldn’t stop asking everyone what would happen if Amer 
wasn’t able to attend the wedding. There might be a military closure of the area, a 
troop incursion or the contrary whim of a soldier that prevented his passage. Ibrahim, 
the cynic of the group, suggested a live video up-link to represent Amer in absentia. 
Ibrahim volunteered to serve as a surrogate for Amer, for a good fee.

Ricardo’s story is illustrative of other aspects of Palestinian life. Himself born in 
Jordan, Ricardo’s family is divided between al-Bira, Jerusalem, and the United 
States. After his parents divorced, they tried several times to send him to live with his 
grandparents in Jerusalem, but he was denied entry by the Israeli authorities. After 
completing high school, he joined his family living in the US. There he studied law, 
changing his name from an Arab ‘Ahmed’ to the Latino ‘Ricardo’. With his new name 
and American passport, he returned to Palestine to work for different Palestinian 
human rights organizations. This is the safest way for a Palestinian to visit his 
country–by shedding his authentic identity and adopting a foreign one. It was here that 
he met Laila, a graduate student at Birzeit University. How they would continue their 
relationship was only another chapter in the Palestinian identity.

Water and Waiting

Two things surprised me when I first moved into the neighbourhood: checkpoints and  
water shortages. I used to hear of the latter when I lived just south in Bayt Hanina, but 
now it was a personal problem. The second week after we moved in, I woke up to find 
no water in the tap. It was shocking, but we managed to get through the morning using 
mineral water, and in the evening we showered at the home of some friends. I learned 
that the dry spells usually last two to three days on end in the summer months.
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We often discussed the issue of water with Fadia, our neighbour married to Sa’id 
Murad, a composer for and director of Sabreen, an avant garde Palestinian band. In 
2003, Fadia finished her dissertation on hydrology in Palestine at the University of 
Edinburgh. The data she supplied about water politics in Palestine were surprising. 
People who experience discrimination aren’t always necessarily interested in 
calculating its exact specifications. Fadia drummed into our heads the facts about 
Israel’s control of water. Seventy-five percent of the renewable water in the West 
Bank and Gaza Strip is used by Israel and Jewish settlers. They take about five or 
six times the water that they allow Palestinians. At the Oslo peace talks, this issue 
was considered too sensitive to be solved immediately. Like the issues of refugees, 
Jerusalem and the final borders of a Palestinian state, water allocation was delayed to 
final status discussions that never materialized. In the meantime, Palestinians suffer 
under discriminatory allocation of water resources.

To deal with the severe shortage, the municipality of al-Ram, like many others in the 
West Bank, adopted a policy of ‘rotation allocation’ during the summer. This meant 
that the flow of water in our neighbourhood was usually shut off for two to three days 
a week. So, like other Palestinians, I bought a container for storing water. (Containers 
in various sizes and colours have become part of the landscape of the Palestinian 
homestead.) But my container wasn’t big enough and inevitably I missed meetings 
and classes. I remember calling the college secretary to tell her to cancel my classes. 
Before letting me explain why, she wished me a quick recovery. 

“I am not sick,” I answered. “We simply have no water for showering.” 

Surprised, she asked what to write on the notice to the students. 

“Because of the occupation,” I replied instinctively, using what has become a 
traditional Palestinian pardon.

The large numbers of people denied entry by soldiers at the checkpoints was my 
second frustrating surprise. Old women and men who assume it their natural right to 
pass through to pray at the Al-Aqsa mosque or visit Jerusalem still aren’t used to the 
idea of carrying papers of permission. This is another innovation of the occupation. 
After peace agreements, these people thought they would enjoy freedom of movement, 
something Israeli soldiers at the checkpoints still work hard to regulate and restrict.

The checkpoints between Jerusalem, where we work, and our home were the main 
reason we originally delayed moving from Bayt Hanina to Dhahiat al-Barid. This 
neighbourhood is surrounded by three checkpoints that separate it from Jerusalem and 
a fourth dividing it from Ramallah. At the Bayt Hanina checkpoint, passers-through 
are all Palestinians. Most of them carry a Jerusalem identity card. At the Hizma 
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checkpoint on the southeast side of the neighbourhood, there are two lanes–one for 
Jewish settlers and the other for Palestinians. A somewhat similar arrangement is 
applied, albeit less strictly, at the Atarot checkpoint to the southwest.

Since both Naila and I work in Jewish West Jerusalem, we were mainly worried about 
the time it takes to get through the checkpoint, which varies from 15 minutes to one 
hour. But we were told that in cases when the checkpoint is very crowded, there are 
side roads that can be used if we don’t mind risking the condition of our car. As proud 
owners of a 1985 Ford Fiesta, bumpy roads weren’t a major consideration.

The traffic jams at the checkpoints; the noise; the long lines of cars; the notorious 
Palestinian vans that pass everyone by driving on the sidewalks; the soldiers who 
enjoy checking your identity card slowly to keep you and the rest of the drivers 
waiting, using their authority to make drivers stop, start, open the trunk or hood, check 
under the seat–all this was somewhat expected. Nothing, however, prepared us for 
the flair for cruelty exhibited by so many of the soldiers. This changed the ten-minute 
drive to my college into an oppressive and unpredictable hour-long trip. (Knowing 
that Amer has to wake up at four o’clock in the morning in order to reach Ramallah by 
nine o’clock when visiting his family in Nablus, I am embarrassed to tell my modest 
story. For him the usual 45 minute drive between these two cities becomes a four-hour 
trip, longer than a flight from any airport in the Middle East to a city in Europe.)

Even more exacerbating was the fact that one was never sure if the checkpoints would 
be open the next morning. Would you get out of the neighbourhood? Should you park 
your car and walk? Or should you just turn back and call your boss, your professor, 
or your friends to say that you are sorry but you won’t be able to come today. This 
state of uncertainty is ever-present for those behind the checkpoints. It frustrates plans 
for casually visiting friends for dinner or coffee. It kills appetite for life outside the 
neighbourhood. For Naila and I, spontaneity was lost and we began living in a kind 
of self-imposed curfew. Relatives and friends found it equally difficult to visit us. 
Regular visitors Hanan, Alice and Rania, after being stuck at the checkpoint once for 
four hours on their way to visit us, declared that they were not prepared to chance it 
again. My brother Abed wasn’t ready to put his family through that because of my 
crazy decision to live behind a checkpoint.

With the eruption of the second Intifada in October 2000, things got worse. As middle-
aged Palestinian Israeli citizens living in the Galilee, we had experienced various 
kinds of discrimination, but the concept of closures and curfews declared by the army 
was new and strange. I should admit that these curfews weren’t violent or dangerous 
as in other Palestinian areas, i.e. they were not accompanied by soldiers with guns 
breaking down doors, searching houses or shooting wanted Palestinian activists. In 
general, immediately after announcing the curfew the army vehicle would disappear. 
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For most residents this was a good excuse to stay at home and watch on television 
the frustrating news about the Intifada in the rest of Palestinian territories. The only 
exception was Abu Yaman who used to protest (of course, after making sure that the 
army had gone) by sitting outside, smoking a nargila. For this we honoured him with 
the title ‘al-batal’–the brave man of the neighbourhood.

“Checkpoint hours” became increasingly long. Soldiers behind sandbagged 
positions surveying passengers while aiming their guns were a new and frightening 
development. One day while on my way to the checkpoint I saw an Israeli soldier 
running after a Palestinian boy. I was very scared. I was sure I was going to witness 
a murder. And if the soldier went crazy, I would probably become a victim, too, I 
thought. I braked the car. When the soldier was sure he wouldn’t be able to catch the 
boy, he raised his rifle. The bullet missed the boy, who turned and disappeared among 
the houses. This happened two meters from me. The soldier, now embarrassed at 
having been watched so closely, drew his rifle and aimed in my direction. Before I 
could entertain the idea of death, he shouted “Move your car, shitty Arab.” Hearing his 
bark instead of the crack of his rifle, I caught my breath and sought anonymity in the 
crowded street.

Naila’s pregnancy in 2001 increased my obsessive worries about the checkpoints. 
What would we do in case she needed medical treatment or went into labour? In our 
neighbourhood there was no hospital, only a medical unit inadequately equipped 
for complications in pregnancy or delivery. In any case, because we are both Israeli 
citizens, our family doctors are in Jerusalem. The story of Rula Ashtiya, who gave 
birth behind a rock at Bayt Furik checkpoint to a child who died a few minutes later, 
happened later. But we knew many other horrible stories.

What would happen if the road was jammed and I wouldn’t be able to make my way 
to the checkpoint? What if, under the pretence of security threats, the soldiers simply 
wouldn’t let us pass? What would we do in case the army declared a closure of the 
neighbourhood, as had already happened several times since the beginning of the 
second Intifada? 

On 22 December, 2001, at four o’clock in the morning, Naila woke me up. Her water 
had broken, but she didn’t know what it was. She was in her 34th week of pregnancy 
and had not even entertained thoughts of the possibility of a premature birth. She 
called her sister Reem in Nazareth, for consultation, who told her to call the hospital. 
We had completed only two of our seven meetings for first-time parents. The nurse 
told us to report to the maternity clinic. At seven we were at the al-Ram checkpoint. 
It was Saturday, when the traffic starts a bit later than usual. The soldier asked in 
Russian-accented Hebrew, “Where you are going?” 
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“To Hadassah Hospital,” I answered. He nodded his head to allow us to pass, not even 
checking the identity cards that we had placed on the front of the car. This was one of 
our fastest drives ever through the checkpoint. In 15 minutes we were at the clinic. It 
was confusing. For months I had been imagining a dramatic event, shouting at drivers 
to make room to pass, beeping the horn, using the VIP lane for UN employees and 
Israeli army vehicles, arguing with soldiers and threatening them with a lawsuit in 
case anything happened to my wife. I had never thought it would be so easy. But we 
had passed through as if the checkpoint didn’t exist. Contributing to the mundane 
normalcy of our passage was the fact that neither Naila nor I had any idea that she 
was actually in labour. She gave birth to Manat about 18 hours later. It may sound 
strange but I should add that the unpredictable smoothness of our passage made me, in 
retrospect, feel that we were in some way denied a real Palestinian experience!

Twelve days later, the three of us were on our way home. It was 11:30 in the morning. 
The checkpoint to Jerusalem on the other side of the street was again crowded. People 
were very angry and the soldiers were doing their best to keep them waiting. As a 
new father, the same thoughts and fears that had occupied my mind during Naila’s 
pregnancy reappeared, and with greater force.

The Departure

The construction of the wall was ultimately approved by Israel in June 2002, having 
originated with left-wing Israeli politicians in the aftermath of the failed Camp David 
negotiations. If Palestinians were not ready to accept the Israeli terms for peace, then 
a wall was a tool to impose it on them. Together with checkpoints, Jewish settlements 
and the bypass roads that allowed settlers to move easily, the wall was intended to 
make Palestinian life impossible.

Initially the people in our neighbourhood weren’t sure what the actual plans were. 
Would we be ‘inside’ or ‘outside’ the wall? Speculation and analysis dominated 
neighbourhood conversations, but all saw the wall’s ramifications.

Sometime in mid-June 2003, on my way home, I found the street blocked that led 
from the Atarot area to my neighbourhood. A sign indicated that it was now one-
way only. This was our first official confirmation that the wall would surround our 
neighbourhood, creating a ghetto with a single gate that would be opened only during 
certain hours. Fifty-thousand people were to be imprisoned in this ghetto. Many of 
them leave the neighbourhood every morning on their way to Jerusalem, either to 
take their children to school or to go to work. This meant we would be forced to 
wait together with hundreds and probably thousands of people daily at the gate. It 
would be completely different from the earlier situation when we had access to three 
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checkpoints; when one of them was crowded we could try our luck at the other two. 
Now there would be a single track, one gate, one option: to wait in a long line of cars 
with angry drivers who could be just as dangerous as the soldiers.

The reaction was panic. Many people started looking for apartments in the 
neighbourhoods of East Jerusalem, where prices immediately doubled. The owners 
there identified with the plight of their brethren from behind the wall, but this did not 
negate the opportunity to double their own income. Entire families moved in with 
relatives. Large families crammed into rented two-room apartments. Most of the 
Palestinian citizens of Israel who had lived in the area just disappeared. They either 
went back to the Galilee or found apartments elsewhere. Ricardo, that complicated 
symbol of Palestinian persistence, gave up and returned to the United States with Laila 
and their newborn baby. Sufayan and Lamis decided it was time to use their British 
passports and return to England. Muna was waiting for papers to join her fiancé in 
Chicago. Nabeeh, another single male in the neighbourhood, moved to Haifa. Suha, a 
single film producer, also moved to Haifa. Most of our phone conversations with her 
consisted of reports on how different life was outside. My decision to leave for another 
place was vetoed by Naila, who considered it immoral to leave our fellow Palestinians 
behind. I was stuck with those who had no options but to be entombed inside the wall.

Manal and Amer gave up, too. Their honeymoon in Europe had transformed Manal. 
Telling us about her experience, she was amazed by one thing only: the possibility of 
travelling thousands of miles with no checkpoints, which seemed to her ‘unnatural’. 
Even passing from one country to another, she didn’t need documents. For someone 
who lived in a neighbourhood surrounded by four permanent checkpoints (not 
counting additional temporary roadblocks), and who was used to displaying her ID 
card several times a day, ‘natural’ and ‘unnatural’ were confused.

Amer’s reaction was the most relaxed. Of the five daily prayers, he observes the first 
prayer of the morning. It brings him relaxation and he deeply believes that one should 
start the day with prayer. The fact that he lives with his girlfriend does not contradict 
his sense of being an observant Muslim. As someone who had witnessed some of the 
horrors of the checkpoints around Nablus, Amer found al-Ram to be more like ‘light 
confinement’. Since he worked in Ramallah, he didn’t believe that the wall could 
make things any worse. The only thing that worried him was being cut off from the 
Freij grocery, the only store in the vicinity that sold beer. Just as he could not start the 
day without the morning prayer, he could not sleep before sipping a beer. The ‘damn 
wall’, ‘al-mal’oun’ as it came to be called, would interfere with his night-time ritual  
because the grocery would be on the ‘wrong side’ of the wall. Still, Amer thought that 
the wall was designed somewhat fairly. His ‘opsimistic’ character helped him to see 
the positive aspects of the worst occurrences. “Can you imagine our lives here without 
the knafa of Rainbow Café?” he would exclaim, constantly trying to ease the situation. 
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As a ‘spiritual’ Muslim addicted to knafa, beer, and nargila-smoking, the route of the 
wall was for him an expression of divine intervention. 

I don’t know what the correlation is between the wall and knafa, but its consumption 
increased remarkably in the neighbourhood since the beginning of construction of 
the wall. Almost everyone has gained some kilos. This is the Palestinian custom of 
celebrating impending destruction, remarked Abu al-Sa’id. Yet even the temptation 
of knafa weren’t enough to counter Manal’s pressure on Amer to leave the 
neighbourhood–departure was inevitable.

Hunaida and Ibrahim, who fled the Israeli army’s re-invasion of Ramallah to live in 
our safer neighbourhood, were considering moving farther south to rent a house in 
Bayt Hanina. But no one could guarantee that there would be no third exile. So they 
decided to stay, come what may. In the local dialect, this is the ‘steadfastness of the 
poor’, when there is no other option. They used the decline in rental fees to move to a 
larger and cheaper house in the same neighbourhood. 

Hunaida, also a Palestinian citizen of Israel married to a Palestinian from the West 
Bank, had been shocked by the invasion. For several nights their house in Ramallah 
came under Israeli fire. She subsequently became a news addict; her rapid-fire use 
of the remote control was driven by more than a need to hear the news. “Switch to 
al-Jazeera,” were often her first words on the phone. In the beginning, she called to 
tell us about incursions, assassinations of Palestinians and air raids, mainly in Gaza. 
When they happened in Ramallah, there was no need to call to inform us, as we could 
hear the explosions from our house. Arafat’s residence, a common Israeli target, was 
only a few kilometres from our neighbourhood. Putting her dissertation aside, Hunaida 
became the ‘Al-Jazeera’ of the community (a title in Arab society once named after 
‘the BBC’). For two years she was almost paralyzed. Concentration was impossible. 
With some hesitation, she accepted Naila’s advice to see a psychologist. Daniela, 
an Israeli therapist from West Jerusalem, was very helpful. Hunaida shared some of 
their conversations with us. Sometimes she felt embarrassed about the harsh language 
she used to describe Israeli brutalities to a Jewish consultant. The decision of a 
Palestinian woman suffering terribly due to the Israeli occupation to resort to a Jewish 
psychologist was but one of the many paradoxes of living in Palestine\Israel. 

Ibrahim had a different perspective. He viewed life through the prism of money, 
and saw Hunaida’s situation as illustrating the ultimate realities of the Palestinian 
predicament. A Palestinian client was paying a Jewish consultant more than $50 a 
meeting to help her cope with the traumas caused by Israeli soldiers and occupation. In 
2005, Hunaida succeeded in finishing her dissertation in the Department of Sociology 
at Hebrew University. Earning the distinction of summa cum laude, she received 
a generous scholarship to spend a year at Harvard University. This spared her the 
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dilemma of what to do when the wall was completed, pre-empting the forced move 
with a ‘voluntary’ displacement for academic reasons.

Abu Rami, an 82-year-old Armenian Christian, was one of the most veteran 
inhabitants of the neighbourhood. In 2003, he suffered a stroke. With the news about 
the wall, he became obsessed with passages and gates, and how long it would take to 
pass through them in case of emergency. In despair, he too left the neighbourhood, 
moving into his son’s apartment in the Old City of Jerusalem. Jack, his son, will in 
turn move to a new apartment that his wife inherited from her recently-deceased 
father, a death that came just in time to spare Abu Rami his anxieties. Abu Rami’s 
daughter Arij, a professor at Bethlehem University, will be leaving the neighbourhood, 
too. Between the wall enclosing the neighbourhood and that confining Bethlehem, she 
chose the latter evil. There, at least, she has access to her college.

Abu Musa is a sort of villain in Dhahiat al-Barid. The same age as Abu Rami, he 
recently recovered from a heart attack. From time to time, his two sons who live 
in the US send him generous sums of money, fulfilling their filial duty. Like many 
other well-to-do Palestinians, he expanded his property, erecting a four-story building 
consisting of eight large apartments. These he rented out for $480 each, the most 
expensive apartments in the neighbourhood. He was known for being selective in 
choosing his tenants. He wouldn’t rent to large families or to khalayla (people from 
Hebron), who have an undeserved reputation as troublemakers. He was strict with his 
tenants. Payment on time was his first rule. No noise and no touching the tasty fruit 
in his garden were his second and third. He was known to be miserly, not returning 
change, and his tenants learned to pay him the exact amount. The only currency 
he accepted was dollars. His renters were small families–a physician, a lawyer, an 
accountant, a journalist and two people working for international companies and 
organizations.

His tenants were the first to leave the neighbourhood with the construction of the 
wall. The whole building emptied out, a very sad change even for those who didn’t 
like Abu Musa. One day I asked him what had happened to his renters. To where did 
they disappear? He liked the questions and started lecturing me about the importance 
of sumud (‘steadfastness’). “We Palestinians shouldn’t leave every time we face a 
problem with the Jews,” he told me. “We shouldn’t give up quickly. This is how we 
lost Palestine,” he argued assertively. I am not sure he meant every Palestinian or even 
every inhabitant of the neighbourhood, but for sure he meant those who rented his 
apartments. It is totally legitimate to wrap an income of $4,000 a month in the patriotic 
language of sumud.

Two weeks later I learned that Abu Musa himself had just left the building and moved 
to his house in the Old City of Jerusalem. When we met sometime later, I asked him 
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what had happened. Why have you changed your mind? What about sumud? I teased 
him.

“They will lock us inside this wall. We will be like a mouse in a trap. Who knows 
what will happen to us here. I am an old man and cannot stand such conditions. I have 
just survived a heart attack,” he said, appealing to my emotions. He sounded like a 
defeated person until, suddenly, he changed his tone and rhetoric. “They are Jews. We 
cannot trust them.” Linguistic ethics isn’t exactly Abu Musa’s field of specialty. He 
hardly differentiates between Jews or Israelis, right- or left-wing. For him the world is 
divided into Muslims and Jews, and additional subdivisions are not relevant. I found it 
useless to respond to his primitive anti-Semitism. But our neighbour, overhearing our 
conversation and herself no friend of his, responded sharply, “Nor you, Abu Musa.”

She knew what she was saying. After leaving the neighbourhood, he, like other 
absentee landowners, no longer cared for its quality of life. He soon lowered the prices 
of his apartments to $250, a very attractive fee for those who hadn’t been welcome in 
his buildings previously. His apartments, and many others, have been rented by large 
families. It is common to hear among the neighbourhood’s former inhabitants, “the 
‘khalayla’ are coming,” reflecting Palestinian class divisions, fears, and prejudices. 

Now our quiet street is a playground for young children. Noise, screaming, and loud 
radios have become commonplace. Some cars have been broken into and three have 
been stolen. Three houses were also robbed. Ours was one of them. Fortunately our 
second-hand furniture wasn’t attractive to the thieves. Naila’s two necklaces and a 
valuable antique bracelet, a gift from her mother on our wedding day, were their loot. 
These new developments are in part due to the neighbourhood’s new demographics. 
But more generally, the economic and social pressures (poverty, social tension, 
violence, and political chaos) that Palestinian society suffers from are closing in on us 
as well, penetrating our neighbourhood and affecting its quality of life.

The cultural feel of the neighbourhood has also changed. Islamic dress–long beards 
and dishdashas [tunics]–have become more prevalent. Even the two young sisters 
Rana and Sameya, our neighbourhood’s symbols of modernity, have turned to Islamic 
dress. So has the outspoken feminist, our friend Karam. Manat’s teachers at the 
nursery school, Mrs. Fayeza and Muna, former activists in the Palestinian Communist 
party, joined those showing signs of religiosity. Our neighbour Kameela, daughter of 
a Jewish mother, whose short skirts had been a topic of neighbourhood gossip, has 
opted for moderate Islamic dress. People such as Abu Yaman (‘al-batal’), his brother 
Ghassan and Jalal the barber now join Abu al-Sa’id in a jama’h [congregational] 
prayer at the famous saha of Um al-Sa’id.
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Ritualizing Defeat 

The changes that the barber has undergone reflect some of the general changes in the 
neighbourhood as a consequence of the wall. He was always an observant Muslim, 
carrying out Islamic rituals in his private, rather invisible way. But in our last months 
in the neighbourhood, we couldn’t help but notice how he began to adapt to the 
changing atmosphere. An astute observer with a keen business sense, he recognized 
that his new clientele differed from his previous customers. Now he closes during the 
Friday prayer. He also pauses from his work during the day to observe prayer time. A 
copy of the Qur’an is placed on an obvious place on the table. Islamic literature has 
replaced the daily newspapers that once entertained waiting clients. A large picture 
of the hundred names of God hangs on the wall. What is ‘halal’ [‘permitted’] and 
‘haram’ [‘prohibited’] dominate a good part of his newly Islamic-inflected language. 
In 2005, he and his wife made a pilgrimage to Mecca. 

His wife, who shares the business, has also become an observant Muslim. The salon 
is divided into two separate rooms: one for men, the other for women. Her clients 
were once neighbourhood and well-to-do women from adjacent areas, including many 
Christians. But after their pilgrimage, she adopted new policies, no longer dying hair, 
trimming eyebrows, or removing facial hair, on the grounds that these were against 
Islamic teachings. Subsequently she took an even more radical step, renaming the 
salon. The ‘Samah’ (her own first name) became ‘al-Muhajbat’, or ‘The Veiled Ones’ 
after the Arabic word for women in Islamic dress. 

What of non-muhajbat Muslims or Christian neighbours? Most of them have 
gone or will leave soon. They are no longer an important factor in her and Jalal’s 
considerations. This exclusivity of practice is completely new in a previously pluralist, 
open and tolerant neighbourhood. It reflects the invisible consequences of the wall that 
has destroyed the social fabric of a peaceful and well-to-do Palestinian neighbourhood.

I have known Jalal the barber since Naila and I moved to Dhahiat al-Barid. I have 
been a loyal client for six years. In that time, I can hardly remember him raising a 
religious issue while he cut my hair. We talked about the checkpoints, the wall and 
politics, and gossiped about other neighbours and clients. I knew he was an observant 
Muslim, and he knew that I was not exactly religious, married to a Christian, and that 
our daughter is being raised both as a Christian and a Muslim until she chooses her 
own religion. As far as I know, my un-Islamic practices hadn’t bothered him, or at 
least he never expressed any reservations about my way of life (even if he did gossip 
behind my back, just as he and I did about others). 

When we met in the saha of Um al-Sa’id, I cautiously tried to raise the issue. He 
denied that there was a correlation between commercial considerations and his new 
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religiosity. The renaming of the salon (a move that had angered many inhabitants of 
the neighbourhood), he said, apologetically, was proposed by the clients themselves. 
“He is responding to demands of al-sha’b [the people],” remarked Amer sarcastically.

Jalal must have been aware of the neighbourhood gossip and the tone of the questions 
somewhat provoked him. So he changed tack, first trying to delegitimize my 
comments by challenging my nationalist credentials. 

“You,” he addressed me, “are from the Galilee and have Israeli citizenship. Many 
others, especially the Christians,” he added, separating us by religion as well, “have 
foreign passports, too. All of you have other options and can get out of here any 
moment you want,” he said, tying these issues to class. “Only the ghalaba [wretches] 
will be staying behind. And Islam is a comfort to them.”

This was a legitimate criticism of all those who had left or were capable of leaving. 
But Jalal flies the Islamic flag to profit by it. He presents himself as spokesperson of 
the ghalaba–he isn’t one of them. He was wearing the mantle of Islam for economic 
reasons, to speak for the cause of the ghalaba and win them as loyal clients, remarked 
Hassan, another neighbour.

“But will Islam solve the problem of the wall?” I tried to press the issue of religion 
further.

“Yes, of course it will.”

“How?”

“God is bigger than the Jews and the Americans.”

“Yes, but meanwhile the ghalaba are locked behind the wall and it seems that this is 
not going to change soon.”

Um al-Sa’id didn’t like Jalal’s manipulations to veil his religious opportunism (this is 
called, in the Palestinian dialect, a muzawada–cheaply claiming greater commitment 
to the national cause). She intervened: “Neither Islam nor Muhammad the Prophet 
can do anything about the wall.” This may sound like an unorthodox answer for an 
old Muslim woman, but it is not unusual in the Palestinian baladi [popular, local] 
dialectic.

“The people here,” she continued, “will be locked behind the wall. No one will come 
to their aid and they cannot help themselves… All they can do,” she said, trying to 
conclude this deadlocked conversation, “is to wail over their destiny.”
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Much has been said since 2002 about the wall in Palestine. Its illegality, human 
cost, violent colonial dimensions and racist manifestations have been described in 
detail. In the drawings of Palestinian children it is portrayed as a ghetto, a prison and 
a snake encircling Palestine and poisoning Palestinians. Graffiti expressing young 
Palestinians’ anger and threats against the occupier covers considerable portions of 
it. But the association of ‘wailing’ with the ‘wall’, as aptly suggested by Um al-Sa’id, 
is one of the most intriguing associations I have heard. In the twentieth century, 
Palestinians lost nearly everything. Beyond the enormous daily human price it exacts, 
this wall symbolizes (and equally constitutes) the culmination of the persecution that 
Palestinians have experienced. In our state of powerlessness and the totality of the 
national defeat, one cannot dismiss Um al-Sa’id’s gloomy prophecy that this wall will 
become a site where Palestinians ritualize their miseries, cry for a lost country and 
pray for divine intervention.

Endnotes
1 This essay is an enlarged version of a lecture given 

at Knox College, Galesburg Illinois 2005. I want thank 

Professor Penny Gold and the Knox community for 

inviting me to lecture and co-teach with my colleague 

Professor Howard Adelman about life in Palestine\

Israel.
2 The names of some individuals and some details 

have been changed to respect the privacy of those who 

didn’t want to be identified here.
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Jerusalem was brought alive once again 
this summer by the annual Jerusalem 
Festival, hosted by Yabous productions 
and featuring live music and film from 
19-27 July. On opening night, pink and 
purple lights brightened the rock face 
of the Tomb of the Kings, an outdoor 
amphitheatre where most of the events 
were held. Palestine’s own Le Trio 
Jubran played to a full audience, kicking 
off events that included international 
guests Ladysmith Black Mombazo from 
South Africa and the Nigel Kennedy 
Quintet from Great Britain and Poland. 
Kennedy wowed the crowd with both his 
playing, and his political sensibilities, 
as he spoke of his support for the 
Palestinian cause. 

Otherwise, Jerusalem’s eastern regions 
where most Palestinians live are 
increasingly choked by the construction 
of the wall and fence system that Israel 
is building through its neighborhoods. 
The additional construction of a light-
rail system has meant the confiscation of 
land and a further emphasis on services 
for Israeli Jews, rather than the Arab 
inhabitants of the city. 

A new road to connect the southern 
and northern sections of the West Bank 
is nearly completed. The road will 
have separate routes for Israelis and 
Palestinians, with the Palestinian “lane” 
closed to Jerusalem. “The Americans 

demanded from Sharon contiguity for a 
Palestinian state,” Shaul Arieli, a reserve 
colonel in the army and cartographer 
told the New York Times. “This road 
was Sharon’s answer, to build a road 
for Palestinians between Ramallah and 
Bethlehem but not to Jerusalem. This 
was how to connect the West Bank while 
keeping Jerusalem united and not giving 
Palestinians any blanket permission to 
enter East Jerusalem.” 

Sharon spoke before his illness of 
“transportational contiguity” for 
Palestinians, and the idea appeared to 
acquiescence from Washington, if not 
total agreement. 

In a separate, but related checkpoint 
issue, the Association for Civil Rights 
in Israel petitioned the High Court of 
Justice to stop the collection of debts 
from east Jerusalem residents using “tax 
roadblocks”. According to the petition 
filed by attorney Tali Nir on behalf of 
four east Jerusalem residents, “these 
roadblocks are being operated without 
any legal authority and are harming 
human rights.” 

A Ynet article quoted JQ author Adel 
Manna describing how he was stopped 
on his way to work, informed that he had 
a property tax debt of NIS 7,400 (about 
$1,733). Manna was ordered to pay half 
of the debt in cash within 30 minutes, or 
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have his car confiscated and towed. He 
withdrew the sum from a nearby bank 
and returned to the roadblock, where he 
paid his debts and was then returned his 
vehicle. Police set up these roadblocks as 
often as two or three times a week in the 
small Palestinian neighborhoods of East 
Jerusalem. 

Protesters gathered to protest the 8 
August announcement that Israeli police 
were closing the investigation into the 
border police killing of 10-year-old Abir 
Aramin for “lack of sufficient evidence. 
The Anata resident was critically 
wounded on January 16 during a clash 
between Palestinian school students and 
Israeli Border Guard officers. She lay 
clinically dead at Hadassah Hospital in 
Jerusalem for three days before being 
taken off life support. 

On 11 August, an Israeli security guard 
shot dead Ahmad Khatib, from Manda 
village in the Galilee in Jerusalem’s 
Old City after he allegedly stole another 
guard’s gun and wounded him in the 
shoulder. At least eight Palestinians were 
injured in what witnesses said was an 
exchange of fire.


